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The specialist of educational and 
sensory tools for children



All children learn differently and our goal is to help them develop to their full potential. 
We wholeheartedly offer you resources, games, educational materials and quality 
sensory tools. We are your allies in challenges, your accomplices in daily pleasures.

The birth of our manimo: our weighted animals was the starting point of the enterprise. 
We saw and listened to the professional needs. We understood the parents. We acted!!

The sensory tools we created builded our reputation across the country. Ever since, 
weighted lizards, snakes, frogs and dolphins improve daily lives for thousands of 
children. In addition, our strength lies in a dynamic team who listens to the needs 
expressed. Remarkable people use their talents to benefit our service to exceptional 
people like you.

Mothers and fathers understand your needs, pedagogues and educators contribute to 
your experience and attentive advisors are there to help you!

Our mandate is to promote children’s development to their fullest potential!

(Which translates in french as “favoriser le développement maximal de tous”, fdmt)

- Karine Gagner, President

Our mission

Are you a professional and would like to publish an article 
or share information in our newsletter?

Do you have an idea or educational product you’ve 
developed?

Just send me and email to 
karine@fdmt.ca
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Gross Motor
Jump, run, hop, climb, rock and roll - develop gross motor skills with these colourful, fun and interactive 

products. Developing in infancy, gross motor skills are important for major body movements such as walking, 
coordination, balance, jumping, and reaching. These products encourage development of these skills while 

providing hours of entertainment, opportunities for interactive play, and individual growth.
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Wizzy Dizzy
Watch the children smile when they move 
on Whizzy Dizzy and begin to turn and turn 
even faster! While having fun, they work their 
gross motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 
Made of durable plastic, many years of fun 
ahead of you! ø 55 cm X 30 cm. Maximum 
load 45 kg. Ages 3 +

3224000  $ 134.95 

Handheld Rotation Board
Have a seat and have a spin. Children 
grasp the handles to maintain their 
balance. The spinning motion aids in 
the development of the cerebral cortex, 
which controls memory, attention, 
perceptual awareness and language 
development in the brain. Ages 3 +

0912-1 $ 119.95

Mini Top
Developed with particular focus 
on the motor-skill development of 
children. Invites to teeter, swing and 
spin around. It encourages motor 
activities which are important for a 
child’s early development, sense of 
balance (the vestibular system) and 
motor control.Sized to be not too big 
for young children. Carefully designed 
to make sure that both the child’s head 
and fingers are protected during play.            
Ø 68 cm, height 26 cm. Ages 0 to 4.

2635000  $ 64.95

Rocking Bowl
Enhance the development of vestibular 
balance and stimulation. Improve motor 
coordination. Helps develop social 
interaction skills and teamwork. The 
bottom is designed with a smooth curve 
to provide better safety. The ripple 
lines inside a Bowl not only make the 
Bowl beautiful but serve as an anti-slip 
function. The wavy edge allows children 
to sit in together and air circulates 
when it is turned upside down.                                                        
Maximum load: 60 kg. Ages 6 months +

234001 $ 189.95

Bilibo®

This plastic coloured toy will open up 
a new dynamic in an endless variety 
of games. Use a Bilibo indoors and 
outdoors, in the sandbox, water or even 
snow! Ages 2 to 7.

0267100
Blue

$ 37.95 $

0267300
Red

$ 37.95 

0267500
Orange

$ 37.95 

0267600
Lime green

$ 37.95 
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Top
A wonderful giant spinning top for 
hours of fun. Multiple uses: use it to 
rock from side to side, spin, build a 
den, etc. Develops children’s physical 
coordination while they play. Made of 
strong plastic for both indoors and 
outdoors play. H: 44 cm. Ø 80 cm.            
Ages 3 to 10.

1856 $ 84.95

Koala
Half bowl that rocks and rotates like a 
merry-go-round! Turned upside down, 
it becomes a small den. Several Koalas 
can even be combined into a play tunnel. 
Stimulates children’s vestibular sense 
and develops balance skills. A circular 
moulding prevents rolling around 
and children falling out or jamming 
their fingers. Made from 8 mm thick 
plastic. Ø 58 cm. Maximum load: 50 kg.                  
Ages 1 to 6.

2891000  $ 99.95

2891100
Non-Slip shoes -         
pk of 3

 $ 12.95 

RockAround
A round rocking toy for hours of fun 
indoors or outdoors. Children can sit in 
it and rock it from side to side, or spin 
around. There is even room for two 
smaller children to sit in it together. 
Users can hold on to the rim without 
getting their hands jammed between 
the rim and the floor. Develops physical 
coordination skills. H 14 cm. Ø 76 cm. 
Maximum charge: 75 kg. Ages 2 to 7.

1858 $ 74.95

Carousel
Exciting mini carousel giving children a real 
spin! The seat is placed at a slight angle to 
allow the child to propel the Carousel by 
shifting the body’s center of gravity. Thick 
edge to allow a good grip. Solid and stable 
metal base. Ø 56 cm. Maximum load: 50 kg. 
Ages 3 to 10.

2893000 $ 199.95
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Seesaw
Classic play equipment in a unique new 
design. Pliable synthetic rubber domes on 
the underside of the seesaw provide a softer, 
more dynamic movement. The seesaw has 
a non-slip surface. The base of the pivot is 
covered with synthetic rubber to reduce the 
risk of crushing and to prevent damage to the 
floor. Maximum load: 75 kg. 52 x 22 x 14 cm.           
Ages 2 +

2637000 $ 79.95

Therapy Top
Improves balance skills. Textured surface. 
Red plastic Ø 40 cm H 9 cm. Maximum load: 
120 kg. Ages 3 to 15.

1871  $ 49.95

Maze Balance Board
Children will develop their balance skills 
and eye-hand coordination while trying 
to roll the ball through the snail-shaped 
maze. Maximum load: 80 kg. 54 x 40 x 3 cm.        
Ages 3 +

0911 $ 59.95

Gross Motor

Stepping Stones
Each pair can be used as stilts, which 
feature adjustable-length ropes and 
handles, plus anti-slip guards. 3 pairs set.                                                                       
Maximum load: 60 kg. 16 x 11 x 8 cm.        
Ages 3 +

0900 $ 69.95

Stilts
Stilts 11.5 cm high made of very strong 
durable plastic. Maximum charge 80 kg.         
1 pair. 11 cm base. Ages 3 +

1764 $ 14.95

Floor Surfer
The Floor Surfer, a roller board for play and 
therapy, combines play and training of motor 
skills. The raised front part of the Floor 
Surfer supports the coccyx when the child 
is sitting and the sternum when the child 
is lying down. The Floor Surfer is slightly 
tapered at the front to give increased freedom 
of movement for the child’s arms. Made of 
plastic with inserts of EVA foam, giving the 
Floor Surfer an attractive surface. Maximum 
load: 100 kg. 56 x 37 x 14 cm. Ages 2 +

2110 $ 134.95

Pedal Roller
Pedal Roller is a quadricycle that promotes 
exercise and balance at the same time. The 
handrails can be removed to provide an 
additional challenge. Maximum load: 50 kg. 
55 x 52 x 39 cm. Ages 3 +

0894 $ 169.95

balance

Teeter Popper
Stand, sit, rock, tilt, wobble! In playful 
exploration, improves core strenght and 
stability, blance, coordination and gross-
motor skills. Highly durable plastic body. 71 x 
29 x 19 cm. Maximum charge: 90 Kg. Ages 3 +

2943100
Blue

$ 48.95

2943200
Green

$ 48.95 

Scooter Board
Heavy duty plastic board with two handles. 
Use it for obstacle courses and games to 
help improve posture, coordination skills 
and balance reactions. Storage unit sold 
separately. Maximum load : 113 kg

0512
41 x 41 cm

$ 48.95

3507
30 x 30 cm

$ 33.95 

3507700
1 of each colour -                
30 x 30 cm

$ 179.95 

0512-KIT
1 of each colour -                 
41 x 41 cm

$ 264.95 

0512-E
Scooter Stacker

$ 99.95 

 
Complete collection available at fdmt.ca
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The River
Only imagination sets the limits to build 
balance paths. Easy and flexible elements 
to join. Made of durable plastic with nonslip 
base. Can be combined with The Island and 
The Bridge. Stackable for easy storage. 6 
pieces in 6 colours 35.5 cm l 11.5 cm H: 
4.5 cm 1 piece 15.5 cm l 8.5 cm. Maximum 
charge: 75 kg. Ages 2 +

1864 $ 75.95
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Motor Skills Set
Perfect to move in a limited space and 
appreciated by different age groups, create 
motor skills exercises and sensory awakening! 
Includes 4 bricks, 4 half-bricks, 4 poles and 4 
balance beams. 82 x 14 x 4 cm. Ages 3 +

0888  $299.95

Motor Skill                             
Basic Set
This set includes 12 Cubic Bricks, 12 
Connectors, 60 Brick covers, 2 Hoops 60 cm, 
2 Poles 35 cm , 2 Poles 70 cm, 4 Clips A, 4 
Clips B, 4 Balance Beams and 1 Guide Book. 
Storage bag dimensions: 60 x 82 x 13 cm. 
Ages 3 +

1633-034 $ 479.95

Motor Skill Universal Set
This set includes 12 Half Bricks, 8 Bricks, 4 
Hoops 35 cm, 4 Hoops 60 cm, 16 Poles 35 cm, 
8 Poles 70 cm, 12 Clips A, 12 Clips B, 10 Bean 
Bags, 4 Balance Beams, 6 pairs of Footprints, 
6 pairs of Handprints and 1 Guide Book.                                                                            
Storage bag dimensions: 71 x 82 x 13 cm. 
Ages 3 +

1631-102  $ 824.95

Tactile Path
These tactile paths are ideal for balance 
development while walking. The textured 
surfaces provide both grip and sensory 
stimulation. Both sets can be combined to 
produce a multitude of different shapes for 
children to walk on. Maximum load: 80 kg. 
Ages 2 + 

0886
Includes 8 straight pieces 
50 x 13 x 7 cm

 $ 184.95

0903
Includes 12 curved pieces, 
4 straight pieces and 5 
square connectors
50 x 13 x 7 cm

 $ 349.95 

Soft Balance Beam
Extra wide base solidifies this safe balance 
beam. 122 x 46 x 23 cm. Ages 2 to 5.

1548 $ 139.95

Professional Airex Balance 
Beam
Soft destabilizing properties make it 
suitable for use for balance, coordination 
training and motor skill training.                
160 x 24 x 6 cm.

1000 $ 199.95

Wavy Tactile Path
This eight piece tactile path is ideal for 
balance development while walking. The 
pieces can be arranged into curvy or linear 
patterns. The slopes on each piece are 
designed to fit the arch of a child’s foot, 
offering balance control for both front-back 
and left-right movements. The textured 
surface provides both grip and sensory 
stimulation. 70 x 18 x 10 cm. Ages 3 +

0896100 $ 329.95
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Bars and                                     
joints
Use the bars and joints with the Build’n 
Balance Course, Build N’ Balance or Build 
N’ Balance® Cone. Includes: 3 bars 105 cm,      
Ø 3 cm and 2 joints – artificial rubber.

2112 $ 39.95

Connector                           
Set
Use these pieces to connect the textured 
hills and stepping stones (sold separately). 
Set of 6 connectors. 18 x 7 x 4 cm. Ages 3 +

0897 $ 24.95

Gross Motor

balance

River Landscape
An exciting balance landscape with no less 
than 25 elements which can be combined 
in any number of ways. This set provides 
innumerable options for balance training, 
movement exercises and group play. Play 
scenarios are included. Set includes: River (3 
x 7 elements), Island (2 elements), Bridge (2 
elements). Ages 2 +

1873 $ 277.95
Balance Hedhehog
Ideal for building ankle and leg strength. Use 
to improve balance, mobility and coordination. 
Assorted colours. Latex-free. 16 cm.

0177100
Blue

$ 11.95 

0177200
Yellow

$ 11.95

0177300
Purple

$ 11.95

0177400
Red

$ 11.95

0177600
Green

$ 11.95

Build’n Balance Course
Exciting and challenging balancing system. 
The elements can be combined in countless 
ways so use your imagination to set up all 
the balance courses and landscapes you can 
build. The level of difficulty can be varied to 
suit the development levels of the children 
and can be built at heights ranging from 10 
cm to 24 cm. Maximum load 100kg. The set 
includes 13 pieces. Ages 2 +

3095000 $ 499.95

The Mountain
A large mountain designed to challenge 
children to reach the top by climbing up the 
broad steps. Can be used for movement, 
stimulating play and exercise as a 
supplement to River Stones and Hilltops. 
Fitted with non-slip rubber feet. 32 x 49 x 65.5 
cm. Maximum load: 75 kg. Ages 2 +

1863 $ 76.95

Sensory Stonez
Four brightly coloured and textured mounds 
that children can balance, step and hop on. 
Refines fine and gross motor skills. Promotes 
tactile exploration and visual stimulation. 
Made of durable vinyl. Phthalate, BPA and 
latex free. Maximum load : 34 kg. Pk of 4. 
Ages 4 +

2728000  $ 69.95

Plastic Hemispheres
Challenge anybody’s balancing skills. You can 
try to walk on the hemispheres with either 
side – the flat or the round side – up. They do 
not slip as they are heavy and filled with sand. 
Can withstand damp if left outdoors on the 
playground. Set of 3 pairs. Ø 15 cm.H 7 cm. 
Maximum load: 100 kg.

1869 $ 54.95

Rainbow River Stones
This 6-piece activity set includes stepping 
stones of three different sizes. Each stone 
features a different slope and texture that 
challenges balance skills while providing 
sensory stimulation to children’s feet. 
Increases the level of difficulty by stacking 
the stones. Activity book is included. 
Maximum load: 80 kg. Size of largest stepping 
stone: 40 x 40 x 14 cm. Ages 3 +

0902 $ 189.95
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River Stones
Provides challenging, active, imaginative 
fun. Builds children’s confidence when 
jumping, judging distances, co-ordinating and 
balancing. Each stone has different slopes on 
each side, increasing difficulty. Non-slip base. 
Can be stacked for easy storage. Includes 
suggestions for games. Set of 6 stones in 6 
colours: 3 big stones: 36 x 36 x 36 cm - H: 8.5 
cm 3 small stones: 25 x 25 x 25 cm H 4.5 cm. 
Maximum load: 75 kg. Ages 2 +

1861 $ 69.95

Ultra Motor                         
Skills Set
Designed to enhance motor, cognitive and 
social skills. Stimulates the senses and 
awareness of colours! Improves coordination, 
psychomotor, sensorimotor and perceptual-
motor abilities! Includes 1 Floor Surfer, 1 
Seesaw, 1 River Stone, 1 Giant Top, 1 Activity 
Rings, 1 Hill Top, 1 Tactile Disc, 1 The River, 2 
Clown Hats. Ages 3 +

2894000 $ 819.95

Balance Stepping Clouds
Each cloud has inflatable air chambers, 
that when stepped on, cause them 
to wobble. This motion enhances the 
user’s physical coordination and balance 
development. Route organization of the 
clouds develop action planning ability and 
spatial concepts. The Balance Stepping 
Clouds set include: 2 green clouds with 
raised tactile dots, 2 blue clouds with 
raised tactile stripes and a zippered 
carrying case. 30 x 23 x 5 cm. Maximum 
load: 60 kg. Ages 2 +

234900 $ 219.95

Hilltops
Develop the ability to estimate distances 
and heights. Each top is provided with 
a rubber rim which prevents them from 
slipping. Hilltops are made so that they 
cannot overturn. Includes suggestions 
for games. Set of 5 tops in three heights: 
36 x 36 x 36 cm H 8.5 cm. 40.5 x 40.5 x 
40.5 cm H 17 cm. 42 x 42 x 42 cm H 25.5 
cm. Maximum load: 75 kg. Ages 2 +

1862 $ 179.95

Tactile Discs
Match the large disc on the ground to the small 
one the child is holding in his/her hands. Play 
memory games with a blindfold. The games 
can be adjusted to fit the child’s age and motor 
skills. Ø: 27 cm and 11 cm. Includes a blindfold 
and a cloth bag. Maximum load: 100 kg. Ages 3 +

1860-1
Complete set                 
(Sets 1 and 2)

$ 189.95

1860-2
Set  #1  
(5 smalls and 5 large)
green, yellow, fuchsia, 
cyan and orange

 $ 114.95

1860-3
Set #2  
(5 small and 5 large)
turquoise, red, beige, blue 
and purple

 $ 100.95 

Silishapes sensory           
circle set
Use your senses to associate, with your eyes 
closed or not, a small circle that’s in your 
hands to the same under your feet! While 
inventing different games, discover the 
sensations of each and make associations. 
The kit includes 5 silicone circles of 35 cm 
and 5 identical circles of 8 cm. Ages 3 +

3204000 $ 64.95
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Gross Motor

scooters and bicycles

PlasmaCar
To propel this aerodynamic engine, you rotate 
the steering wheel continuously from left to 
right. It also works in reverse. Children will 
develop upper body and arm muscle tone. 
Made from high-quality ABS plastics; it is 
rugged and durable. Can handle a load of 100 
kg on a smooth, flat surface, and 55 kg on a 
rough surface. Ages 3 +

0684-R
Red

$ 69.95

0684-B
Blue

$ 69.95 

EzyRoller
This is the machine that started a movement: 
the original authentic EzyRoller. It’s the genuine 
article, extendable to allow kids from 4 to 
14 and even small adults to curve their way. 
Maximum load: 70 kg. 

3611100 $ 134.95

CarePlay                            
Ride-on Squirrel / Puppy
Versatile and well designed, these cute 
relatable characters will provide hours 
of fun and exercise for your little ones.                     
60 x 33 x 47 cm.

• Heavy-duty axles and wheels hold up to 
200 pounds

• Handle on tails allow ride-on to be used 
as a walker

• Low seat makes climbing on and 
dismount easy

• Created specifically for a multi-child 
environment

• Perfect for indoor and outdoor use

• Recessed wheel hubs will not poke or 
scratch riders

3628200
Red Squirrel

$ 89.95

3628100
Blue Squirrel

$ 89.95 

3627200
Red Puppy

$ 89.95 

3627100
Blue Puppy

$ 89.95 

MyRider - Tricycle
This tricycle allows children of various sizes and 
ages to ride comfortably. Yellow power-coated 
frame resists rust and scratches. Sturdy, solid 
rubber tires on spoke-less wheels. Maximum 
load: 32 kg.

3724100
Seat’s height: 27.9 cm           
Handles’ height: 51 cm              
Ages 3 to 5

$ 246.95 

3724200
Seat’s height: 30 cm           
Handles’ height: 63 cm             
Ages 3 to 6

$ 252.95 

3724300
Seat’s height: 40 cm           
Handles’ height: 68 cm                   
Ages 4 to 8

$ 272.95

MyRider- Scooter
This scooter is perfect for young children. 
Yellow power-coated frame resists rust and 
scratches. Sturdy, solid rubber tires on spoke-
less wheels. Maximum load: 32 kg.

3724500
Footplate 8.9 cm                             
Handlebars 71 cm               
Ages 3 to 6

 $ 207.95

3724600
Footplate 7.6 cm       
Handlebars 73.6 cm          
Ages 4 to 8.

 $ 219.95

MyRider - Easy Rider Tricycle
This tricycle allows children to pedal more 
horizontally compared to a regular tricycle. 
Yellow power-coated frame resists rust and 
scratches. Sturdy, solid rubber tires on spoke-
less wheels. Maximum load: 32 kg. Seat 15 cm 
and Handlebars 53 cm. Ages 4 to 8. 

3724400 $ 272.95
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Pogo Ball
Inflatable rubber ball with a ring-like 
platform to stand on. Grip the sides of the 
ball with your ankles and bounce away! Rigid 
plastic fitted platform. Assorted colours. 
Maximum load: 45 kg. Ages 6 +

3051100 $ 32.95

Baby trampoline
The canvas is tensioned in such a way 
that even small children will experience a 
springing effect. The spring sheet is only 12 
cm above the floor. The rubber cover yields 
protection against the metal frame and the 
supporting handles are covered with foam for 
added protection. Maximum load: 20 kg.Ø 70 
cm H 14/65 cm. Ages 18 months +

1882 $ 339.95

Trampoline
The sloped protective cushion with high rear 
11 cm edge yields utmost protection during 
play. Foam-covered handle is included. 
Reinforced spring sheet suspended in steel 
springs. Maximum load: 50 kg. Ø 103 cm        
H 28 / 80 cm. Ages 3 to 10.

1881  $ 699.95

Jumparoo
The Jumparoo will give you hours of pleasure. 
Your children will be able to climb, swing 
and jump. Almost 2 m high, it’s ideal for 
apartments, smaller play rooms, daycares 
and pre-schools. Ø 152 cm. Accessories sold 
separately. Ages 2 +

3212200 $ 699.95

Turret                           
Sprinkler
Turret Sprinkler with 8 Water Patterns is 
a great add-on option for the Jumparoo! 
This is the perfect way to beat the summer 
heat. Kids have a blast with this new water 
addition.  Includes buckle connectors for 
sprinkler and will connect to standard water 
garden hose.

3213200 $ 49.95

Protective                              
Pads 
Get small protective pads for your Mini-
Jumparoo. Children can have fun safely. Made 
of foam inside and nylon sleeve. With velcro 
to attach to your Jumparoo. Pk of 8.

3213300 $ 24.95

Tube                                  
Cover
This cover, made by hand with high quality 
neoprene, is the indispensable item for your 
Jumparoo. All year long, it will protect it from 
the sun, the rain and the snow. 

3213400 $ 129.95

Rope 
Swing
The Jungle Rope Swing is a custom made 
trapeze that attaches to the upper frame 
and allows for children to swing, twist and 
spin without tangled rope. This product is 
perfect for all seasons. It has quickly become 
a favourite addition to the Mini-Jumparoo.      
Ages 3 +

3213100 $ 49.95

trampolines and accessories
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Gross Motor

“Find-Me” Multi-Colour 
Tunnel
Sturdy spring steel construction makes for 
long lasting fun. Padding over the interior 
wire makes crawling easy on the hands and 
knees. Collapses down for easy storage. May 
be used indoors or outdoors. 180 x 48 cm.

1225 $ 44.95

Resistance Tunnel
Provides proprioceptive and deep 
pressure tactile input as well as 
challenges bilateral coordination 
skills. Made with several 
reinforced handles to hold and pull.                      
160 x 24 x 6 cm.

0129-1 $ 139.95

“One Touch” Tent
Easier than a magic wand, simply remove the 
tent from the carry bag, unfold it and then 
lift it up and with just One Touch™ the tent is 
set up. No more parts or extra hands needed 
to enjoy the benefits of this new patented 
technology. 122 x 122 x 91 cm.

1222 $ 89.95

Institutional Parachute 
Great for cooperative group play and helps 
to build muscle tone. There are over 100 
different games children can play using these 
Parachutes. Develops perceptual, cognitive 
and motor skills. Includes storage sack. 
Made of high quality durable 210 rip-stop 
nylon.

1237-06
8 handles - 1.8 m

$ 49.95

1237-12
12 handles - 3.7 m

$ 79.95 

3177000
20 handles - 7.3 m

$ 149.95 

Parachute:  
Encouraging Exercises
Book with inspiration, play ideas, and 
background for activities involving parachutes. 
Colour illustrations. 56 pages.

2896100
English

$ 14.95 

2896200
French

$ 14.95 

Go-Go Balance Fun
Different textures provide a variety of sensory 
experiences. Additional features include safety 
locks and foot sheaths to prevent slipping. 
Maximum load: 55 kg.

0908-1
Half-circle

$ 349.95

0908-2
Circle

$ 649.95 

Roller 
Cartwheeling made easy! This coloured 
flexible structure allows children to roll and 
tumble from one point to another. Posture 
changes and gravity center at work!

2832000  $ 279.95

“I See You” Tunnel
Easy to see through and bright enough to 
capture those smiles. Tunnel also has a 
connecting lip on one end to enable you to 
connect other tunnels. Padded wires inside 
for comfort and safety. Tunnels fold down flat 
for easy storage. 180 x 48 cm.

1223  $ 49.95

games

Jumping Sacks
Gives children cognitive challenges and 
provides physical activity combined with 
cardiovascular benefits. Pk of 4. Ages 5 +

2907000
Cotton

$ 67.95

3015100
Polyester

$ 24.95 
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Go Wheelie
Encourages active and imaginative play while 
reinforcing gross motor skills and eye-hand 
coordination. The Go Wheelie features an 
easy turning steering wheel. 71 cm. Ages 3 +

1151  $ 26.95
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Diabolo
Whirl and toss the spinning 10 cm spool 
on the string and perform dozens of tricks. 
Instructions included. Excellent for eye-hand 
coordination. Assorted colours. Ages 6 +

209000 $ 12.95
Shoal Fish
Children are able to hide small items in the 
“belly” of the shoal fish as part of memory, 
sorting and naming games in linguistic or 
cognitive learning. The small orange buttons 
on the shoal fish make it possible to ‘catch’ 
them with the fishing rod magnet. Available in 
red EVA foam with orange metal buttons. 5 pcs.      
L: 15 x 9 x 5 cm. Fishing rod sold separately.

1876  $ 84.95

Fishing Rod
With this fishing rod, children are ready for a 
fishing trip. Length: 90 cm. To use with Shoal 
Fish (1876). Pk of 1.

1875 $ 29.95

Fishing Games
A wooden magnetic play set to enrich 
matching, sorting, and counting activities. 
Children can use the spinner to play as a 
game, or just quietly fish. Includes 2 fishing 
rods and 10 coloured numbered fishes. Either 
way, there’s plenty of fun in this sea! Ages 3 +

3096000 $ 29.95

Rock n’ Fish 
The 3 types of fish are unique in design with 
multiple shaped openings, wobble action, 
and bright colours. To “hook” a fish, the 
children have to be slow and careful which 
adds complexity and enhances the stability of 
hand muscle control. Includes 6 sea animals, 
3 baits, 2 pcs single rod, and 1 combination 
rod. Ages 3 +

2917000 $ 64.95

Clown’s Hat
Concentration and balance are required to 
wear the Clown’s Hat which develops body 
consciousness and attention to posture. 
Shaped to make it easy for small children to 
use and the parts are so soft that dropping 
the rings does not hurt. Contains five parts 
made of artificial rubber and EVA foam. 18 cm 
Ø 14.5 cm. Ages 3 +

1868 $ 24.95

Jump Rope
Whatever your age, this 2.75 m skipping rope 
is a great way to move and exercise while 
having fun. Assorted colours.

2803100 $ 3.95

Ankle Hoops
An ideal game to develop jumping skills and 
coordination. 6 assorted colours. Pk of 6. 
Ages 6 +

2631000  $ 19.95

Balancing Ball
Have fun with this balance game. Be the first 
one to finish your course without the ball 
falling. Durable plastic wands, with colourful 
plastic balls. 34 cm long wand, 7 cm ball. Set 
of 4 different colours. Ages 3 +

3091000 $ 24.95
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Traffic Cones
Strong plastic cones that will stand up to 
the toughest little driver. Set of 6 cones in 5 
different colours. 23 cm.

0758 $ 24.95

Square Markers
Set of 6 flat squares (red, orange, yellow, 
blue, purple and green). Use to indicate a 
spot or position during routines or sport 
activities.

2804000 $ 28.95

Blindfold Set
Set of 6 premium rainbow coloured 
blindfolds. Great for initiative group work 
(blind leads) or for sensory work with 
elementary grades. Nylon construction with 
an adjustable elastic strap.

3506000 $ 17.95

Hoops
The durable hoops can be played with in 
many ways. 4 hoops of 35 cm and 4 of 60 cm.

234500 $ 79.95

Activity Rings
Activity Rings can be used as inspiration for 
countless activities such as dancing in a circle, 
walking on tiptoe in the rings, balancing the 
rings on your head, juggling rings on arms and 
legs, throwing rings to each other, jumping 
with rings around your legs, building figures 
– the combinations are limitless. The Activity 
Rings are made of soft artificial rubber. Ø 16.4 
cm thickness 1.2 cm. Assorted colours.

1879-24
Pk of 24

$ 74.95

1879-6
Pk of 6

$ 19.95 

Build N’ Balance                
Cone
This set of 6 colorful plastic cones can create 
thousands of games. Each cone has holes 
with a circumference of 2.5 cm. Insert sticks 
(2112 not included) or hoops (3505100 not 
included) for even more acrobatics. Pk of 6.

3456000 $ 69.95

Hoop
Rhythmic quality hoops are almost 
indestructible. Super strong seamless weld 
construction. No staples or glued plugs. 57.5 
cm. Assorted colours. Pk of 1.

3505100 $ 11.95

Monster Bowling
Our amazingly creative monster bowling set 
adds colour, texture and a whole lot of eyes to 
a familiar game! Includes six furry, textured 
pins and one beastly ball in a zippered 
carrying case. 23 x 22 x 18 cm. Ages 2 +

0623  $ 36.95

Rainbow Bowl
Have a rolling, bowling good time! Have your 
little one practice colours by having them aim 
for certain colored pins. Flip the pins over 
and look through the spyglass end to see the 
world in a different way. Dimension of the 
pins: 20 x 8 x 2 cm. 5 pins and 1 ball. 

3618000 $ 29.95

Ring Toss
The popular tossing game is challenging 
both physically and mentally as it requires 
concentration and body control to assess the 
distance and throw the rings with precision. 
The game includes two supports so that it 
can be placed at an angle for small children. 
Include 5 colourful soft rings. 50 x 50 x 18 cm. 
Ages 3 +

2895000 $ 69.95
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Square Bean Bags
These 4 different coloured pockets are easy to 
throw. Pleasing to the touch, they are useful 
for a multitude of various games. 12 x 12 cm. 
Ages 3 +

3092000 $ 6.95

Alphabet Bean Bag
Colourful 10 cm bean bags offer many 
options for learning letters and playing with 
the alphabet. 26 pcs. Ages 3 +

3093000 $ 39.95

Easy-Catch Bean Bags
It’s time for catching pratice! These 4 
different colours bean bags are designed 
to enhance gross motor skills and build 
confidence. 30 x 9 cm.

3094000  $ 14.95

Bean Bag Tossing Game
Toss bean bags through holes to match 
colours, shapes or numbers—even invent 
your own game. Wipe-clean vinyl board with 
hook-and-loop fasteners and carrying handle. 
Includes 12 canvas bean bags (Ø 8cm) and 
Activity Guide. 1 to 4 players. 60 x 48 x 30 cm. 
Ages 3 +

1289 $ 73.95

Number Bean Bags
These easy to use & colourful bean bags will 
help children to recognize and order numbers 
and to count. Pk. of 10 bags, numbers 1-10. 
10 x 10 cm. Ages 3 +

2875000  $ 21.95

Mini Ogodisk
Super fun disk game that plays like 
badminton. It’s easy to grab and hold, even 
for small hands! This awesome set promotes 
active outdoor play, coordination, peer 
interaction, and tons of bouncy fun! Each set 
includes 2 discs and 1 hairy ball. Ages 5 +

2690100 $ 26.95

Ogodisk Balls
Colourful, soft and light material, perfect 
for a variety of active play! Assorted colours.            
5 cm. Pk of 2. Ages 3 +    

2690300 $ 6.50

Rhythm                         
Activities Scarves
Set of 12 coloured scarves used for strategy 
games, sensory activities or artistic creations. 
43 x 43 cm. Assorted colours. 

2829000 $ 19.95

Dart Ball Game
Made of a sturdy nylon that features Velcro-
like patches with an inflatable inner chamber 
perfect for the three tennis like balls that are 
used as darts to earn points. Challenge eye-
hand coordination and team work. Ø 61 cm. 
Ages 3 +

0564 $ 29.95

Magic Mitt
Throw and catch with this Velcro catch ball 
set. Paddles have adjustable straps and 
brightly coloured Velcro surface. Ages 3 +

1625 $ 14.95

Bean Bag Scarf Set
Each beanbag scarf weighs 28.35 g with a 10” 
long nylon scarf attached. Great for throwing 
and catching exercises or practicing juggling. 
Sold in set of 6 rainbow colours. 

3502000 $ 16.95
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Pancake Pile-Up
Help your customers get just what they 
ordered by racing the other servers to the 
grill, relay style and piling up pancakes in 
precisely the right order. Great for improving 
memory and matching skills. Ages 4 +

2799000 $ 22.95

Ready, Set, Move!
Get up and get moving! This fun exercise set 
takes active learning to a whole new level. 
Stand on the Ø 25 cm coloured circle mats, 
then roll the 13 cm inflatable jumbo dice 
to see which exercise to do, and how many 
times to do it. Ages 4 +

2660000  $ 44.95

Rainbow Stunt Streamer
Create colourful patterns with this streamer. 
Pull the control cord to make giant loops, 
little loops, spirals and more. 2.10 m.       
Ages 5 +

208600 $ 7.95

Roll and Play
This is a great game to learn how to follow 
the rules. Roll the dice (15cm³), choose the 
corresponding colour map and realize the 
illustrated activity! 48 cards divided into 6 
categories (emotions, counting, colours, body 
parts, actions and sounds of animals) will 
provide laughter and fun. Available in French 
only. Ages 18 months +

3163000 $ 29.95

L’Oeuf a dit!
Play, move, and have fun with this interactive 
game on an animal theme. Alone or in 
groups, listen to the egg speak, sing, but 
do not laugh. Choose one of the three 
game modes. According to the instructions, 
watch, imitate the sounds of the animals, 
and practice your balance or coordination! 
Batteries not included. Available in French 
only. Ages 3 + 

3164100 $ 34.95

Yoga Spinner
Flexibility, balance and hazard meet in this 
Yoga game. Spin the arrow and perform the 
illustration shown on the corresponding 
colour card. Can you hold for 10 seconds? 
Possible giggles, you could lose your balance!                
Ages 5 +

3162100  $ 19.95

games

Ring Around the Tree Toss
Set up the 19-inch tree at a comfortable 
distance and pass out two of the natural rope 
rings to each player. Then... Start tossing! 
Play it easy by aiming for the top three 
branches. Or, take a risk and try to snag one 
of the lower, more valuable branches. Once 
all the rings are tossed, count up your points 
to see who won! Made with natural wood.
Dimension: 36 x 23 x 46 cm. Ages 3 +

3615000 $ 44.95

Joey Jump
Improve eye-hand coordination while learning 
an invaluable skill, catching! Place a beanbag 
on one end of the 71 cm inclined plane and 
stomp on the other end, your beanbag sails 
in the air for you to catch. A wonderful activity 
your child will practice again and again! 
Includes 2 bean bags and a 71 cm plastic 
launching board. Assorted bean bag colours. 
Ages 2 +

1145 $ 29.95

Backyard Carnival toss
Set up the ball-toss at a comfortable 
distance, hand all the balls over to the first 
player, and start tossing! Each panel is 
printed with a different number. It’s up to 
you to try and knock down all the panels 
with the highest numbers. Flip the panels 
back up and hand the balls over to the next 
player. The player with the most points 
wins! Coordination and early math skills 
combine into a truly delightful competition 
with the Backyard Carnival Toss game.                   
Dimension: 46 x 10 x 46 cm. Ages 3 +

3616000 $ 49.95
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OBALL  
A ball full of finger holes that is incredibly 
easy to catch, captivating to hold, and safe to 
throw. Shiny, smooth, flexible, durable and 
virtually indestructible.

0541-4
Ø 10 cm

$ 9.95

Overball
Because of its soft cover and light weight, 
this ball is popular as a slow-motion ball. 
Includes an exercise brochure and a needle for 
inflation. 26 cm.

0182 $ 12.95

To & Fro Ball
Allows everyone to learn to play ball 
games. Ideal for children in wheelchairs or 
with limited movement, as it means they 
are able to throw or roll a ball and pull it 
back using the elastic waist tie. Promotes 
eye-hand coordination. Ball Ø 20.5 cm.                      
Rope length: 150 cm. Ages 4 +

2918000  $ 17.95

Rainbow Soft Ball
It’s irresistible! When baby holds, rolls 
or throws this captiving transparent ball, 
something wonderful happens: small colored 
balls are dancing inside. This charming toy 
motivates toddlers to move and crawl for 
hours of fun. Ø 15 cm. Ages 6 months +

3219000 $ 16.95
Mini Wiggly Giggly Ball
Develop your baby’s gross motor skills with 
this colourful ball that make fun sounds when 
rotated or shaken. Assorted colours. Ø 12 cm. 
Ages 6 months +

3379000 $16.95

Squiggle Ball
Motorized ball that goes crazy! It has a mind 
of its own! Hard to catch and keep in hands. 
AA battery not included. Ages 3 +

0133  $ 9.95

Rubbabu Balls
Soft velvety textured balls. Assorted colours 
and styles. 10-12 cm. Pk of 6.

1211 $ 52.95  

Small Rubbabu balls
Set of 3 different soft texture balls. Assorted 
colours. 6 cm (2.5”). 

1654  $ 11.95

Super Grip Ball
Bounce this ball as you like and enjoy its 
unique style. Easy to throw or catch, it is 
equipped with a non-slip rubber band for 
easy handling. Ø 10 cm. Assorted colours.

3377000 $ 6.95

Wacky Flash Ball
The Wacky Flash Ball is full of celestial light-
up action! Turn the light show on and off with 
a squeeze or a bounce. This cool, star-shaped 
bouncing ball is sure to brighten your days 
and nights. Assorted colours. Ages 3+

3489000 $ 5.95

balls
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Tactile Balls
Set of 6 balls with different colours, textures 
and sounds when squeezed. Washable 
plastic. Ø11 cm. Ages 12 months +

2974000  $ 38.95

Textured Sensory Light Balls
Children of all ages will love to play with light 
balls that light up and flash when they are 
bounced. Great for use in open play or in a 
sensory area. Good too for use in fun games of 
throw and catch as they are ideal for a young 
child’s hand. The Textured Sensory Light Ball 
Set has four balls with different surface textures 
to explore. Ø 10 cm. 

2973100  $ 19.95

Ball-a-balloos
Four wild and wacky rubber balls with their 
own unique personalities. Ages 6 months + 

3471100 $ 29.95

Farm Hoppers
Can you keep your balance and work your 
coordination on this cute animal jumper? 
Work your vestibular system while having 
fun! Just ride the cow and hold his ears or 
horns to move and jump. Includes a pump.  
Ages 18 months +

3367100
Red 

$ 29.95

3367200
Blue

$ 29.95 

3367300
Purple

$ 29.95 

Rody Horse
Made of super strong latex free vinyl, 
inflatable to adjust for the weight of child. 
Great for developing balance and coordination 
skills. Ages 2 to 4.

2625000 $ 63.95

HOP Jumping Ball
Great for developing coordination and balance 
skills. Solid handle makes it easy to hang up 
for storage.

0173-45
Yellow - 45 cm

 $ 28.95

0173-55
Red - 55 cm

 $ 31.95 

0173-65
Blue - 65 cm

 $ 36.95 

Portable Ball Pit with           
450 Balls
An oversized bag made of sturdy but 
breathable fabric, when filled with balls, 
provides tactile input as well as vestibular 
input when shaking. Great for the travelling 
therapist or clinics with limited space. 
Includes 450 balls of 7.5 cm.

0102-450 $ 349.95

Portable Ball Pit
Balls not included.

0102 $ 119.95

7.5 cm High Quality Balls
Use these balls to fill the Portable Pit (0102) 
or the Ocean Depths Ball Refuge (1543-1, 
page 28). Pk of 150 balls.

0904
1 pk

$ 109.95

0904
3 to 5 pk

$ 104.95 

0904
6 pk and more

$ 99.95 

balls

Reflective Balls
Develop children’s gross motor and sensory 
skills and introduce them to the concept 
of size and scale. Children can explore the 
reflective properties of items placed next to 
the balls. Made from hardwearing stainless 
steel. Set of 4. Ø 6 cm, 8 cm, 10 cm and 15 
cm. Ages 12 months +

2839100 $ 39.95
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School Set
This set contains 25 balls of different 
sizes and shapes. Great for enhancing 
children’s sense of balance and coordination.         
Contents: 5 x 7 cm massage ball, 5 x 8 cm 
massage ball, 5 x 9 cm massage ball, 1 x 85 
cm gym ball, 1 x gym roll, 2 x 40 cm jumping 
ball, 2 x 55 cm jumping ball, 4 x To & Fro Ball. 
Ages 3 +

1650 $ 299.95

Heavy Med Ball
Small volume but heavy weight medicine 
balls. They bounce and offer a good grip. 
Useful in training for all ball games.

0153-1
Grenn  
0,5 kg - 10 cm

$ 14.95

0153-2
Red  
1 kg -12 cm

$ 17.95 

0153-3
Yellow  
2 kg - 15 cm

$ 30.95 

0153-4
Blue 
3 kg - 17 cm

$ 45.95 

0153-5
Orange  
5 kg - 23 cm

$ 67.95 

Gymnic Classic Ball
Burst resistant therapy ball. Latex-free. 
Maximum load: 270 kg.

0162-30
Fuchsia - 30 cm

$ 18.95

0162-45
Yellow - 45 cm

$ 26.95 

0162-55
Red - 55 cm

$ 29.95 

0162-65
Blue - 65 cm

$ 41.95

0162-75
Yellow - 75 cm

$ 48.95 

0162-85
Red - 85 cm

$ 59.95 

0162-95
Blue - 95 cm

$ 69.95 

0162-12
Red - 120 cm

$ 154.95 

Gym Roll Ball
The special shape of the ball can 
improve kids motor skills and enhance 
sense of touch and physical balance                                   
Maximum load: 100 kg. Ø 40 cm, L 80 cm.

3469100 $ 69.95

Physio Roll
The peanut-shaped ball provides more 
stability and is ideal in therapy. Maximum 
load: 299 kg.

0331-30
Blue - 30 cm

 $ 50.95

0331-40
Red - 40 cm

 $ 58.95 

0331-55
Yellow - 55 cm

 $ 83.95 

0331-70
Blue - 70 cm

 $ 114.95 

0331-85
Red - 85 cm

 $ 156.95 

Thera-Band®                            

Exercise Ball
Maximum load: 454 kg

0193-45
Yellow - 45 cm

$ 31.95

0193-55
Red - 55 cm

$ 39.95 

0193-65
Green - 65 cm

$ 48.95 

0193-75
Blue - 75 cm

$ 55.95 

0193-85
Silver - 85 cm

$ 59.95 

Sens’o’Roll Ball
The textured peanut-shaped ball allows for a 
stronger hold, further tactile stimulation and 
a pleasant massage. Maximun load: 300 kg. 
Ø 50 cm.

2823000 $ 83.95
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Massage Ball
The pimpled surface ball is suitable 
for rehabilitation, gymnastics, and 
massages. It helps relax and stimulate 
muscles. Phthalate free. Maximum load: 
300 kg. Ø 75 cm.  Ages 9 months +

1651-75  $79.95

Half Massage Ball
The pimpled surface is suitable for 
rehabilitation, gymnastics, and massages. It 
helps relax and stimulate muscles. Phthalate 
free. Maximum load: 150 kg. Ø 40 cm.        
Ages 2 +

1652-40 $ 44.95

Double Action                    
Hand Pump
Ideal for filling or deflating                     
exercise balls. 

0435 $ 33.95

Therapy Ball Base
Provides added stability to therapy balls. 
Product may differ from image.

0180-1
Small - For balls from 
45 to 55 cm

 $ 25.95

0180-2
Large - For balls from  
65 to 75 cm

$ 27.95
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Thera-Band® without Latex
Width 10 cm - Length 23 m

0188-1
Yellow - Thin

 $ 86.95

0188-2
Red - Medium

 $ 91.95 

0188-3
Green - Firm

 $ 96.95 

0188-4
Blue - Extra Firm

 $ 109.95 

0188-5
Black - Extra Extra Firm

 $ 114.95 

Thera-Band® with Latex 

Width 15 cm - Length 5.5 m

0186-2
Yellow - Thin

$ 19.95

0186-3
Red - Medium

$ 21.95 

0186-4
Green - Firm

$ 23.95 

0186-5
Blue - Extra Firm

$ 25.95 

0186-7
Silver - Super heavy

$ 44.95 

Width 15 cm - Length 45 m

0187-2
Yellow - Thin

$ 139.95

0187-3
Red - Medium

$ 149.95 

0187-4
Green - Firm

$ 159.95 

0187-5
Blue - Extra Firm

$ 179.95 

0187-6
Black - Extra Extra Firm

$ 199.95 
REP Band without Latex
Endless activities possible. Latex, odor and 
powder free band. Width 10 cm. Length 5.5 m.

0337-1
Peach - Extra Thin

$ 14.95

0337-2
Orange - Thin

$ 15.95

0337-3
Green - Medium

$ 17.95 

0337-4
Blue - Firm

$ 19.95 

0337-5
Plum - Extra Firm

$ 20.95 

Thera-Band® Professional 
Resistance Bands without 
Latex

This assortment of 3 latex free rubber 
resistive bands, 10 cm wide, is ideal for small 
groups with individuals of varying strengths 
and for progressive home exercise programs.

0189-1
Low resistance 

$ 24.95

0189-2
High resistance

$ 29.95 

REP Exercise Tube without 
Latex
Length 7,5 m

0300-1
Peach - Extra Thin

$ 15.95

0300-2
Orange - Thin

$ 18.95 

0300-3
Green - Medium

$ 22.95 

0300-4
Blue - Firm

$ 28.95 

0300-5
Plum - Extra Firm

$ 31.95 

Exercise bands are economical, easy to carry and can be used in different ways. They allow you to work and 
strengthen the upper limbs, torso, abdominals, pelvis and legs. Several fun exercises can also be done with children, 
such as jumping rope, boxing, imitating Superman, creating a labyrinth, etc.

Bands are not toys for children. Do not allow children to do exercises without supervision.

exercise bands
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Alpine Tunnel Slide
Six specially-shaped soft play forms create 
a motor perceptual playland. All shapes 
hook and loop together and shatter resistant 
unbreakable mirror draws kids to experiment 
and grow. Incremental sizing encourages 
large muscle development. 51 cm high peak. 
Ages 9 months +

1087 $ 574.95

Crawly Bumps
Fundamental climbing piece. Wipe-clean 
surface over crushable foam shapes provide 
tummy tumbling, developmental fun through 
play exercise. Two bumps 15 cm and one 
bump 30 cm form one soft unit. 91 x 60 x 30 
cm. Ages 6 months +

1455 
Yellow and Blue

$ 184.95

3421000  
Yellow and Green

$ 189.95 

Corral Ball Pool
Our ball pool has 10 cm thick foam walls with 
an unpadded vinyl floor. Contains 500 multi-
coloured balls (included) to provide multi-
sensory tactile stimulation as preschoolers 
balance, adjust, and move through them. Pool 
Ball Cover available (1542-2) 135 x 135 x 31 
cm. Ages 2 +

1542-1 $ 599.95

1542-2
Ball pool soft cover

$ 39.95 

Hill Climber
Children who love to climb will enjoy 
exploring the ramp or the 5 colourful and 
safe modules of this set. Each polyurethane 
piece is easy to clean. 100 x 100 x 15 cm.                   
Ages 6 months +

3420000 $ 324.95

Shape & Play Obstacle 
Course
Eleven piece set, based on a 51 cm module 
develop colour and shape differentiation. The 
hook and loop attachments allow a myriad of 
configuration possibilities. 153 x 153 x 46 cm. 
Ages 9 months +

1230-2 $ 589.95

Soft Tunnel Climber
This brightly-coloured soft tunnel climber 
helps develop perceptual-motor skills.       
175 x 173 x 46 cm. Ages 9 months +

1086 $ 534.95

Shape & Play Climber
A versatile 4 piece climber that can be re-
arranged in a variety of ways with universal 
hook and loop attachments. Each wipe-clean 
vinyl piece helps the child to differentiate 
colours and shapes. Each piece is 51 cm. 
Ages 9 months +

1230-1 $ 369.95
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Curved Tunnel              
Climber
This structure is fabulous for a child who 
explores his world. He can climb small hills, 
crawling in a tunnel, slide... Developing gross 
motor skills has never been so fun! The 
durable and resistant structure is easy to 
clean. Floor space required: 208 x 58 x 44 cm. 
Ages 9 months +

3423000 $ 559.95

Play Center Climber
This climbing set has 9 structures that can be 
merged to allow children to crawl and explore 
safely. 152 x 152 x 20 cm. Ages 1 +

3436000 $ 614.95

soft play structures
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Stacking Blocks
Problem solving will be put to work as 
children navigate the 7 interlocking shapes 
to form a tower. Foam filled shapes are 
lightweight and covered in high-end easy 
to clean polyurethane. 69 x 30 x 127 cm.           
Ages 4 + 

3448000  $ 559.95

Toddler Tumble’n Roll
Perfect for testing spatial relationships. 70 
cm long soft tunnel with Ø 36 cm removable 
cylinder. 10 cm soft sides.

1091 $ 309.95

Gross Motor

Bright Colours Pouf
This soft cushion is perfect for moments 
of relaxation for children over 13 months. 
The fabric, made of polyurethane, facilitates 
cleaning. 76 x 76 x 13 cm.

3437000  $110.95

Neutral Colours Pouf
This round, fluffy cushion is perfect for a 
moment of relaxation. Easy to clean, it is 
made of polyurethane. 96 x 96 x 13 cm.

3439000 $ 179.95

Bright Colours Pouf
This round, fluffy cushion is perfect for a 
moment of relaxation. Easy to clean, it is 
made of polyurethane. 107 x 107 x 15 cm.

3440000  $ 179.95

Butterfly Climber
Four pieces, center of the room climber 
will delight little ones, while they improve 
their crawling, balancing and climbing 
skills. Pieces attach together with hook 
and loop fasteners. 152 x 130 x 28 cm.                        
Ages 6 months +

1238  $ 329.95

Stacking Turtle Climber
This smiling turtle is ideal for young children 
discovering their environment or older 
children discovering handling oversized 
objects. Includes two rings (101 x 13 cm, 64 x 
13 cm) a cylinder of (30 x 46 cm) and a head.                          
Ages 6 months +

3419000  $ 489.95

soft play structures

See Me Block
Personalize this dice by inserting into each 
of the pockets some words, images, notes, 
tasks, or whatever you want. Entertaining, 
educational, this dice is an essential tool! 
Made of polyurethane material. 18 cm³.

3344000  $ 29.95

Soft Step Stool
For little children who need a soft boost up 
to level out the world. Extra wide top step 
platform is 41 x 41 cm. 61 x 41 x 31 cm.     
Ages 1+

1545 $ 129.95
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Painter’s Stool
Use this set to create a reading corner, a 
discussion between children or just a place to 
play in a small group. The set includes 1 adult 
seat 40 cm high and child seats 25 cm high. Ø 
101 cm. Made of polyurethane. 

3426100
1 adult seat, 6 children 
seats and 1 mat

$ 559.95

3426200
1 adult seat  
and 4 children seats

$ 369.95 

"L" Seating
L Shaped modular seating can interlock to 
make a large square for social seating or 
individual seats. 122 x 122 x 30 cm. Made 
of polyurethane that facilitates cleaning.        
Ages 2 +

3427100
4 seats

$ 447.95

3427200
2 seats (purple and green)

$ 274.95 

3427300
2 seats (red and blue)

$ 274.95 

Wave Seats
Convertible wave seats are functional in any 
direction making these soft seats great for 
classrooms with varying ages. 30 x 49 x 30 
cm. Made of polyurethane that facilitates 
cleaning. Ages 4 +

3432000 $ 334.95

Duo Seats
This adult seat will allow you to create a 
reading corner, excellent for exchanges and 
discussions. 41 x 41 x 41 cm.

3433100  $ 249.95

Teacher Cube Set
Lightweight cushion for adult care giver that 
is easy to transport. Soft firm seat close 
to the floor but wide enough for comfort. 
Dimensions 41 x 41 x 41 cm. Ages 3 +

3434000 $ 334.95

Bowtie Seating
Interlocking modular seating set can be 
arranged in a variety of ways; one long 
line, as individual seats or as seats with 
a center ottoman. 36 x 25 x 25 cm. Made 
of polyurethane that facilitates cleaning.       
Ages 2 +

3425100
6 seats

$ 334.95

3425200
4 seats

$ 245.95 

Rainbow Circle Seats
Versatile seats that can be used for a cozy 
reading space or alternative seating. Easy to 
clean, it is made of polyurethane. 73 x 34 x 30 
cm. Ages 2 +

3444300
2 seats

 $ 236.95

3444200
6 seats

 $ 447.95 

3444100
6 seats and 1 mat

 $ 784.95 
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Little Bear Rocker
This durable rocker has no hard edges. 
The cantilevered base helps prevent 
falls and a high-density foam core 
provides comfortable safe seating for 
your smallest students. 59 x 20 x 21 cm.                       
Ages 18 months +

3431000 $ 112.95

Rounded Sit Me Up
Soft support for special times when baby 
needs help sitting up.77cm x 77cm x 16cm.

1454-1 
Primary Colours

$ 99.95

1454-3 
Blue - Stars

$ 99.95 

3445100 
Orange - Green

$ 99.95 

3445200
Blue

$ 99.95 

Inchworm

Both toys slide caterpillar-like across the 
floor and are hinged together. Flip on its side 
and wrap around small bodies for support.

1453-1
Momma
Cubes of 21 x 6 cm
Length 122 cm

$ 144.95

1453-2
Baby 
Cubes of 16 x 6 cm
Length 92 cm 

$ 79.95 

Baby Changer
This plush foam pad cradles baby and allows 
the caregiver to face baby while changing. 
Easily carry the pad with the attached handle 
and use it on any surface. Easy to clean, it is 
made of polyurethane. Ages 0 to 3.

3446000  $ 99.95

Soft Big Block Trolley
Lightweight snap-together carrier designed 
for 31 cm module soft blocks. Six casters 
provide easy safe movement through 
any doorway. Reinforced vinyl sides and 
floor prevent blocks from falling out the 
bottom, sides, or back. Blocks not included.              
132 x 102 x 69 cm

1563-1  $ 264.95

Block Set
Give little architects endless play 
possibilities with this 18 piece oversized 
soft block set. The lightweight shapes are 
easy to move and covered in high end easy 
to clean polyurethane. Ages 3 +

3438000 $ 1679.95

Builder Blocks
Noiseless modular set of building blocks 
with no sharp corners, splinters, or peeling 
finishes. Primary colour vinyl-covered foam 
shapes eliminate boo-boos and distracting 
classroom crashes. Featherlight. Possibility 
of large structure building. 12 pcs.

1567 $ 269.95

Soft Shape Set
This set allows you to create your own 
obstacle course for gross motor activity. Ages 
1 to 6. Includes: 2 cylinders, 2 half squares, 
23 x 23 x 46 cm, 2 squares 23 x 46 x 46 cm, 2 
double squares 23 x 46 x 92 cm and 2 ramps. 
Ages 1 to 6.

1566  $ 729.95
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Yoga Mat 
Provides comfort for yoga activities or any 
other exercises. Slip resistant surface for 
safety. Handy roll straps. Non-toxic, latex 
and PVC free. Lightweight and washable.            
183 x 61 cm.

2940100 $ 30.95

Edu-Tile Mat - Play Mat
Provides comfort for yoga activities or any 
other exercises. Slip resistant surface for 
safety. Handy roll straps. Non-toxic, latex 
and PVC free. Lightweight and washable.            
183 x 61 cm.

1717 $ 31.95

Mat
This mat is perfect for all kinds of activities 
and provides a soft surface for the child. 
Reversible, it offers a different colour on each 
side. Made of polyurethane, it is easy to clean. 
132 x 132 x 2.5 cm.

3447100
Yellow - Green

 $ 167.95

3447200
Red - Blue

 $ 167.95 

3447300
Purple - Orange

 $ 167.95 

Infection Control Rest Mat
These vinyl mats are manufactured with 
a special technology that seals all seams. 
Because there are no holes in the rest mat, 
there are no portals of entry for bacteria to 
colonize in the rest mat. Three sections, two-
tone rest mat distinguishes floor side and 
sleeping side, providing even more sanitary 
conditions.

0921-1
120 x 60 x 2,5 cm

$ 28.95

0921-2
120 x 60 x 5 cm 

$ 39.95 

0923
47 x 115 x 190 cm

$ 18.95 

Rainbow Rest Mat
Little ones will dream of rainbows when 
they curl up on these mats at rest time. The 
bright colourful mats are strong, durable 
and comfortable. Each mat measures a full 
2” thick and has an easy-to-clean flame 
retardant soft vinyl covering with polyester 
backing. 122 x 61 x 5 cm.

3383100
Blue

$ 39.95

3383200
Green

$ 39.95

3383300
Purple

$ 39.95 

3383400
Red

$ 39.95 

3383500
Yellow

$ 39.95 

Mat                                      
Bright multi-coloured play mat is made of 
easy to clean polyurethane. Provides soft 
cushiony surfaces for infants and children. 
122 x 122 x 2.5 cm. Ages 2 +

3428000
Wave

$ 167.95

3429000
Window

$ 167.95 

3430000
Mosaic

$ 167.95 

Joey’s Matching Mat &          
Blocks Set
Made of 2.5 cm thick foam, these vinyl 
covered nylon mats easily wipe clean and 
are multi-purpose mats for all ages. Great 
for school age activities and shielding 
from non-hygienic surfaces, or a gentle 
soft place just for play! Includes 12 blocks.                         
Mat: 1.45 x 1.45 m.

1090 $ 269.95

Puzzle Mat
Made of 2.5 cm thick foam, these vinyl-covered 
nylon mats easily wipe clean and are multi-
purpose mats for all ages. Great for school 
age activities and protection from non-hygienic 
surfaces. A gentle, soft place just for play!    
Not suitable for tumbling or gymnastics.

1546-1
Square - 183 x 183 cm

$ 284.95

1546-2
Round - Ø 183 cm

$ 274.95 

Rainbow Panel Folding Mats
Vinyl mats are 4 cm thick with double-folded 
seams and hems. Hook and loop fasteners at 
both ends can fasten multiple mats together. 
Light and portable.

1926-1
No handles 
122 x 122 cm

 $ 179.95

1926-2
With handles  
183 x 122 cm

 $ 199.95 

1926-3
No handles
244 x 122 cm

 $ 249.95 

1926-4
No handles
305 x 152 cm

 $ 379.95 

Preschool Fold a Mat
Perfect starter mat for little ones. Easy wipe-
clean heavy 400 g vinyl cover over 4 cm thick 
foam. Folds up to store away or stack in a 
closet. 244 x 107 x 4 cm.

1925 $ 199.95
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Furniture 
and Strolling
accessories

Whether for your daycare, classroom or 
space at home, we offer a full range of 

wooden furniture, tables, chairs and more. 
You can maximize your space using high 

quality solid furniture. Do you like walking 
outside with children? We have a large 

selection of strollers with different features 
depending on what you are looking for.
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See & Store Bench
Made of birch hardwood. Comfortable 
cushion bench has 3 built in storage bins with 
clear acrylic windows. Bins have casters for 
mobility. 117 x 44 x 48 cm. Ages 3 +

3685100 $ 575.95

Changing Table
All the features you need in a changing table! 
This table allows childcare providers to 
protect children while diapering and provides 
capacious storage for diapers, wipes and 
other supplies with 2 sliding doors. 2.5 cm 
thick changing table pad with safety strap. 
101 x 53 x 101 cm.

3725100 $ 699.95

Changing Table Value Line
All the features you need in a changing table! 
This table allows childcare providers to 
protect children while diapering and provides 
capacious storage for diapers, wipes and 
other supplies. 2.5 cm thick changing table 
pad with safety strap. 101 x 50 x 98 cm.

3725200 $ 506.95

Storage Cabinet - Small
Organize toys, games and supplies with this 
5 Compartment Storage Cabinet. Made of 
durable birch with a beautiful natural finish, 
the storage cabinets five compartments 
measure 30 cm (12”) deep to hold books, 
blocks or supplies at an easy to reach height. 
122 x 33 x 61 cm. Lifetime warranty. Ages 3 +

3682100
Natural

$ 399.95

3686100
Blue

$ 399.95 

3686200
Red

$ 399.95 

Storage Cabinet - Medium
Organize toys, games and supplies with this 
5 Compartment Storage Cabinet. Made of 
durable birch with a beautiful natural finish, 
the storage cabinets five compartments 
measure 30 cm (12”) deep to hold books, 
blocks or supplies at an easy to reach height. 
122 x 33 x 76 cm. Lifetime warranty. Ages 3 +

3683100
Natural

 $ 419.95

3687100
Blue

 $ 419.95 

3687200
Red

 $ 419.95 

Storage Cabinet - Large
Organize toys, games and supplies with this 
8 Compartment Storage Cabinet. Made of 
durable birch with a beautiful natural finish, 
the storage cabinets measure 30 cm (12”) 
deep to hold books, blocks or supplies at 
an easy to reach height. 122 x 33 x 91 cm.     
Lifetime warranty. Ages 3 +

3683200
Natural

$ 449.95

3688100
Blue

$ 449.95 

3688200
Red

$ 449.95

Classic Bookcase
Children’s favorite books and toys are right at home or classroom on these sturdy birch 
bookcases. Bookcases feature an integrated anti-tipping wall mounting bracket, and 
pre-assembled reinforced base for extra durability and simpler assembly! Shelves 
adjust on a 3.2 cm (1.25”) spacing. The base shelf measures 26 cm (10.25”) deep; all 
other shelves have a depth of 28 cm (11”). 91 x 30 x 91 cm. Lifetime warranty. Ages 3 +

3697100                          $ 363.95

24 fdmt.ca

Furniture 
and Strolling
accessories
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Single-Sided Book Display

Keep all of your story time favourites neatly 
organized and easily accessible to even 
the youngest child! Five easy-to-reach 
shelves display books of all sizes. Solid birch 
construction with smooth edges and durable 
finish to compliment any classroom. 
91 x 38 x 76 cm. Lifetime warranty. Ages 3 +

3681200
Natural

$ 269.95

3689100
Blue

$ 269.95 

3689200
Red

$ 269.95 

Double-Sided Book Display

Keep all of your story time favorites neatly 
organized and easily accessible to the 
youngest child. Five easy-to-reach shelves 
on each side display books of all sizes. Solid 
birch construction with smooth edges and 
durable finish to compliment any classroom. 
Casters included for mobility. 91 x 48 x 76 cm. 
Lifetime warranty. Ages 3 +

3681100 $ 344.95

2-Station Art Center Value 
Line
Two can create masterpieces at the same 
time! Sturdy wood art station complements 
the decor of any room. 
62 x 50 x 114 cm.

3728100 $ 344.95

5-Section Coat Locker
Birch hardwood coat lockers are the perfect 
place for children to store jackets, boots, 
lunch boxes, backpacks, and more. Cubbies 
hold hats, mittens, and special treasures 
brought from home. Each unit features 
10 coat hooks and five cubbies above and 
below to accommodate belongings for up 
to 10 children. 137 x 33 x 122 cm. Lifetime 
warranty. Ages 3 +

3684100
Natural

 $ 675.95

3684200
Blue

 $ 675.95 

3684300
Red

 $ 675.95 

Stackable Toddler Chair

Stackable chairs are ruggedly constructed of 
all-birch panels. Convenient handle cutouts 
make moving the chairs easy.

3727100
Height : 12.7 cm

$ 94.95

3727200
Height : 17.7 cm

$ 94.95 

3727300
Height : 22.8 cm

$ 96.95 

3727400
Height : 27.9 cm

$ 104.95 

Feeding Chair with tray
This feeding chair is a low chair with a 
sturdy, broad base that provides safer, 
more stable seating for toddlers. Features: 
Removable Rubbermaid tray that provides 
protection against bacteria. Seat belts with 
center support removable for cleaning. 
Tray measures 47 x 29 cm.

3726100
Height : 12.7 cm

 $ 224.95

3726200
Height : 17.7 cm

 $ 229.95 

3726300
Height : 22.8 cm

 $ 234.95 

3726400
Height : 27.9 cm

 $ 239.95 

Furniture and strolling accessories
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Stack Chair Chrome Legs
Ball Glides
Perfect for any classroom space, the 
innovative stack chair is built for comfort 
and durability. The stack chair features a 
molded seat with vented back for comfort, 
reinforced ribbing in back and under the 
seat for added strength, and steel lower 
back support. There is no penetration 
through the seat surface. Chair legs are 
chrome with composite ball glides made for 
durability and protection on carpeted floors.                                                  
10 years warranty. Set of 6 chairs.

3677100
25.4 cm - Blue

$ 341.95

3677200
25.4 cm - Dark Blue

$ 341.95 

3677300
25.4 cm - Red

$ 341.95 

3677400
25.4 cm - Sand

$ 341.95 

3678100
30.5 cm - Blue

$ 359.95 

3678200
30.5 cm - Green

$ 359.95 

3678300
30.5 cm - Red

$ 359.95 

3678400
30.5 cm - Sand

$ 359.95 

3679100
35.6 cm - Blue

$ 371.95 

3679200
35.6 cm - Green

$ 371.95 

3679300
35.6 cm - Red

$ 371.95 

3679400
35.6 cm - Sand

$ 371.95 

3680100
40.6 cm - Blue

$ 413.95 

3680200
40.6 cm - Red

$ 413.95 

3680300
40.6 cm - Sand

$ 413.95 

Stack Chair Chrome Legs 
Swivel glides
Perfect for any classroom space, the 
innovative stack chair is built for comfort 
and durability. The stack chair features a 
molded seat with vented back for comfort, 
reinforced ribbing in back and under the seat 
for added strength, and steel lower back 
support. There is no penetration through 
the seat surface. Chair legs are chrome with 
nylon swivel glides perfect for hard floors. 10 
years warranty. Ages 6 to 9. Set of 6 chairs. 
35.6 cm.

3679110
Blue

 $ 371.95

3679310
Red

 $ 371.95 

Rectangular Table
Rectangular Table is perfect for the classroom, 
playroom, home, or office. Table top features 
a double-sided, easy to clean laminate with 
rounded edges for safety. Upper table legs are 
powder coated tubular steel and lower legs are 
chrome plated and adjust in 1” increments. 10 
years warranty. Ages 2 + 
Visit fdmt.ca for more colours and models.

3690100 - 61 x 122 cm. Ball Glides $ 279.95 

3693200 - 76 x 152 cm. Swivel Glides $ 279.95

First Responder evacuation 
cribs
The First Responder® evacuation cribs are 
the only comprehensive solution available to 
child care centers for infant evacuation.
• Easy grip handles integrated into 

headboard to assit stable transport
• Evacuation icons clearly identify crib for 

evacuation use
• SafeSupport™ solid steel frame provides 

unprecedented strength
• 10 cm nonmarking casters (two locking) 

provide unsurpassed mobility
• Includes InfaPure™ Mattress. Naturally 

Safe. No Chemical Flame Retardants
• Dimension: 100 x 66 x 102 cm

3601100 $ 449.95

Serenity Child Care Crib
Mortise and tenon construction headboard 
provides added strength. Mattress board 
adjust to two heights. Nonmarking, 
ultraquiet commercial casters (two locking). 
SafeSupport™ solid steel frame provides 
unprecedented strength. 7 cm mattress 
included. Dimension: 100 x 66 x 102 cm.

3601200  $ 495.95
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Birch Sink & Stove Combo 
Value Line
This eye-catching sink and stove combo 
will delight children as they cook up their 
own meal! Oven door opens and closes.                     
75 x 37 x 72 cm.

3729100  $ 379.95

Sink
Unit includes simulated large knob faucets 
and a deep tub and sprayer. 
Size: 61 x 38 x 71 cm.

3730130 $ 324.95

2-in-1 Kitchen
Unit features 4 burner range with oven 
door, sink with sprayer and simulated knobs 
to provide realistic, imaginative motion.             
76 x 38 x 74 cm.

3730300  $ 406.95

4-in-1 Kitchen Center
Includes a hutch, sink, oven and microwave, 
all in one space saving unit!
Features: 4 pretend burners and real-turning 
knobs on the sink and oven. Full-length, 
no-pinch hinges. 61 cm counter height.           
Size: 91 x 38 x 99 cm.

3730100  $ 813.95

Complete Kitchen
Includes all four units: refrigerator, sink, 
stove and hutch. 

3730200 $ 1 264.95

Stove
Unit includes simulated, large knob controls 
and side-by-side oven doors with a clear 
plastic window. 
61 x 38 x 71 cm.

3730110 $ 324.95

Refrigerator
Unit features recognizable graphics to 
promote imaginative play. 
Size: 46 x 38 x 91 cm. 46 x 38 x 91 cm.

3730140 $ 324.95

Hutch
Pantry storage provides lots of shelf space for 
pretend food and sundries. 
61 x 38 x 112 cm.

3730120  $ 344.95

Furniture and strolling accessories
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Sport Stroller
Sport™ Splash strollers are the value leader in multichild 
strollers.
1 year warranty

• Ergonomic handle makes the stroller easy to maneuver
• Canopy provides protection from weather and UV rays; 

mesh window allows visibility
• Rubberized foam wheels provide a shock-absorbing, 

comfortable ride
• Adjustable five-point harness fits children weighing up 

to 40 lbs 
• Baskets provide space for storing supplies
• Quickly and easily folds for storage

31381100
3 passengers - Lime                         $ 549.95

3138120
3 passengers - Red                         $ 549.95 

3138210
4 passengers - Lime                         $ 649.95 

3138220
4 passengers - Red                         $ 649.95 

Gaggle
This superior quality buggy is ergonomic, safe and practical.
3 years Bumper to Bumper Warranty

• 5 point harness system with three height positions ensures a proper fit.
• Roof sold separately.
• Parking brake secures the buggy in place.
• Stadium style seating ensures every child has a good view.
• Impact resistant, with a double walled body, easy to wash.
• Generous seat sizing comfortably accommodates children from 6 months 

to 22.7 kg. 
• Ergonomic high seat backs offer good head support. 
• Perfect size to fit through standard commercial doorways.
• No need to inflate polyurethane tires.

3139110
6 passengers - Red                                   $ 1 999.95

3139211
4 passengers - Red                                      $ 949.95 

3139212
4 passengers - Blue                                      $ 949.95 

3139213
4 passengers - Yellow                                      $ 949.95 

Gaggle Roof
Protect the little ones; rain or shine!  Optional 
Roof accessory to compliment your Gaggle.        
1 year warranty

3139221
4 passengers - Sand

$ 119.95

3139222
4 passengers - Black

$ 119.95 

3139883
4 passengers - Black and Grey

$ 119.95 

3139224
4 passengers - Two-tone Grey

$ 119.95 

3139120
6 passengers - Sand

$ 359.95 

Gaggle Infant Seat
The soft contour seat nestles baby for a 
comfortable ride and features a 5-point 
harness for safety.
1 year warranty

3139310 $ 204.95

Gaggle 6 All Weather 
Storage Cover

Keep your Gaggle® clean and dry with 
this water resistant cover. Easy to use 
and folds for compact storage.
1 year warranty

3139320  $ 169.95
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Poussette Runabout
Runabouts are Unique! Very different from other Baby Strollers. Uses Bicycle and Wheelchair 
Technology.

• Welded by hand, one at a time.
• Frame is thinwall steel tubing with many steel weldments for strength.
• Seats, headrests, grab bars, fenders and discs are made of co-polymer automotive grade 

resins.
• 40% fatter airless tires. Great in snow/sand etc.
• Adjusts from a 10 ° seat back angle to a 30°angle.
• Seats have a 3 point harness plus lap belt.

3548200
2 passengers

$ 1 495.95

3548300
3 passengers

$ 1 845.95 

3548410
4 passengers

$ 2 395.95 

3548500
5 passengers

$ 2 695.95 

3548800
8 passengers

$ 3 195.95 

Runabout Stroller Quad        
Runabouts are unique! Very different from 
other baby strollers. Uses Bicycle and 
Wheelchair Technology.

3548420 $ 2 495.95

Nylon Cover -             
Runabout
Keep your Stroller clean and dry with this 
water resistant cover. Easy to use and folds 
for compact storage.

3553100
2, 3, 4 and 5 passengers

$ 289.95

3553200
8 passengers

$ 385.95

Weathershield - Runabout

This Weathershield will protect your children 
from the rain,  wind and the cold. You need to 
buy the Sun Canopy to install the side panels.

3551100
2, 3 and 4 passengers

 $ 295.95 

3551200
5 passengers

$ 335.95

3551300
8 passengers

$ 415.95 

Side Panels - Runabout
The side panels will protect your children 
from the sun. You need to buy the Sun Canopy 
to install the side panels.

3550100
2, 3 and 4 passengers

$ 219.95

3550200
5 passengers

$ 239.95 

3550300
8 passengers

$ 219.95 

Sun Canopy - Runabout

Protect the little ones from the sun and the 
rain. The side panels are sold separately.

3549100
2, 3 and 4 passengers

$ 295.95

3549200
5 passengers

$ 335.95 

3549300
8 passengers

$ 415.95 

Car Carrier - Runabout
This Car Carrier is great for hanging your 
Runabout stroller to your car.

3552100
2, 3, 4 and 5 passengers

$ 519.95

3552200
8 passengers

$ 729.95 

Furniture and strolling accessories
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We are all exposed to a multitude of stimuli every day. Some are able to 
manage it well, but for others, it takes more effort. Cuddly and adorable, 

manimo animals are there for children both in times of stress and 
relaxation. Their weight soothes, comforts and helps the child to better 
understand where their body is in space (proprioception). A manimo’s 
heaviness creates the same sensation as deep pressure touch. Like a 
massage, this type of stimulation calms the nervous system, making it 

easier to concentrate. It also regulates behaviour and emotions. 
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2 kg

Weighted Lizard
The weighted lizard is usually placed around 
the neck or on thighs. Large paws envelop 
the child, providing a sense of comfort and 
security.

0185-1
Blue

$ 49.95

0185-2
Green

$ 49.95

0185-6
Silver

$ 49.95 

2.5 kg

Weighted Frog
Enveloping and comforting, the weighted frog 
can be placed on thighs or chest while the 
child is in a prone or semi-seated position.

0198-1
Blue

$ 49.95

0198-2
Green

$ 49.95 

0198-6
Silver

$ 49.95 

manimo weighted animals are a sensory tool that benefit 
all children, but especially those with ADD, ADHD, ASD, 
anxiety or other disorders. 

Their benefits include: :
• Bringing children comfort
• Helping children pay attention and focus
• Calming excess energy
• Being invaluable helpers for parents (and all who work 

with children)
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1 kg and 1.5 kg
Weighted Snake
Slightly lighter than the others, the weighted 
snake is usually placed around the neck and 
on the shoulders. This manimo twists and 
wriggles, to your child’s great delight.

0222-11
Blue 1 kg

$ 39.95

0222-12
Green 1 kg

$ 39.95 

0222-16
Silver 1 kg

$ 39.95 

0222-21
Blue 1.5 kg

$ 44.95 

0222-22
Green 1.5 kg

$ 44.95 

0222-26
Silver 1.5 kg

$ 44.95 

1 kg and 2 kg

Weighted Dolphin
The weighted dolphin is worn draped over 
the shoulders or hips. Its soft, velvety 
fabric provides sensory comfort and is as 
enveloping as your child’s favourite “blanky.”

2033-1-B
Blue 1 kg  $ 44.95

2033-1-M
Purple 1 kg  $ 44.95 

2033-2-B
Blue 2 kg  $ 49.95 

2033-2-M
Purple 2 kg  $ 49.95 

Being invaluable helpers for parents (and all who work with children) :
• At home (naptime, homework, bedtime, to settle down)
• At school (to relax and concentrate)
• Before or during school or after-school activities (ease anxiety before 

or during class)
• Before or during an outing, family activity or appointment           

(non-recurring anxiety-inducing event)

34
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Protective Covers
This protective cover, available for the 
weighted lizard and frog, prevents stains 
of all kinds (saliva or other). It is ideal for 
educational centres or other places where 
a manimo will be handled by more than one 
child.

0276-L
Lizard

$ 33.95

0276-G
Frog

$ 33.95 

Maintenance
Cleaning your manimo could not be easier!
Hand-wash in cold water with a mild detergent. Do not wring.
Lay flat to dry.
That’s it!

Because nothing is more important than your child’s safety, all manimo weighted animals meet American and 
European safety standards.

Early childhood professionals, parents and teachers have long requested such a tool. Children with a learning 
difficulty or behavioural problem have to “get centred” to do their best.

The animal’s weight helps by :
• Giving the child better spatial awareness
• Calming the nervous system
• Regulates behaviour and emotions
• Makes it easier to concentrate
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Sensory 
Solutions
The seven senses of seeing, 
hearing, tasting, touching, smelling, 
proprioception/body awareness and 
vestibular/balance need to work 
together in order to interact effectively 
with the environment. Sensory needs 
and preferences are unique to each 
individual. Wether you seek texture, 
vibrancy, softness, silence, movement or 
body pressure, our range of sensational 
products can help. From comfy chairs, 
cubes, balls and cushions to weighted 
vests, blankets and ghost - our wide 
selection of items will appeal to 
kinesthetic learners, kids on the go, or 
people who like to sit back and relax 
while taking it all in.
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Tranquil Turtle
This turtle transforms any room into a 
peaceful seaside oasis. From within its 
magical shell, it projects a realistic, moving 
underwater effect that helps to soothe. You 
can switch between the turtle’s soothing 
melody and the calming sound of sea waves. 
Auto shut-off after 23 minutes. 3 AA batteries 
included.

236601
Purple

$ 56.95

236602
Aqua

$ 56.95 

Twilight Ladybug
The constellation nightlights creates a 
magical sleep-time environment. Each 
character projects a starry night sky in three 
soothing colour options to help ease fear of 
the dark. Long lasting LED’s stay cool for 
safety and long battery life. Includes a guide 
to identify constellations, 45 minute sleep 
timer, and 3 AAA batteries.

236701
Red

$ 39.95

236703
Green

$ 39.95 

Light Moon
Set this spherical moon covered in craters 
(can you also find the astronaut’s footprint?) 
on a flat surface in a dark room, then sit 
back with the remote control! You can set the 
moon to automatically shift through sixteen 
colours at four speeds using the light modes. 
It’ll flash, strobe, fade, or smoothly transition.

3326000  $ 27.95

Lava Lamp
Always fascinating to look at, the soft 
movement of the coloured heterogeneous 
fluids calms and creates a relaxed 
atmosphere. The silvery base adds a distinctly 
modern side to this classic. This is not a toy. 
37 cm.

2996210
Pink

$ 27.95

2996220
Purple

$ 27.95 

2996310
Replacement bulbs
Pk of 2

$ 8.50 

Twilight Frog
This frog is a multi-sensory plush night light, 
sound soother, and calming companion all in 
one. It combines soothing sights and sounds 
to help your little one fall asleep faster and 
stay asleep longer. With the touch of a button, 
the frog projects a magical underwater light 
effect with a gentle wave motion and plays 
either white noise or a soft lullaby to help 
ease children to sleep. Turn any room into a 
peaceful oasis!

3645100 $ 54.95

LED Lamp
Create a warm vibe or a relaxing moment 
with this multi-coloured LED night light. Use 
included remote to change colours, set timer 
and much more. 8 cm length x 14 cm width x 
20 cm high. 

3649100
Screech Owl

$ 34.95

3649200
Panda

$ 34.95 

Lava Lamp - Vortex
Portable version of one of our favourite 
lamps! The colour phasing, motorized, 
swirling glitter action creates a sparkling, 
crystal effect. The LED lights change colour 
magically from blue to green to red. Perfect 
for dorm rooms, parties and more! 25 cm. 
Charging adapter not included and not sold 
separately. 3 AA batteries not included. 

3587200 $ 21.95

Lava Lamp - Volcano
200 Lava globules erupt constantly to 
simulate a real volcano inside the iconic Lava 
Lamp shape! Watch the colour changing 
LEDs glow from white to orange to red to 
look just like an erupting volcano. Watch 
the instant action and enjoy this fun version 
of a Lava Lamp. 25 cm. Charging adapter 
not included and not sold separately. 3 AA 
batteries not included. 

3587100 $ 21.95

Bubble Tube Lamp
This brightly-colored Bubble Tube gently 
scrolls through different shades of colour 
providing a calming, relaxing effect. Use the 
included remote control for various lighting 
effects. 89 cm high. Ages 12 +

3560100 $ 68.95

36 fdmt.ca
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Classroom Light Filter
The harsh glare and flickers from typical 
fluorescent classroom lighting may cause 
eyestrain, headaches, and anxiety for 
students. These fabric panels fit over 
standard ceiling fixtures with sturdy, sewn-
in magnets to calm and soothe the glare. 
Each set includes four 61 cm x 122 cm heat-
resistant panels.

1396100
Blue

$ 42.95

1396200
White

$ 42.95 

Sensory Solutions

Mini Projector
Great for any kids really.... who doesn’t love 
a flashlight?! Turn out the lights and have 
some out-of-this-world fun! Use the picture 
projector to project an image onto any flat 
surface up to 8 feet away. Includes 5 different 
interchangeable disks for 5 different themed 
images! Batteries included.

3378100
Dino  $ 6.95

3378200
Chic  $ 6.95 

3378300
Jungle  $ 6.95 

3378400
Space  $ 6.95 

Sensory Ooze Tube
Turn this tube upside down and watch the 
liquid slowly flow down to calm and relax. A 
sensory way to watch the passage of time. 
Assorted colours.

2841000
Large - 20 x 8 cm

$ 19.95

3639100
Small - 12 x 5 cm

$ 12.95 

Spiral Tube
Highly attractive transparent colour sensory 
tubes which use the flow of oil and water 
droplets to show the passage of time, a 
dynamic that will captivate and fascinate. 
Turn these large colourful tubes upside down 
and watch the fat spherical droplets walking 
in a line down a spiral staircase. Assorted 
colours. 15 cm. Pk of 1.

2976000 $9.95

Fiber Optic
Creates an original atmosphere with this 
fiber optic sensory light, soft to manipulate. 
Great visual stimulation. 2 AA batteries not 
included.

240802 $ 17.95

Mini Plasma Ball
This Mini Plasma Ball can bring the fun 
of lightening to your fingertips. It actually 
moves with your finger on the globe, giving 
a neat effect that you can try out anytime. 
The Mini Plasma Ball has a compact size 
that will fit on all sorts of tables and shelves. 
It has a solid black base, which adds to the 
contemporary look of the orb. Requires 4 AAA 
Batteries not included. Dimension: 14 cm 
high x 10 cm width. 

3621100 $20.95

Rotating Disco Light
This swanky slice of night fever sparks 
up any day of the week. Just plug in the 
revolving disco ball and set the night into an 
illuminating spin cycle of radiant multi-color 
light. Attached A/C plug included. 23 cm in 
diameter. Ages 12 +

3559100 $ 21.95

Disco Rotating Bulb
Disco down and check out this show. It’s 
simple.  Just screw it into a light socket to get 
the glowing going.  Perfect for classrooms, 
the bedroom, or simply in your living room. 
Ages 12 +

3581100 $ 13.95

Sensory Glitter Storm Set
Turn them over to observe the sensory glitter 
storm. Assorted colours. 14 x 5 cm. Pk of 1. 

3638100 $ 9.95

sight
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Aroma Mate
The Aroma Mate will allow you to relax thanks 
to its lavender aroma. You can also put the 
stuffed animal in the microwave or freezer to 
relax more senses.

3709100
Cat

$ 17.95

3709200
Fox

$ 17.95 
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Sensory Bubbles
Turn this colourful liquid sand timer upside 
down and watch the bubbles float to the 
top to show the passage of time, a dynamic 
that will captivate and fascinate. Pk of 1.            
12.5 x 8.5 cm. Assorted colours.

2844000 $ 7.95

Sensory Dual Colour Liquid
Turn this colourful liquid sensory shape 
upside down and watch the two streams of 
liquid cascade to the bottom to show the 
passage of time, a dynamic that will captivate 
and fascinate. Assorted colours. Pk of 1.

2977000  $ 9.95

Sensory Maze - Rainbow
Small droplets go down to a calming rhythm. 
Each color provides a unique moment of 
relaxation. We never get tired of returning 
and watch these sensory mazes. Assorted 
colours. Pk of 1.

3205000 $ 7.95

Sensory liquid set
These 3 hourglasses give the impression of 
making bubbles when the coloured liquid 
flows! Providing a moment of unparalleled 
relaxation, this trio will capture your 
attention. 7 x 4.5 cm. Pk of 3.

3206000 $ 8.50

Sensory Bubble Set
See those little colored beads going up in 
the hourglass instead of heading down. It’s 
fascinating ! The set offers four different 
colours. Can not get tired of watching this 
intriguing phenomenon. 6.5 x 4.5 cm. Pk of 4.

2844100 $ 9.95

Colour Mix
Looking at these timer is a great 
calming effect. Assorted colours.       
14 x 5 cm. 

240400 $ 7.95

Scented Bubbles - Jelly Belly
Squeeze the bottle... wand pops up loaded 
with bubble liquid. Assorted scents. Pk of 1. 
142 ml. Ages 3 +

3637100 $ 4.95

Scented Bubble Stick -       
Jelly Belly
Make lots of huge bubbles. Assorted scents. 
Pk of 1. 118 ml. Ages 3 +

3637300  $ 5.95

Mini Bubble Wands - Jelly Belly
This package includes 4 mini scented bubble wands 
(4.73 ml) that smell like Green Apple, Cherry and Berry 
Blue. Ages 3 +

3637200  $ 3.95

smell
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Sensory Solutions

Yacker Tracker®

A great self-monitoring traffic light sound 
meter! Green light stays lit when noise in 
the room is acceptable. Yellow light flashing 
means: warning, too much noise! When the 
red light and siren sound come on, the noise 
level has reached the limit of decibels set. 
Adjustable siren sound. Can stand on its own 
or be wall mounted. 42 x 14 x 12 cm.

0875-1 $ 149.95

Charley the Chameleon
This Charley the Chameleon plush 
simultaneously soothes the senses and helps 
children make the transition between playing 
time and bedtime. Charley brighten colours 
and hears melodies and soothing sounds. 3 
AAA batteries included. 19 x 31 x 21 cm. 

3498000 $ 44.95

Earmuff
The wide, foam-filled ear cushions ensure 
that the set does not squeeze uncomfortably 
and there is plenty of space for the ears 
inside the shells. The light weight also adds 
to comfort. 22dB noise reduction rating.      
140 g. Ages 3 +

1255-3 $ 28.95

L’Échelle du bruit
Available in French only. This practical tool 
will help to manage the number of decibels 
with one or several children and can be used 
in school or home settings. The red arrow 
indicates the noise level that you tolerate for 
one activity or at any given time. Includes 
a poster of 25 x 33 cm and an “arrow” 
pictogram 6 x 6 cm. Ages 2 +

252600  $ 10.95

sound

Headband for Em’s Baby 
Earmuff
This comfortable and stretchable headband 
for baby earmuffs adjusts easily to the head 
of the child.

2377130
Blue

$ 9.95

2377730
Black

$ 9.95 

2377330
White

$ 9.95 

2377230
Pink

$ 9.95 

2377430
Stars

$ 9.95 

2377830
Black tone-on-tone

$ 9.95 

2377530
Yellow Flowers

$ 9.95 

2377630
Camouflage

$ 9.95 

Em’s Baby Earmuff
Light, compact and sturdy, these use an 
interchangeable headband to hold the 
earmuffs in place, which helps disperse 
pressure more evenly around the baby’s head. 
With a 22dB noise reduction rating, they 
are the world’s smallest hearing protection 
earmuffs, designed just for infants. Use them 
to protect children’s hearing or to help settle 
them when disturbed by a noisy environment. 
100 g. Ages 0 to 18 months.

237701
White earmuff -            
Blue headband

 $ 42.95

237702
White earmuff -            
Pink headband

 $ 42.95 

2377120
White earmuff -            
Black headband

 $ 42.95 

2377720
Black earmuff -            
Blue headband

 $ 42.95 

2377220
Black earmuff -            
Pink headband

 $ 42.95 

2377710
Black earmuff -            
Black headband

 $ 42.95 

Em’s Child Earmuff
Light and sturdy, they can be folded up to fit 
in the palm of your hand, making them easy 
to carry or store away. They can be used in a 
wide variety of settings - from concerts and 
car races to sporting events and shopping 
centres. Use them to protect hearing or to 
help settle down when disturbed by a noisy 
environment. 22dB noise reduction rating. 
190 g. Ages 6 months +

237801
Blue  $ 33.95

237802
Pink  $ 33.95 

237803
Green  $ 33.95 

237804
Silver  $ 33.95 

237805
Black  $ 33.95 
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Harmony Rollers
Easy grip, multi-directional rolling head and 
ergonomic design ensures an effortless, yet 
deep-penetrating massage. Assorted colours. 
Pk of 1.

248900 $ 7.95

Ribbit Massager
Provides an invigorating massage to relax 
and calm. The colourful feet light up. 3 AAA 
Batteries included. Assorted colours.

2958000 $ 11.95

Manual Head Massager

Provides a unique scalp massage sensation.

0107 $ 5.95

Plastic Handles for Therapy 
Brush
This sturdy plastic handle is reusable and 
fits perfectly our therapy brushes (0100). 
Assorted colours.

0243
1 unit

$ 6.95

0243
7 to 11 units

$ 6.50 

0243
12 units or more

$ 5.95 

TheraPressureMC Brush
Therapy brush with handle for the 
Wilbarger‘s Therapressure Protocol.

0287
1 unit

 $ 6.50

0287
24 to 143 units

 $ 5.50 

0287
144 units or more 

 $ 4.95 

Therapy Brush
The original corn brush for the Wilbarger‘s 
Therapressure Protocol.

0100
1 unit

$ 3.50

0100
12 to 35 units

$ 2.95 

0100
36 units or more

$ 2.50 

Mini Massager
Provides an invigorating massage to relax 
and calm. Works with USB cable or 3 AAA 
batteries not included. Pressure activated. 
Assorted colours.

2941100 $ 8.95

Vibrating Senseez Cushions
These lightweight, fun shaped pillows offer a gentle 
vibration when they are squeezed. Use them as 
back rest, under the feet or to sit on. Vibrations 
offer sensations to relax, calm or soothe the body. 
Kids that have trouble sitting or trouble falling 
asleep will be comforted by the vibrations of the 
Senseez. Use them at home, school, restaurants, or 
on the go! 2 AA batteries not included. Ages 3 +

236901
A - Cow - Cuddly Fur 

$ 39.95

236903
B - Circle Orange - Vinyl

$ 39.95 

236904
C - Blue Square - Vinyl

$ 39.95 

236908
D - Teen - Kangaroo - Cuddly Fur

$ 49.95 

236909
E - Teen - Flannel - Cuddly Fur

$ 49.95 

Lindo Palm Massager
Get relaxed quickly with this palm massager. 
Good for home, office and travel use. No 
battery needed, you just have to roll and feel 
the great sensation. 

3716000 $ 14.95

Mini Massager - CutieCure
The CutieCure Mini Massager is easy to 
hold and carry. Its 360 degree rotating metal 
ball is great for trigger point and pressure 
point massaging to relax muscle tension, 
reduce stress, and improve circulation. 
This cute design comes with a convenient 
cover to protect the metal ball. 6 cm high.         
Assorted colours. Pk of 1. 

3717000 $7.95
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Sensory Solutions

What is sensory 
integration?
Sensory integration is a neurological 
process. Sensory information related to 
our body and the environment around 
us is transmitted, selected, interpreted 
and organized by the brain, so that we 
can produce an appropriate behaviour or 
movement.

Proprioception? The proprioceptive 
system allows us to gather information 
from our muscles and joints. It plays a 
major role in the development of body 
awareness. In fact, proprioception 
helps us to know our body and to use it 
appropriately to the environment.

Vestibular? The vestibular system 
allows us to know our position in a space 
and guide the various parts of our body. 
It recognizes the direction and the speed 
of movement. It plays an important role 
in maintaining balance.

Misinterpretation of information from 
external stimuli can have an impact on 
attention. We experience hypersensitivity 
when the central nervous system 
interprets stimuli transmitted by our 
senses in an exaggerated way, and 
hyposensitivity when interpretation is 
lessened.

Attentional capacity?
It is possible to 
improve attention by 
using our senses! 
Moving, chewing or 
manipulating small 
objects help our body 
to stay awake, alert, and 
available for learning. 

Weighted Vest
Made of denim. Our classic cut vests are 
comfortable to wear and constructed in such 
a way, that you can easily change the weight. 
Adjustable at the waist and shoulders. 
Includes 4 weights of 454 g. 

0005-XP
Extra Small - Ages 3-5 
Shoulder Width and Length 
Shoulder to Hip 28 to 35 cm

 $ 89.95

0005-P
Small - Ages 4-7 
Shoulder Width and Length 
Shoulder to Hip 33 to 38 cm

 $ 89.95

0005-M
Medium - Ages 8-11 
Shoulder Width and Length 
Shoulder to Hip 38 to 43 cm

 $ 89.95

0005-G
Large - Ages 12 +
Shoulder Width and Length 
Shoulder to Hip 43 to 49 cm

$ 99.95

0005-XG
Extra Large - Ages 12 +
Shoulder Width and Length 
Shoulder to Hip 49 to 53 cm

$ 99.95

Deep Pressure Vest
The deep pressure vest provides the sensation of 
a big hug. Designed to fit closely to the body, it is 
made of breathable neoprene fabric with Velcro 
fasteners. Ideal for proprioceptive feedback.

0010-XXP
Extra extra Small
Chest Circumference (Adjustable) 
51 cm - Shoulders to Waist (Length 
Adjustable) 30 cm

$ 79.95

0010-XP
Extra Small
Chest Circumference (Adjustable) 
61 cm - Shoulders to Waist (Length 
Adjustable) 35 cm

$ 89.95

0010-P
Small
Chest Circumference (Adjustable) 
76 cm - Shoulders to Waist (Length 
Adjustable) 43 cm

$ 99.95 

0010-M
Medium
Chest Circumference (Adjustable) 
92 cm - Shoulders to Waist (Length 
Adjustable) 51 cm

$ 109.95 

0010-G
Large
Chest Circumference (Adjustable) 
107 cm - Shoulders to Waist (Length 
Adjustable) 58 cm

$ 119.95 

0010-XG
Extra Large
Chest Circumference (Adjustable) 
122 cm - Shoulders to Waist (Length 
Adjustable) 66 cm

$ 129.95 

Weighted                              
Yoke
Our weighted yoke provides proprioceptive 
feedback to the shoulders and upper torso. 
Adjustable neck opening 15 to 17.5 cm x 15 
cm. Includes 12 weights: 4 x 113 g, 4 x 227 g, 
4 x 454 g. 

0023  $ 69.95

Weights for Weighted 
Products - Set of 4
0131-1
113 g

$ 15.95

0131-2
227 g

$ 17.95 

0131-3
454 g

$ 19.95 

Warning : It is recommended to use weighted clothes and blankets under the supervision of a qualifed therapist.

proprioception
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Warning : It is recommended to use weighted clothes and blankets under the supervision of a qualifed therapist.

Ghost
The Ghost promotes body awareness in 
people of all ages. Once inside, users find 
themselves in a private space and discover 
how to change the ghost’s shape while 
developing balance and coordination skills. 
Use it for activities such as drama, dance and 
others. Constructed of translucent four way 
Lycra®.

0001-XP-*
Preschool - Extra Small 
85 x 67 cm

$ 34.95

0001-P-*
Preschool - Small -  
100 x 67 cm

$ 36.95 

0001-M-*
School - Medium -  
117 x 67 cm

$ 43.95 

0001-G-*
Teenager/Adult - Large - 
140 x 70 cm

$ 47.95 

0001-XG-*
Teenager/Adult - Extra 
Large - 165 x 70 cm

$ 53.95 

*B for blue or R for red or V for green

Arm Weight
Tubular weighted stretch sleeve designed to 
be worn on the forearm. Evenly distributed 
weight allows for maximum flexibility and 
mobility. Recommended for use during fine 
motor activities, these weights are helpful 
to reduce tremors. Made of durable stretch 
cotton Lycra®, lead free steel shot pellets, 
and heavy duty stitching. Hand washable.    
Pk of 1.

253301
Extra small  
113 g - 13 x 17 cm

$ 29.95

253302
Small 
227 g - 17 x 20 cm

$ 31.95 

253303
Medium  
454 g - 20 x 24 cm

$ 35.95 

Ankle & Wrist Weight Sets
Use these weights for your ankles or wrists 
during gross motor activities. The weights 
help to be aware of your body. Velcro allows 
adjustment. Pk of 2.

3468100
454 g

$ 28.95

3468200
680 g

$ 35.95 

3468300
1133 g

$ 43.95 

Weighted Glove
Fingerless glove made of neoprene. Great for 
increasing proprioceptive feedback and hand 
awareness while writing. Includes 3 weights 
56 g, 113 g, 170 g.

0015-PD
Small - right

$ 23.95

0015-PG
Small - left

$ 23.95 

0015-PP
Small - pair

$ 40.95 

0015-MD
Medium - right  $ 23.95

0015-MG
Medium - left  $ 23.95 

0015-MP
Medium - pair  $ 40.95 

0015-GD
Large - right  $ 23.95 

0015-GG
Large - left  $ 23.95 

0015-GP
Large - pair  $ 40.95 

Fatboy® Lamzac
By lying down on a Lamzac, you will feel 
its stimulating effect instantly. Excellent 
for reading and relaxation, Lamzac helps 
concentration. You can use it outside as 
well as inside, in large and small places, it 
will easily fit everywhere when it’s in its bag 
and you just have to fill it with air when you 
need it. Dimension : Folded - 35 x 18 cm.           
Unfolded - 200 x 90 cm.

3361100
Blue aqua

$ 94.95

3361200
Black

$ 94.95 

3361300
Green grass

$ 94.95 

3361400
Olive green

$ 94.95 

3361500
Orange

$ 94.95 

3361600
Blue

$ 94.95 

3361700
Purple

$ 94.95 

3361800
Red

$ 94.95 

3361900
Yellow

$ 94.95 
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Small - 24 Pockets
107 x 76 cm
Weighted blanket with poly-cotton water 
repellent cover.

0119-6H
2.75 kg

$ 194.95

0119-9H
4 kg

$ 199.95 

0119-12H
5.5 kg

$ 209.95 

Weighted blanket with a design on one side 
and fleece on the other.

0119-12M1
5.5 kg - Farm

$ 159.95

0119-12M2
5.5 kg - Sea

$ 159.95 

0119-6M1
2.75 kg - Farm

$ 144.95 

0119-6M2
2.75 kg - Sea

$ 144.95 

0119-9M1
4 kg - Farm

$ 149.95 

0119-9M2
4 kg - Sea

$ 149.95 

Weighted blanket plain on one side and 
fleece on the other.

0119-6SM
2.75 kg

$ 144.95

0119-9SM
4 kg

$ 149.95 

0119-12SM
5.5 kg

$ 159.95 

Large - 48 Pockets
168 x 110 cm

Weighted blanket with poly-cotton water 
repellent cover.

0120-12H
5.5 kg  $ 289.95

0120-18H
8.25 kg  $ 309.95 

0120-24H
11 kg  $ 319.95 

Weighted blanket with a design on one side 
and fleece on the other.

0120-12M3
5.5 kg - Quilt  $ 229.95 

0120-12M4
5.5 kg - Blue Jungle  $ 229.95 

0120-12M5
5.5 kg - Pink Jungle  $ 229.95 

0120-12M6
5.5 kg - Sport  $ 229.95 

0120-18M3
8.25 kg - Quilt  $ 249.95 

0120-18M4
8.25 kg - Blue Jungle  $ 249.95 

0120-18M5
8.25 kg - Pink Jungle  $ 249.95 

0120-18M6
8.25 kg - Sport  $ 249.95 

0120-24M3
11 kg - Quilt  $ 259.95 

0120-24M4
11 kg - Blue Jungle  $ 259.95 

0120-24M5
11 kg - Pink Jungle  $ 259.95 

0120-24M6
11 kg - Sport  $ 259.95 

Weighted blanket plain on one side and 
fleece on the other.

0120-12SM
5.5 kg

$ 229.95

0120-18SM
8.25 kg

$ 249.95 

0120-24SM
11 kg

$ 259.95 

Messim Creation         
Weighted Blanket
Blanket filled with buckwheat hulls. 
Waterproof cover, machine washable. Great 
for hot dog or sandwich games. The person 
is the topping and the blanket is the bread.       
122 x 244 cm. 16 kg.

0531 $ 399.95

fdmt’s Weighted          
Blankets
A powerful and effective tool for 
individuals with sensory issues.
Helps soothe, relax and calm 
before sleep or at any time of the 
day. The proprioceptive effect and 
deep pressure can calm, improve 
attention span, improve body 
awareness and reduce behaviours 
related to sensory issues.

Our blankets have a unique design 
of adjustable, comfortable, non-
voluminous weights.

This provides flexibility and can be 
adapted to various needs at clinics, 
home or school.

Weight can be added or removed 
as required. Assorted colours and 
designs. Machine washable.        

Made in Canada

Sport

Blue Jungle

Pink Jungle

Quilt

proprioception

Warning : It is recommended to use weighted clothes and blankets under the supervision of a qualifed therapist.
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The Lap Pad provides proprioceptive input. 
Great for children with difficulty sitting still. 
Durable and washable. Includes 3 weighted 
bands for weight adjustment. Blue polar 
fleece cover included.

0378-1
Small 1.25 kg
24 x 30 cm

$ 39.95

0378-2
Medium 2.75 kg
27 x 46 cm

$ 47.95 

0378-3
Large 4 kg
28 x 57 cm

$ 56.95 

Additional cover

0378110
Cover - Small -  
Black Fur

$ 14.95 

0378120
Cover - Medium -  
Black Fur

$ 16.95 

0378130
Cover - Large -  
Black Fur

$ 18.95 

0378210
Cover - Small -  
Red Velvet

$ 12.95 

0378220
Cover - Medium -  
Red Velvet

$ 14.95 

0378230
Cover - Large -  
Red Velvet

$ 16.95 

0378310
Cover - Small -  
Turquoise Velvet

$ 12.95 

0378320
Cover - Medium -  
Turquoise Velvet

$ 14.95 

0378330
Cover - Large -  
Turquoise Velvet

$ 16.95 

Shoulder Wrap
Our shoulder wrap provides wonderful deep 
calming pressure. A great tool to improve 
attention and focus in the classroom or at 
home. The washable cover is made of extra 
soft fleece.

0873-P
Small 1.2 kg

$ 37.95

0873-G
Large 2.3 kg

$ 47.95 

Additional cover

0873110
Cover - Small -  
Black Fur

$ 16.95

0873120
Cover - Large -  
Black Fur

$ 19.95 

0873210
Cover - Small -  
Red Velvet

$ 15.95 

0873220
Cover - Large -  
Red Velvet

$ 18.95 

0873310
Cover - Small -  
Turquoise Velvet

$ 15.95 

0873320
Cover - Large -  
Turquoise Velvet

$ 18.95 

Hexagon Gel Lap Pad

The Lap Pad provides proprioceptive input. 
Great for children with difficulty sitting still 
for long periods. The vinyl cover pads makes 
it easier to clean.

3527100
1.4 kg  $ 34.95

3527200
2.3 kg  $ 40.95 

3527300
3.2 kg  $ 16.95 

Gel Maze
This product provides the opportunity to 
move a marble through a maze pattern which 
contributes to brain stimulation, improved 
eye-hand coordination, increased finger 
strength, and reduces boredom.

3526100
Square

$ 46.95

3529100
Circle

$ 47.95 
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Fatboy® Our iconic Fatboy original is everyone’s friend. Proven to stand out and fit in anywhere. With its 
generous size and energizing comfort, it is always there to maximize whatever position you choose. Filled 
with polystyrene beads on the inside, and by a durable and protective water & stain-resistant nylon on the 
outside.

positioning

Fatboy® Point
More than 20 colours available on fdmt.ca 

Ø 50 cm H 35 cm. 

1141 $ 99.95

Fatboy® Original
More than 20 colours available on fdmt.ca 

140 x 180 cm.

1138 $ 269.95

Fatboy® Junior
More than 20 colours available on fdmt.ca 

130 x 100 cm. 

1139  $ 179.95

POD Pillows
Comfortably designed pillows for reading and 
relaxing. Helps support the head at a higher 
elevation. Cotton zipped outer cover easily 
removable for machine washing and drying. 
Inner cover is filled with shredded flame 
retardant foam. 87 x 56 x 18 cm to 31 cm 
thick. Ages 9 months +

1549-1
Red

$ 89.95

1549-2
Yellow

$ 89.95 

1549-3
Blue

$ 89.95 

1549-4
Green

$ 89.95 

1549-5
Orange

$ 89.95 

1549-6
Purple

$ 89.95 

1549-KIT
Set of 6 different colours

$ 529.95 

Beach Ball Lounger
Perfect size for a bigger child. Features 
zip-off washable cotton cover. Filled with 
shreadded flame retardant foam. Ø 89 cm. 
Ages 3 +

1552 $ 159.95
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Yogibo Pod
A complete picture of seating comfort 
for indoors - compact and amazingly 
comfortable. Perfect bean bag chair for one! 
91 x 91 x 123 cm.

3519 $ 279.95

Yogibo Roll
Ultimate full-sized body pillow for all ages. 
It can be used on its own or as a back for 
our Max (3516) or Midi (3517). It supports 
the back and arms in a sitting or lying 
position.168 x 25 x 25 cm.

3521 $ 129.95 

Yogibo Caterpillar
The Caterpillar Roll is a fun, colourful pillow 
that can be used on its own or as a back for 
our Max (3516) or Midi (3517). It supports the 
back and arms in a sitting or lying position. 
244 x 30 x 30 cm.

3520101 
Multicolour

$ 169.95

3520102 
Earth Tones

$ 169.95 

Yogibo Support
Position your Yogibo Support as you please 
to accommodate a variety of relaxing sitting 
positions. It’s the new generation of back 
support pillow and it’s great for reading or 
watching TV. 76 x 94 x 30 cm.

3522  $ 129.95

Yogibo is the new generation of bean bag. The near frictionless beads 
and super-comfortable cover conform to your body, reducing pressure 
points and creating a “cocoon of coziness”. For cleaning, Zip off outer 
cover and wash it in cold water with like colours. Tumble-dry low. 
Available in a variety of sizes and colours.
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Yogibo Max
More than 15 colours available on fdmt.ca 

183 x 61 x 61 cm.

3516 $ 319.95

Yogibo Midi
More than 15 colours available on fdmt.ca 

123 x 61 x 61 cm.

3517 $ 279.95

Yogibo Mini
More than 15 colours available on fdmt.ca 

91 x 91 x 61 cm.

3518 $ 179.95
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Soft Pillows
Bright soft pillows for every age. Comes in 6 
different colours and features outer zip-off 
washable cotton covers. 44 x 44 cm.

1928 $ 174.95

Square Floor Pillow
The perfect size provides a perfect soft place 
for kids! Cotton poly chintz outer cover is 
removable with zipper and easily cleanable. 
Inner pocket is stain resistant treated 
polyurethane coated for liquid resistant use. 
Filled with shredded flame-retardant foam. 
60 x 60 x 10 cm. Ages 9 months +

1092-1
Blue  $ 79.95

1092-2
Green  $ 79.95

1092-3
Red  $ 79.95

1092-4
Yellow  $ 79.95 

1092-KIT
Set of 4 different colours  $ 319.95 

Sensory Solutions

Ray-Lax Chair
This comfortable multifunctional chair 
meets all the requirements. Ideal for 
relaxation, meditation, reading or relaxing. 
It also provides good support for the 
back. The solid metal reinforcement is 
coated with a removable cover, thick and 
washable denim. Easy to stack, you’ll love it!                  
Maximum load : 90 kg.

3181100
Purple

$ 37.95 

3181200
Red

$ 37.95 

3181300
Blue

$ 37.95 

3181400
Black

$ 37.95 

3181600
Orange

$ 37.95 

Go Anywhere Chair
Reclining back rest adjusts to 10 positions. 
Shoulder strap for easy transport. Sturdy 
steel frame. Padded back and seat. Polyester 
fabric provides of durability. Total weight 1.8 
kg. Maximum load: 95 kg.

2906100
Green

$ 64.95

2906200
Blue

$ 64.95 

2906400
Red

$ 64.95 

Howdahug® child
The hold and hug coupled with the cradle 
and rock of the seat creates a deep sensory 
embrace, giving children and adults a 
keener sense of their own space. Benefits 
range from better focus, less fidgeting, 
more concentration and all around peaceful 
sitting on the ground or a chair. The linear 
rocking movement provides children with low 
muscle tone and core strength the benefit 
of strengthening those muscles. These 
can be used on the ground or on a chair.                
Easy-to-adjust straps for a perfect fit.

252200
Small - 33 x 33 x 33 cm  
Maximum load: 18 kg  
Ages 3 to 5

 $ 99.95

252300
Medium - 36 x 39 x 34 cm 
Maximum load: 45 kg 
Ages 5 to 10 

 $ 99.95 

252400
Large - 41 x 39 x 37 cm  
Maximum load: 57 kg 
Ages 7 to 12 

 $ 99.95 

positioning

Emotions Cushions
Discover 4 emotions using this set of 4 
comfortable cushions. Each cushion has 
a different colour and a different emotion.           
Ø 40 cm.

3382000 $ 144.95

Sensory Turtle
Encourages development of fine motor 
skills with tactile and sensory stimulation. 
Just unzip the outer cover to machine 
wash and dry. Inner core is water and stain 
repellent and filled with shredded foam.           
Dimensions 68,6 x 68,6 x 25,4 cm. Ages 1 +

3508100
Primary colours

$ 89.95

3508200
Earth Tones

$ 89.95 
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Educube
These colourful cubes are super props for 
creative play. Each cube or bench offers two 
seating heights: 15 or 23 cm simply by turning 
them over. They can also be used as tables or 
step stools. Very sturdy and easy to clean.

0878100
Blue

$ 64.95

0878200
Yellow

$ 64.95 

0878300
Red

$ 64.95 

0878400
Green

$ 64.95 

0878-4
Set of 4 different colours

$ 259.95 

Edubench
0925100
Blue

$ 139.95

0925200
Yellow

$ 139.95 

0925300
Green

$ 139.95 

0925400
Red

$ 139.95 

KeekarooMC Chair
The chair grows with your child from 6 
months up to 113 kg! The wooden seat and 
footplate are easily adjustable for height 
and depth. The seat offers proper seating 
and positioning. Correct setting for the feet, 
seat and body has been shown to increase a 
child’s ability to focus and to better attend to 
tasks. This benefits everyone from toddlers 
to adults! Tray, Comfort Cushion and Infant 
Insert are sold separately.

236001
Natural

$ 309.95

236002
Mahogany

$ 329.95 

KeekarooMC Comfort 
Cushions
Comfortable cushions adapted to the 
Keekaroo chair. Two models are available 
according to the child’s size. The latex-free 
cushions are made from a soft-to-the-touch 
material and offer antimicrobial protection. 
Easy to clean and durable, water and spills 
won’t penetrate the inner foam, keeping them 
in perfect condition through any mess.

235902
Cherry

$ 99.95

235903
Lime

$ 99.95 

KeekarooMC Wooden Tray
The Wooden Tray made of hardwood and a 
bpa-free plastic cover is practical and easy 
to clean. Wooden Tray adjusts in depth.              
20 x 48 cm.

236101
Natural

$ 35.95

236102
Mahogany

$ 40.95 

Edutray
This white plastic tray rests onto the front of 
a Educube Chair to provide a play or eating 
surface close to the child. Legs fold for flat 
storage. 53 x 35 cm.

1330  $ 96.95
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vestibular

Sensory Solutions

FitBall® Balance Disc 
A versatile core stability cushion that easily 
adjusts for your challenge level. Used while 
standing, kneeling or sitting. Improves balance 
and joint stability, strengthens and tones core 
muscles, and encourages proper posture. 
Smooth surface on one side, sensory points on 
the other. Ø 36 cm.

0311-01 $ 39.95

Movin’sit Cushion
This portable wedge-shaped cushion is designed to support the spine 
and improve posture. Excellent for classroom use to promote attention 
when seated. Latex-free and Phthalate-free. 

0101-01
Junior - 26 x 26 cm

$ 39.95

0101-02
Regular - 36 x 36 cm

$ 45.95 

FitBall® Air Cushion

Unique three-tiered folded side construction 
promotes a dynamic sitting position and better 
attention. Needle pump included. Ø 32 cm.

0309 $ 39.95

Disco’sit
Inflatable cushion to place on chairs for improved posture and 
attention. Can be used kneeling or standing to improve core stability 
and balance skills.

0108-01
Junior - 32 cm

$ 39.95

0108-02
Regular - 38 cm

$ 45.95 

Exersit Air Cushion
Sit, move, rebound and stretch! The trunk 
muscles will spring into action when 
attempting to stabilize the body by trying a 
range of different positions. Smooth surface 
on one side, textured sensory points on the 
other. Ø 33 cm.

1331 $ 30.95

Sit On Air Cushion
Air cushion for dynamic sitting, improved 
posture. Use while standing, kneeling or 
sitting. 37 x 37 x 6 cm.

1314 $ 51.95

Mambo Stool
Designed with a rounded bottom, this stool wobbles gently. Regular 
chairs force children’s bodies to be in an unnatural posture. The 
innovative stool allows one’s knees, hips and back to find comfortable 
and ever-changing positions. Maximum load: 125 kg.

2715110
Red - 25.5 cm

$ 74.95

2715310
Purple - 30 cm

$ 77.95 

2715220
Blue - 35.5 cm

$ 84.95 

2715530
Green - 47.5 cm

$ 89.95 

2715610
Adjustable - Black 
- 40 to 55 cm

$ 194.95
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Sit’n’Gym Ball with Feet
A useful classroom tool. This ball chair 
can improve sitting posture and provide 
movement while sitting. Helps maintain 
alertness. Feet prevent the ball from rolling.

0158-35
Fantasy - 35 cm

$ 26.95

0158-45
Yellow - 45 cm

$ 29.95 

0158-55
Red - 55 cm

$ 35.95

0158-65
Blue - 65 cm

$ 43.95 

Modern Ball Chair
Especially designed for children, it helps 
improve children’s posture and sense of 
balance and blood circulation in the legs. 
Ages 3 +

1632-1
Small - Child
Maximum load: 100 kg
Ø 38-39 cm
Chair 50 x 47 x 59 cm

 $ 184.95

1632-2
Large - Adult
Maximum load: 135 kg
Ø 48-52 cm
Chair 50 x 60 x 79 cm 

 $ 219.95 

Hammock Chair
Made of ultra resistant fabric, this chair 
supports up to 130 kg. Reinforced edges 
make the material extremely tear-proof. The 
integrated safety swivel guarantees safe 360° 
rotation. 140 x 105 x 155 cm.

3562100
Blue

$ 159.95

3562200
Green and Yellow

$ 159.95 

3561100
Blue and Purple       
Water-proof

$ 159.95 

3561200
Blue, Green and Yellow 
Water-proof

$ 159.95 

Joki Hanging                       
Nest
The colourful children’s hanging nest, Joki 
Dolphy is made of high-quality cotton and 
hangs like a cocoon from the ceiling. It comes 
with a large, comfy cushion and is a perfect 
place for dreaming, reading or swinging.

3563100
Blue and green

$ 169.95

3563300
Pink and purple

$ 169.95 

3563200
Green

$ 169.95 

Tree Rope for Hammock and 
Joki
The Tree Rope allows the easy suspension 
or removal of hammock chair or Joki 
Hanging Nest. Maximum load: 160 kg.                        
Rope length: 200 cm.

3582100 $ 18.95

Seguro White for Hammock 
and Joki
Fixing set for mounting hammock chairs 
and Joki Hanging Nest to concrete ceilings, 
beams or tree limbs. This set includes one 
ring hook with a Fischer screw anchor, one 
rope (3 m long) and one carabiner. Maximum 
load: 160 kg.

3582300 $ 23.95

Universal Rope for Hammock 
and Joki
Suspension set for your hammock chair or 
Joki Hanging Nest for flexible installation on 
walls, ceilings, beams or trees. Maximum 
load: 160 kg. Rope length: 200 cm.

3582200 $ 29.95
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homework helpers

Sensory Solutions

Deluxe Homework Kit-Plus
This Kit Includes :

• 1 pair of Em’s earmuffs black
• 1 orange Eggsercizer 
• 1 Disco’sit 1 weighted Lizard 
• 1 five-minute sand timer
• 1 Time Timer Plus 
• 1 Tangle Junior Classic 
• 1 Fidget for Your Digit 
• 1 package of three chewy toppers

1968-1-J
Blue Lizard, Junior Disco’sit

$ 169.95

1968-1-R
Blue Lizard, Regular Disco’sit

$ 178.95 

1968-2-J
Green Lizard, Junior Disco’sit

$ 169.95 

1968-2-R
Green Lizard, Regular Disco’sit

$ 178.95 

1968-3-J
Silver Lizard, Junior Disco’sit

$ 169.95

1968-3-R
Silver Lizard, Regular Disco’sit

$ 178.95 

Bouncy Bands
Bouncy Bands are quiet and they don’t distract others. In addition, 
students who feel anxious when working enjoy being able to stretch 
their legs to release their anxiety while they work. Latex-free and 
Phtalate-free.

3156100
For chair - 33 to 46 cm

$ 17.95

3156200
For desk - 51 to 71 cm

$ 19.95 

Chair socks
Unique product designed to help reduce the noise level made by moved 
furniture in a classroom. Fits standard chair and table legs. Set of 4.

2698000 $ 6.95

The homework period is important. It allows the child to review, in a 
comfortable place, the ideas learned in class and prepares the child for 
higher studies.

Little tricks to make the homework period enjoyable : 
• Take a break between school and homework;

• Maintaining a good sitting posture requires effort so why not change 
positions at home during homework or reading, using a Beanbag chair 
or a cushion on the floor ; 

• Eliminate unnecessary sensory stimulation ; 

• Choose a good time/place ; 

• Decrease surrounding distractions ; 

• Structure this period ; 

• Use tools that promote calm and concentration.

Pedal                                   
Exerciser
Tension control knob allows a broad range of 
pedal resistance for a progressive exercise 
program to restore muscle strength and 
coordination. 40 cm wide x 33 cm high.

What to do if your knees are hitting the desk:

• Move the Pedal Exerciser farther away

• Try lowering your chair

• Raise the desk using blocks or bed rails

3533100 $ 59.95
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Homework Help Plus Kit #1
This Kit Includes :
A : 1 Junior Movin’sit cushion
B : 1 Charcoal Time Timer Plus
C : 1 Pair of grey Em’s earmuffs
1 weighted animal of your choice

2683001
Blue Lizard 2 kg

$ 129.95 

2683002
Green Lizard 2 kg

$ 129.95 

2683033
Silver Lizard 2 kg

$ 129.95 

2683003
Blue Frog 2.5 kg

$ 133.95 

2683004
Green Frog 2.5 kg

$ 133.95 

2683034
Silver Frog 2.5 kg

$ 133.95 

2683005
Blue Dolphin 1 kg

$ 119.95 

2683006
Purple Dolphin 1 kg

$ 119.95 

2683007
Blue Dolphin 2 kg

$ 133.95 

2683008
Purple Dolphin 2 kg

$ 133.95 

Homework Help Plus Kit #2
This Kit Includes :
A : 1 Regular Movin’sit cushion
B : 1 Charcoal Time Timer Plus
C : 1 Pair of grey Em’s earmuffs
1 weighted animal of your choice

2683009
Blue Lizard 2 kg

$ 137.95

2683010
Green Lizard 2 kg

$ 137.95 

2683035
Silver Lizard 2 kg

$ 137.95 

2683011
Blue Frog 2.5 kg

$ 141.95 

2683012
Green Frog 2.5 kg

$ 141.95 

2683036
Silver Frog 2.5 kg

$ 141.95 

2683013
Blue Dolphin 1 kg

$ 130.95 

2683014
Purple Dolphin 1 kg

$ 130.95 

2683015
Blue Dolphin 2 kg

$ 141.95 

2683016
Purple Dolphin 2 kg

$ 141.95 

Homework Help Plus Kit #3
This Kit Includes :
B : 1 Charcoal Time Timer Plus
C : 1 Pair of grey Em’s earmuffs
D : 1 Junior Disco’sit cushion
1 weighted animal of your choice

2683017
Blue Lizard 2 kg

$ 129.95

2683018
Green Lizard 2 kg

$ 129.95 

2683037
Silver Lizard 2 kg

$ 133.95 

2683019
Blue Frog 2.5 kg

$ 133.95 

2683020
Green Frog 2.5 kg

$ 133.95 

2683038
Silver Frog 2.5 kg

$ 133.95 

2683021
Blue Dolphin 1 kg

$ 119.95 

2683022
Purple Dolphin 1 kg

$ 119.95 

2683023
Blue Dolphin 2 kg

$ 133.95 

2683024
Purple Dolphin 2 kg

$ 133.95 

We’ve gathered four of our best tools to promote 
attention, concentration and time management.     
The perfect kit for homework time! 

Homework Help Plus Kit #4
This Kit Includes :
B : 1 Charcoal Time Timer Plus
C : 1 Pair of grey Em’s earmuffs
D : 1 Regular Disco’sit cushion
1 weighted animal of your choice

2683025
Blue Lizard 2 kg

$ 136.95

2683026
Green Lizard 2 kg

$ 136.95 

2683039
Silver Lizard 2 kg

$ 135.95 

2683027
Blue Frog 2.5 kg

$ 140.95 

2683028
Green Frog 2.5 kg

$ 140.95 

2683040
Silver Frog 2.5 kg

$ 140.95 

2683029
Blue Dolphin 1 kg

$ 129.95 

2683030
Purple Dolphin 1 kg

$ 129.95 

2683031
Blue Dolphin 2 kg

$ 140.95 

2683032   
Purple Dolphin 2 kg

$ 140.95 
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Deluxe Homework Kit-Plus
This Kit Includes :

• 1 pair of Em’s earmuffs black
• 1 orange Eggsercizer 
• 1 Disco’sit 1 weighted Lizard 
• 1 five-minute sand timer
• 1 Time Timer Plus 
• 1 Tangle Junior Classic 
• 1 Fidget for Your Digit 
• 1 package of three chewy toppers

1968-1-J
Blue Lizard, Junior Disco’sit

$ 169.95

1968-1-R
Blue Lizard, Regular Disco’sit

$ 178.95 

1968-2-J
Green Lizard, Junior Disco’sit

$ 169.95 

1968-2-R
Green Lizard, Regular Disco’sit

$ 178.95 

1968-3-J
Silver Lizard, Junior Disco’sit

$ 169.95

1968-3-R
Silver Lizard, Regular Disco’sit

$ 178.95 
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Time
Management

Are we done yet? Is time running out? Take the 
guesswork out of starting and finishing tasks with 

our collection of time management products. 
Visual cues support the concept of time and how 

fast it is going. Knowing the end is in sight lessens 
anxiety and increases focus. These products are a 

great way to teach the concept of time.
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Time Activity Set
This Time Activity Set will help children to 
identify the hour and minute hands, learn the 
difference between analog and digital time, 
identify time to the hour, half hour, and more! 
Includes: Plastic clock with movable hands, 
write & wipe clock, 24 double-sided analog 
and digital puzzle cards, 12 double-sided write 
& wipe daily activity cards, 3 time dice and 1 
activity guide. Ages 4 +

3636000 $17.95 

EasyRead Watch
Here is the ideal watch for learning time. 
Just say the number at the end of the small 
needle and add the number at the end of the 
big needle. It’s 1:50. Easy! Ø 3.3 cm. Nylon 
bracelet of 1.5 x 21.5 cm. Water resistant but 
should not be immersed. 5 years +

3368100
Purple bracelet

$39.95 

3368200
Blue bracelet

$39.95 

EasyRead Wall Clock
Learn to read the analog time 12 or 24 hours just 
in 2 steps. Start by naming the interval in which 
the small needle is located. Then, name the 
number after the long needle. Silent, this clock 
uses one AA battery (not included) and decreases 
anxiety related to time management.

3354100
Classroom - Ø 35 cm

$49.95 

3354200
Rainbow - Ø 29 cm

$44.95 

Tell Time Flip Chart
This tool allows you to learn to read analog 
and digital time easily. Turn the hands on the 
clock and the corresponding time on digital 
flap is shown. 32 x 9 cm.

3067100 $9.95 

24 Hour Clock 
Learn to tell time with this sturdy little 
plastic clock with coloured hands. The clock’s 
molded base allows for good balance on a 
desk.

3129100
Pk of 6 - 11 cm

$24.95 

3129200
Pk of 1 - 30 cm

$19.95 

Gro Clock
The Gro Clock illustrates the passing of time 
for your child to see the difference between 
“sleep” and “wake-up” time. Stars move and 
fade during the night and the sun shows up 
to wake up. Adjustable screen brightness, 
optional audible alarm and digital clock. 
Illustrated bedtime storybook included!    
Ages 2 +

1966 $59.95 

Write-On Wipe-Off Clock 
Faces
These versatile, flexible plastic clock’s dials 
with movable hands and digital window are 
ideal for all classroom time activities. 13 cm x 
16 cm. Pk of 5.

3069100
Pk of 5 - 13 x 16 cm

$8.95 

3069200 
Pk of 1 - 30 x 38 cm

$8.95 

Dual Power Timers
Convenient and easy to use, these little 
timers are designed to calculate time 
increasing or decreasing up to 99 min. 59 sec. 
You can hear a sound when the time is up. 
They also run on solar energy. 6.5 x 6.5 x 1.3 
cm. Assorted colours. Pk of 1.

3207000 $7.95 

Simple Stopwatch
Great for races and other timed activities, this 
stopwatch is easy to use with three coloured 
buttons: green for go, red for stop and yellow 
for clear. Displays minutes, seconds and 
1/100 seconds.

1596 $12.95 
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Time Tracker®  Mini
Determine how much time will be spent on 
an activity (in 5 minute increments) on the top 
dial and when the warning time will start on 
the lower dial, going through green, yellow 
and red lights. Adjustable audio alarm. 12 x 8 
x 8 cm. 3 AAA batteries not included. Ages 4 +

0775-2 $29.95 

Time Tracker®                               

Visual Timer
This timer allows you to establish time 
spent on an activity by going through green 
(beginning of the actvity), then yellow and red 
(end of activity) lights. Program each step 
with an interval of time (1 second to 24 hours) 
and with an optional sound signal. Leave 
stress behind! Requires AC Adapter (0776) or 
4 AA batteries, not included. 22 cm. Ages 3 +

0775-1 $47.95 

Adaptateur C.A.  
Time Tracker ®

Plug in adapter for the Time Tracker®.

0776 $16.95 

Magnetic Time Tracker® 
This visual timer is now more visible than 
ever - adheres to any magnetic surface! 
Features clear, 3 colour lighted display and 
simple-to-program alarms (1 second to 24 
hours). Alarms can be visual, audio or both. 
Handy flip-out stand for tabletop use. 4 AA 
batteries not included and 3 LR44 button-cell 
batteries included. 18 x 4 x 13 cm. Ages 4 +

0775-3 $34.95 

Sand Timer
Sturdy sand timer with molded end caps and thick wall surrounds. Perfect for use in games, 
accurate event timing and experiments. 16 x 8 cm.

Mini Sand Timer
This set of pocket size sand timers is ideal 
for tiny hands and so convenient to carry 
everywhere! One of each: 1, 3 and 5 minutes. 
9 cm. Ages 3 +

2884100 $7.95 

Mega Sand Timer
Sturdy giant sand timer with molded end 
caps and thick wall surrounds. Large enough 
for the whole class to see and perfect for 
use in games, accurate event timing and 
experiments. 30 x 15 cm.

0761-1
1 minute - Green

$42.95 

0761-2
2 minutes - Pink

$42.95 

0761-3
3 minutes - Yellow

$42.95 

0761-5
5 minutes - Blue

$42.95 

076208
30 seconds - Red

$17.95 

0762-1
1 minute - Green

$17.95 

0762-2
2 minutes - Pink

$17.95 

0762-3
3 minutes - Yellow

$17.95 

0762-5
5 minutes - Blue

$17.95 

0762-10
10 minutes - Orange

$17.95 

0762-15
15 minutes - Purple

$17.95 

0762-30
30 minutes - Black

$17.95 

0762-KIT
1 of each (30 sec.-1-2-3-5-
10-15-30 min.)

$134.95 

Planificateur familial 2018
Voici votre Planificateur familial, conçu pour 
le frigo, les armoires ou le mur. Ce produit 
100% québécois est décidément le calendrier 
aimanté de 17 mois le plus complet sur le 
marché. 48 x 38 cm. Available in French only.

3511100 $12.95 

Planificateur familial 
Toute la semaine en un coup d’œil! 
Grâce à ce planificateur familial, vous ne 
manquerez aucun rendez-vous, activités, 
ajout à la liste d’épicerie etc. 43 x 28 cm.                         
Available in French only.

3564100 $14.95 
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Time Timer® MOD
Its portable size makes it easy to use 
anywhere. Customized, the MOD features a 
removeable silicone cover, which offers an 
additional protection against shocks. The 
sound signal can be turned off and the red 
disc is protected by a glare-resistant lens.     
9 x 9 cm.

3064000
With Charcoal Cover

$41.95 

3064001
With Blue Cover

$41.95 

3064002
With Green Cover

$41.95 

IDEO - Time Timer® Edition
The IDEO Time Timer® Edition is a simple 
and magnetic tool to help plan and organize 
your time with the Time Timer®. Ideal for all 
children, perfect to teach them the concept of 
time, helping out with homework, daily chores 
and routines, transitions, etc. The IDEO Time 
Timer® Edition includes: 70 magnetic images, 
including 35 Time Timer® clocks representing 
various pre-determined time intervals and 35 
actions, activities and everyday situations, 1 x 
double-sided magnetic door hanger, 1 x red 
dry erase marker. Time Timer® not included. 
Ages 3 +

3147100
French         $39.95 

 

Time Timer® Plus
Just add a protective glare-resistant lens, 
a center dial for easy setting of the disc, 
enhanced precision quartz movement, an 
on-the-go carry handle, an adjustable sound 
alert signal, and impact-resistant case and 
you get the Time Timer Plus. 1 AA battery not 
included. 14 x 18 cm.

2519000
Charcoal - 60 minutes

$43.95 

2519001
White - 60 minutes

$43.95 

2519002
White - 20 minutes

$48.95 

2519003
White - 120 minutes $48.95 

Visual                                   
Time Timer®

This silent operation (no ticking) timer is 
available in 3 formats to meet your needs.      
1 AA battery not included.

0377-1
Small - 7.5 x 7.5 cm

$33.95 

0377-2
Medium - 20 x 20 cm

$38.95 

0377-3 
Large - 30 x 30 cm

$44.95 

 Time Timer® Watch
This watch will bring your stress down and 
improve your time management. Wake-
up alarm, Time Timer mode of 60 minutes 
or personalized, time intervals to repeat, 
sound, vibration or silent alerts, digital or 
analog clock with 12 or 24 hour format, 
supple silicone strap. Some of these features 
will make it essential for homework, taking 
medication or a day’s organization.

251702
Youth - 12 x 18 cm -  
Charcoal

$95.95 

251703
Youth - 12 x 18 cm - Pink

$95.95 

251704
Youth - 12 x 18 cm - Blue

$95.95 

251705
Youth - 12 x 18 cm - Green

$95.95 

251800
Adult - 14 x 21 cm - 
Charcoal

$95.95 

Time Timer® Software 
The features you love of your Time Timer are 
now available for your computer. Perfect for 
the classroom (compatible with TNI), the office 
or the boardroom, manage your time in a 
pleasant and productive way.

3381100
Personal License

$29.95 

3381200
Multi (5 users License)

$96.95 

3381300
Premium (25 users License)

$311.95 

Time Timer®                                          
Dry Erase Board
To better manage time, here’s an essential 
accessory to the Time Timer MOD sold 
separately. This small Dry Erase Board will 
display the agenda, the tasks in time, etc. It 
includes convenient caddy to hold markers 
and supplies (not included) behind the board! 
20 x 20 cm.

3380000
Board Only

$25.95 

3380110
Board and Time Timer 
MOD

$57.95 

The Time Timer® collection  
offers a range of high 
quality products with a one-
year warranty. They allow 
visualization of the time that 
passes.

Time Timer® Twist
It is a round digital timer, with a magnetic back 
so that it can stick on a refrigerator, file cabinet, 
Smart Board in a classroom - anywhere.  It is a 
90 minute timer and the face is very similar to 
our watch face. 8.9 x 8.9 x 2.5 cm.

3524000 $27.95 
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Music &
Rhythm
Whether listening to music or making your own, 
this range of rhythm/percussion instruments 
and CD’s will keep your toes tapping and hands 
clapping. Great for group or individual activities, 
these products help build listening/memory 
skills and create opportunities for repetition 
and imitation. CD themes encourage play, 
movement, singing, or relaxation. No experience 
is necessary to enjoy the benefits of music! 
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Egg Shakers
Small hands can easily manipulate Egg 
Shakers to produce a variety of sounds. Sold 
individually. Assorted colours. Ages 3+

0318 $3.95

Echo Microphone
Hear your own voice echo! Recommended to 
lengthen exhalation.

0413 $2.95 

Rhythm Set
Pounding sends the balls tinkling over the 
xylophone. Pull out the keyboard and the 
xylophone can be played solo. Promotes 
dexterity, eye-hand coordination and 
manipulation. 3 pcs. Ages 12 months +

259300 $13.95 

Clickety-Clack            
Clapper                                   
Play music and have your child click-clack 
along with it.Tap a rhythm on a table and have 
your child imitate it. Pk of 1. Ages 3 +

259500 $3.95

Happy                       
Noisemaker
Add sound effects to stories you read 
or songs you sing by making a racket 
with the noisemaker. Assorted colours.                    
Ages 18 months +

259600 $5.95 

Band in a box
Band in a Box musical instrument set 
includes a tambourine, cymbals, maracas, 
clacker, tone blocks, and a triangle. It’s 
everything preschoolers need to form a kids’ 
marching band, launch a solo career, or just 
enjoy exploring music and sounds! Band in a 
Box includes 10 pieces, plus a sturdy wooden 
storage crate. Ages 3 +

3058000 $29.95 

Jingle Stick

Shake and listen to the bells. 17.5 cm. Ages 3 +

1038 $7.95

Mini Maracas
Grasp and shake to create music. Pk of 1.  
Ages 3 +

0329 $6.95 

Sennheiser HD 500A 
Headphones
These open dynamic hi-fi stereo headphones 
will impress you with their superbly detailed 
sound reproduction and powerful bass. These 
headphones were specifically designed for 
Therapeutic Listening™. Transducer principle 
Dynamic Open Aire™ Frequency 18 - 30,000 
Hz (-10 dB 11 kHz).

0103
Headphones

$254.95

0105
Replacement Cable

$20.95

Audio Headphones
These headphones are built tough and 
resistant. Built-in volume limiting, ensuring 
the volume never reaches above 85dB - the 
maximum recommended level for prolonged 
exposure. Internal acoustic treatment, 
reducing external noise. Built-in strain relief 
to ensure the audio cord can’t be pulled out 
of the earmuff cups. Includes zippable carry 
hardcase. Ages 12 months +

2963000 $69.95

Guided                      
Relaxation for Children
Fun and educational CD. Four themes: 
seasons, senses, insects and winter. The 
musical ambience captures children’s 
attention, allows them to develop their 
listening skills while learning relaxation 
techniques. Each CD has a rich vocabulary, 
allowing younger and older children to 
use their skills and to RELAX. Narration in 
French, English and Spanish on CD.

2714001 $49.95
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Beginner Harmonica

4 holes - 8 notes. Assorted colours.

0465 $9.95 

Piano Horn
Play the flute and the piano at the same 
time - it is possible through this innovative 
instrument with harmonious sounds.             
42 x 5.5 cm. Ages 4 +

3459000 $9.50 

Rainbow Pan Flute
Create your own sweet song with this easy-
to-play 4-tube pan flute. Identify other wind 
instruments and listen to the sounds they 
make. Ages 3 +

2994000 $5.95 

Saxoflute
With Saxoflute, your kids will love 
assembling their own music instruments 
and then actually making music with them. 
By connecting the colourful tubes, kids can 
create any kind of horn instrument they 
can imagine. This set includes: 3 straight 
tubes with holes, 1 whistle, 1 trumpet end 
11 straight tubes and L-shapes in 2 colours. 
Ages 2 +

3589100 $14.95 

Melody Snaily
This soft and cuddly musical snail can be 
played as a keyboard or play pre-recorded 
melodies. It can easily be attached to a 
playpen, stroller and more. Helps develop 
fine motor skills, logic & reasoning, hand-eye 
coordination and auditory sensory. Includes 6 
easy to follow music cards and 2 AA batteries. 
6 months +

3629000 $41.95 

Music & Rhythm

Vintage                               
Music Box
Turn the handle and listen to a tune with 
these fun tin music boxes! This is an old 
classic with a new twist. No batteries or 
electronic parts, just old-fashioned know-how 
and intelligent design. Ages 3 +

3462000 $9.50 

Twirly Whirly 
All the advantages of a rainstick, with inside 
components that rotate for greater visual 
stimulation. Ages 6 months +

0313 $23.95 

Rainmakers
Colourful plastic rainmakers offer visual and 
auditory stimulation.

0319
9 cm - 6 months +

$7.95 

0316
20 cm - 6 months +

$15.95 

0315
40 cm - 3 years +

$29.95

Five Tone Pipe
Twirl the pipe and create up to five different 
tones. Assorted two-tone colours. 76 cm. 
Ages 3+

210600 $6.50 

Pop Toobs
These bendable, accordion toys make funny 
sounds when stretched. They can be linked 
together to make chains. Improves bilateral 
coordination and strengthens shoulders. 
Great for creative play.

0251 $1.95 

Gigglestick
Produces a funny sound when turned upside 
down. Pk of 2. Ages 3+

0508 $2.95



Subscribe to our
Newsletter

You have the chance to win a $100 
fdmt gift card every month when you 

subscribe to our newsletter!
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Oral Motor
Oral Motor skills involve movement of the 
muscles in the mouth, jaw, tongue, lips and 
cheeks. The coordination of these movements 
is needed for feeding, speech development and 
facial expressions. Develop a foundation with 
our products that target this specific group 
of muscles. Practice chewing, biting, sucking 
or simply soothe the senses. Many of these 
products are latex-free and dishwasher safe.
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Zip-Bulle to Chew
Can be used as sensory tool which can 
help the child to focus, manage anxiety 
and decrease sensory seeking behaviors. 
This accessory allows the child to chew the 
silicone beads instead of chewing the collar 
of a coat, jacket or scarf.

3653100
7cm - Fushia-grey-  
navy

 $6.95 

3653200
7 cm - Charcoal-red-
black

 $6.95 

For hygiene reasons, the products in this section can not be returned.
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Stella Necklace
Silicone bead necklace with stars for girls. 
Ages 3 to 6. 41 cm.

2969221
A - Annabelle  $20.95

2969222
B - Océanna  $20.95 

2969223
C - Layla  $20.95 

2969224
D - Julia  $20.95 

Gamin Necklace
Silicone bead necklace for boys. Ages 3 to 6. 
40 cm.

2969521
E - Mathis  $19.50 

2969522
F - Thomas  $19.50 

2969523
G - Gabriel  $19.50 

2969524
H - Théo  $19.50 

Young Men Necklace
Silicone bead necklace for boys. Ages 6 to 12. 
42 cm.

2969631
I - Zack  $20.95 

2969632
J - Sam  $20.95 

2969633
K - Alex  $20.95 

Tribal Pendant

Silicone pendant. 55 cm.

3457200
Grey  $15.95 

3457300
Black  $15.95 

Pineapple Pendant

Very resistant silicone pendant. 55 cm.

2969734
Red  $15.95 

2969735
Orange  $15.95 

2969736
Blue  $15.95 

2969737
Fuschia  $15.95 

Geo Pendant

Silicone pendant. 55 cm.

2969831
Red  $12.95 

2969832
Turquoise  $12.95 

2969833
Navy  $12.95 

2969834
Fuschia  $12.95 

22

Chewable Jewelry
Our chewable jewelry is made of food grade silicone that is FDA approved and 
contains no phthalates, BPA, PVC, latex or lead! 
Warning: This is a jewelry and NOT a toy. May require the supervision of an adult.

Durability Scale

good efficient great maximum
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For hygiene reasons, the products in this section can not be returned.

Saber Necklace
ARK’s Bite Saber™ Sensory Chewelry is 
a safe and super cool solution for anyone 
who needs to chew. At 10 cm long and just 
under 1 cm in diameter at the tip, it’s just 
the right size to reach the back molars 
where chewing is needed the most. 
 

3515100
Red - Soft  $19.95 

3515200
Green - Extra hard  $19.95 

3515300
Blue - Extra extra hard  $19.95 

Dino Bite
This T-Rex design is sure to be a hit with 
dinosaur fans of any age. It’s a great option 
for those who prefer chewing with their pre-
molars and/or front teeth. 4 x 6 cm and just 
under 1 cm thick.

3514100
Red - Soft  $19.95 

3514200
Charcoal - Extra hard  $19.95 

3514300
Emerald -  
Extra extra hard

 $19.95 

chewelry

Brick Necklace
This Brick Stick Textured Chew Necklace 
provides a safe, wearable, discreet, and cool 
solution for those who need to chew. Use this 
“chewelry” as an oral fidget (or even hand 
fidget) to help calm, soothe, and self-regulate 
during times of stress, to better focus during 
homework and other activities, etc.                

3364100
Red - Soft  $16.95 

3364200
Green - Extra hard  $16.95 

3364300
Blue - Extra extra hard  $16.95 

Krypto-Bite Necklace
The Krypto-Bite™ Chewable Gem Necklace 
provides a safe, wearable, and discreet 
solution for kids and adults who need to 
chew. For boys, it’s cool-factor Krypto-Bite™. 
For girls, it’s a stylish gem pendant. Either 
way, it’s sure to be a hit! 

3365100
Red - Soft  $16.95 

3365200
Green - Extra hard  $16.95 

3365300
Blue - Extra extra hard  $16.95 

Robotz
Just landing from the cosmos, robotz are 
a fun shape for children of all ages. They 
are non-toxic, lead-free, phtalates-free and 
latex-free.

3149100
Black  $22.95 

3149200
Blue  $22.95 

3149300
Green  $22.95 

3149400
Red  $22.95 

22

33

Dino Track Necklace
It has a “fossil” imprint on the front side, 
a soft back and 3 chewing spikes. Use this 
oral sensory solution as a safe alternative to 
chewing pencils, shirts, fingers, etc. Good for 
calming and concentration. 4.45 x 5.72 cm and 
1 cm thick.

3602100
Red - Soft

 $19.95 

3602200
Lime Green - Extra hard  $19.95 

3602300
Blue - Extra hard  $19.95 

Basketball Necklace
This chewable necklace is a sure hit 
for sports enthusiasts! It is perfect for 
those who prefer to chew with their pre-
molars and / or front teeth. Use this oral 
sensory solution as a safe alternative 
to chewing pencils, shirts, fingers, etc.                        
4.45 cm in diameter and 1.30 cm thick.

3603100
Lime Green  $18.95 

3603200
Orange  $18.95 

33

Heart Necklace

This necklace will please young people who 
need to chew. Its heart shape makes it an 
excellent fashion accessory. 5 cm x 5 cm by 9 
mm thick. It is nontoxic, lead free, latex free 
and phthalates free.

3719100
Purple  $7.95 

3719200
Red  $7.95 

3719300
Blue  $7.95 

Circle Necklace

This necklace will help children and adolescents 
to self-regulate. Its stylized shape makes it an 
excellent fashion accessory. 5 cm x 5 cm by 1.2 
cm thick. It is nontoxic, lead free, latex free and 
phthalates free.

3720100
Purple  $7.95 

3720200
Turquoise  $7.95 

3720300
Pink  $7.95 

Durability Scale

good efficient great maximum
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Sentio Chews Necklaces
Chew, bite and fidget safely and discreetly! 
These smooth coloured pendants, with 
a hard centered dot should last 6 to 12 
weeks, or 4 to 6 weeks or less for agressive 
chewers. Free of latex, BPA, phthalates, 
PVC and lead.

2697111
Flower - Blue

$9.95 

2697113
Soccer Ball - Blue

$9.95 

2697211
Drop + Flower Duo - 
Blue

$17.95 

2697212
Soccer Ball + Ice 
Cream Duo - Blue

$17.95 

2697121
Flower - Red

$9.95 

2697123
Soccer Ball 
Red

$9,95 

2697223
Drop + Flower Duo 
Red

$17.95 

2697224
Soccer Ball + Ice 
Cream Duo - Red

$17.95 

Organic Cotton    
Lanyard Necklace
White undyed. 51 cm.

1342 $9.50 

Pendant Replacement 
String and Breakaway 
Clasp
80 cm resistant rope in polyester and nylon 
with a secure plastic fastener. 

3458100 $1.95 

Necklace
Chew, bite and fidget safely and discreetly! 
These smooth coloured pendants, with a hard 
centered dot should last 6 to 12 weeks, or 
4 to 6 weeks or less for agressive chewers. 
Clasp easily detachable. Free of latex, BPA, 
phthalates, PVC and lead. 46 cm.

1339-1
Pink Heart

$18.95 

1340-2
Blue Circle

$18.95 

Sensory Bracelet
This easy to slip bracelet provides a sensory 
textured surface that can help children who 
like to chew and who use the oral and tactile 
stimulation to control themselves. Latex-free, 
PVC-free and phthalates-free. Can be washed 
in the dishwasher. Ages 3 +

3211100
Red

$14.95 

3211200
Green

$14.95 

3211300
Blue

$14.95 

Springz                           
Bracelet
Springz bracelets are a fashionable option for 
children to satisfy their fidget and chewing 
needs. The bracelets are non-toxic.

3150100
Aqua

$7.95 

3150200
Lime Green

$7.95 

3150300
Orange

$7.95 

3150400
Purple

$7.95
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Chew Stixx
Simulate the ever changing textures of food, 
therefore assisting with children who have 
sensory issues when certain textures are 
placed in their mouth. 4 different textures, 
11.5 cm. Free of latex, phthalates or PVC. 
Dishwasher safe.

2912100
Blue - no flavor

$10.95 

2912200
Clear - mint

$10.95  

2912300
Purple - grape

$10.95  

Tough Bar
Ideal for children who chew through all 
other chew toys. 2 distinct textures scented 
or unscented which both simulate food 
breakdown and lower jaw structural balance. 
Free of latex, phthalates or PVC. Dishwasher 
safe.

2913100
Red - no flavor

$11.95 

2913200
Purple - grape

$11.95 

2913300
Green - spearmint

$11.95 

Chew Stixx Reach
The patent pending design of the Chew Stixx 
Reach® is the first product to offer full oral 
cavity stimulation on both sides of the mouth 
at the same time. The warped design of the 
Reach allows its user to chew using two rows 
of teeth at a time or all four rows of teeth 
simultaneously. With or withour flavor, the 
Chew Stixx Reach ia the perfect sensory tool.

3385100
Brown - chocolate

$11.50  

3385200
Purple - grape

$11.50 

3385300
Blue - no flavor

$11.50  

Puzzle Necklace

This chewable pendant measuring 7.2 cm 
x 6 cm by 1.3 cm thick, will appeal to young 
and old. Moreover, it makes it possible to fill 
a sensory need by its various textures which 
gives a calming effect.

3723100
Coral

$7.95

3723200
Blue

$7.95 

3723300
Green 

$7.95 

33

33

33
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Chewberz Textured Topper

Encourages oral motor stimulation, and aids 
kids on the spectrum to concentrate. It has 
similar benefits for calming and focusing. 
Slightly heavier than a usual chewy topper for 
pencils. Pk of 3.

     3607100 $12.95 

Chew Stixx                       
Pencil Toppers 
A socially acceptable, discreet and effective 
tool to help self regulate. Increases attention, 
lowers anxiety levels, and has been proven 
to improve concentration skills. Fits most 
standard pencils. Pk of 2. Ages 3 +

2934100
Yellow

$10.95 

2935100
Train and star

$10.95 

Chewy Pencil Topper

A discreet and effective tool to help self 
regulate. Use to chew on instead of gum 
to help focus and concentrate. Fits most 
standard pencils. Latex-free. Pk of 3. 7.5 cm. 

0575 $3.95 

Kypto-Bite Chewable       
Pencil Topper

These Pencil Toppers are a safe solution 
for kids and adults who need to chew. As an 
added bonus, they also add extra weight to 
the pencil for increased hand awareness and 
to help the pencil comfortably rest in the web 
space between the thumb and pointer finger. 
1 pencil included.

3366100
Red - Soft

$11.95 

3366200
Green - Extra hard

$11.95 

3366300
Blue - Extra extra hard

$11.95 

Chewing Tube

Flexible and stretchable, this 30 cm long tube 
is ideal for developing and practicing biting 
and chewing reflexes for both children and 
adults. It offers tactile and proprioceptive 
stimulation. Latex-free and odorless. Adult 
supervision is recommended.

0300-6
Blue - firm

$4.95 

0300-7
Green - medium

$3.95 

0300-8
Plum - extra firm

$5.50 

Teether Ball
This 9 cm Teether Ball is a wonderful teething 
toy for infants. A squeezable ball with knobs 
that are easily gripped by tiny hands. When 
babies squeeze the ball, it squeaks. Made 
from non-toxic, washable vinyl. Ages 6 
months +

229200 $6.50 

Teether

Here is a small, very nice teething toy to 
chew on. Easy to hold and easy to wash 
(dishwasher safe), it is safe, fun and stylish.

3495100
Red - Elephant

$10.95 

3496100
Navy Blue - Car

$10.95 

Pencil Topper -                
Robot-to-Chew
This accessory can be used as a sensory 
tool which can help the child to focus, 
manage anxiety and decrease sensory 
seeking behaviors. As funny as it is pratical, 
this accessory allows the child to chew the 
silicone toy instead of chewing his pencil! 
Non-Toxic. Free of BPA, phthalates, cadmium 
and lead. Ages 3 +

    3654100
    Red

$6.50

    3654200
    Blue

$6.50

    3654300
    Soft pink

$6.50

22

22

22

Chewy Pencil Topper - Chess

This chew will please everyone who feels the 
need to chew. Ideal during the homework or 
note-taking period, it helps to restore calm 
and allows self-regulation during periods 
of stress. Non toxic, BPA free, phthalates, 
cadmium and lead. Ages 3 +

3721100
Blue Knight

$4.95 

3721200
Green Knight  

$4.95 

3721300
Black Knight

$4.95 

3722100
Blue King

$4.95 

3722200
Green King

$4.95 

3722300
Red King 

$4.95 

33

33

33

33

33

33

chewelry

Durability Scale

good efficient great maximum
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Black Teether Strap
The Teether Strap is essential for carrying 
your chew so you always have it on hand and 
avoid losing it. It adapts to several models. 
Black. Chew not included. Compatible with 
the following items: Chewy Tube (0144, 0145, 
1300, 3059), Super Chews (0580), Chew Stixx 
(2912), Grabber (0345), Baby Grabber (0351), 
Y-Chew (2656).

3151100 $8.95 

Springz Teether Strap
This strap is precisely designed to hold your 
child’s favorite chew. Simply attach the chew 
to the strap, then attach it to the ring. It fits 
well on clothing, belt buckles or just about 
anywhere for easy access. The Springz cord 
extends 60 cm and is nontoxic and safe to 
chew. BPA free, phthalates, lead and PVC. 
Chew not included.

3652300
Red

$12.95 

3652100
Black

$12.95 

3652400
Clear

$12.95 

3652200
Aqua

$12.95 

Chewy Tubes®

Chewy Tubes® are safe and effective tools for 
developing and practicing bite and chewing 
reflexes in both children and adults. They 
offer tactile and proprioceptive stimulation. 
No latex or phthalates. Visit our website to 
discover our quantity prices.

0144300
Blue - Ø 1.6 cm

$10.95 

0144100
Yellow - Ø 0.95 cm  

$10.95 

0144200
Red - Ø 1.3 cm

$10.95 

0144400
Textured Green - Ø 1.3 cm

$10.95 

0144-KIT
1 of each - yellow, blue, red, 
textured green

$38.95 

Super Chews®

Closed loop handle, easy to hold for small 
hands. Latex-free. Visit our website to 
discover our quantity prices.

0580200
Green - Smooth

$7.95 

0580100
Red - Textured

$7.95 

Chewy Tubes® - P & Q

Closed loop handle, easy to hold for small 
hands. Latex-free. Visit our website to 
discover our quantity prices.

0145
Letter P & Q

$11.95 

1300
Letter Q

$7.95 

Textured letter Q
This closed-loop chew is easy to hold for 
small hands. Latex-free.

3059000 $7.95 

Y-Chew

Use them as an alternative to finger or 
knuckle biting, to normalize oral sensitivities, 
to practice biting chewing skills, to work on 
a variety of speech and feeding skills. The 
handle measures 6.5 cm and the extensions 
measure 4.5 cm and 3.1 cm respectively. 
Latex-free.

2656110
Blue - Soft

$11.95 

2656210
Orange - Extra hard

$11.95 

2656310
Blue - Extra extra hard

$11.95 

Baby Grabber
The Baby Grabber helps calm and soothe 
babies in the oral stage. Latex free. Light 
blue..

035101 $11.95 

GrabberMC

Easy to hold, it is ideal for encouraging 
tongue and jaw movements or exploring the 
oral cavity. Latex-free. Visit our website to 
discover our quantity prices.

034501
Soft

$12.95 

034502
Extra hard

$12.95 

3357100
Extra extra hard

$12.95 

Textured Grabber

The three different textures increase tactile 
stimulation of the lips, jaw, tongue and gums. 
Use with people with hypersensitivity to 
facilitate the transition from pureed foods to 
solid foods. Latex-free. Visit our website to 
find out our prices according to the price.

035201
Soft

$12.95 

035202
Extra hard

$12.95 

3357200
Extra extra hard

$12.95 
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Z-Vibe Plastic
A vibratory oral motor device specifically 
designed to improve a variety of speech, 
feeding, and sensory skills. The smooth tip 
is sealed off so no saliva, water or moisture 
can enter. Turn the unit on or off by twisting 
the switch tip at the opposite end. The switch 
tip can also be replaced with another tip in 
order to use two tips simultaneously. Battery 
included.

227501
Royal Blue

$53.95 

Vibe Probe Tip
Rectangular shape with 3 textures: bossed, 
striated, smooth.

0362
Mini Vibe Tip

$9.95 

0363
Vibe Probe Tip

$8.95 

NukMC Massager Brush
Tool facilitating oral stimulation and                                                    
desensitization. Pk of 1                              
NEVER USE FOR CHEWING.                                                            
Visit our website to discover our quantity 
prices.

0270 $5.95 

Spare Parts Kit for Z-Vibe
1 battery, 1 set of parts to assemble the 
motor, 2 springs and 1 switch tip included.

0370 $24.95 

BA100 Battery for Z-Vibe

0369 $6.95 

Spare Motors for the Z-Vibe

Pk of 2. 

3358000 $12.95 

Bear Bottle Kit
This bear shaped bottle is a fun way to 
teach how to drink with a straw. The valve 
allows the liquid to stay in the straw without 
returning to the bottle. Includes 1 easy-to-
grip bear shaped bottle, 1 Select Flow valve 
and 6 straws.

225600 $15.95 

Toothbrush
For a good fast brushing and healthy teeth, 
this brush is indicated. The longer, non-slip 
handle facilitates dental hygiene care given 
to others. The heart-shaped head consists 
of 3 sections of bristles of different angles 
to clean all surfaces of the teeth easily.       
Assorted colors. Pk of 1.

3136100 $7.95 

Made of medical grade materials that meet standards                    
from the FDA. Free of lead, phthalates, PVC, BPA or latex.

Animal Tip - Soft
Each tip has a variety of shapes and textures 
for the oral stimulation and sensory input 
both within the oral cavity and around the lips 
and face. Use the textured ears as spoons to 
devrease texture aversion. Or, use the bite 
blocks on the back of the tips to practice jaw 
grading and stability. They can also be used 
to work on biting, chewing skills, coordination 
or movement, discrimination. Pk of 1.

223811
Cat

$14.95 

223812
Dog

$14.95 

223813
Mouse

$14.95 

Vibe Spoon
Use it to encourage and improve food intake, 
this tip allows for oral stimulation.

0366
Soft

$9.95 

0367
Hard

$9.95 

therapy - feeding
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Gripables
This set includes a fork, knife and spoon 
that are easy to grasp with their textured 
plastic handles. Blue and white.

0707100 $11.95 

Witty Eating Spoon
Designed to force the child to place their 
fingers in the ideal position on the spoon’s 
handle, this tool makes learning easy and 
fun. Ambidextrous. Ages 3 +

2669211 $5.95 

Loop Straw
Fun and challenging straws to develop oral 
motor control. Pk of 12.

0598 $3.95 

Maroon Spoons
These spoon’s narrow, shallow bowls 
make them ideal for feeding therapy. 
Perfect for working with children with 
probems such as poor lip closure, oral 
hypersensitivity or tongue thrust. While 
extremely tough and break-resistant, 
these spoons are not suitable for clients 
severe bite reflex. Pk of 10.

0134100
Small - Ø 2 cm

$11.95 

0134200
Large - Ø 3 cm

$12.95 

Flexi-Cut Cups
Made of flexible and translucent plastic, 
these glasses are cut to drink without 
tilting your head back. Goes in the 
dishwasher. Pk of 5.

0135-1
Small - 35 ml

$11.50 

0135-2
Medium - 65 ml

$11.95 

0135-3
Large - 220 ml

$13.95 

Happy Bowl
No more damage with this Happy Bowl. Made of high quality silicone, 
it adheres to the table to ensure stability. Easy to clean and safe, it 
can go from microwave to dishwasher. BPA or phthalates, or PVC, it 
is Hypoallergenic.

3375100
Blue

$24.95 

3375200
Coral

$24.95 

Mini Mat
No more damage with this Mini Mat. Made of high quality silicone, 
it adheres to the table to ensure stability. The smiling bowl offers 3 
distinct sections which adds fun to eat! Easy to clean and safe, it can 
go from microwave to dishwasher. BPA or phthalates, or PVC, it is 
hypoallergenic.

3376100
Blue

$27.95 

3376200
Coral

$27.95 

Made of medical grade materials compliant with FDA standards. Free of lead, phthalates, PVC, BPA or latex.
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Oral motor

For hygiene reasons, the products in this section can not be returned.

Lip Whistle
Emits a fun whirlwind sound when inhaling 
or exhaling. Assorted colours. 6.25 cm. Pk of 
6. Visit our website to discover our quantity 
prices.

0487 $4.95

Bird Whistle
Chirp a tune with a whistle in the shape 
of a colorful bird. Round mouthpiece.             
Assorted colours. Pk of 1.

2904000 $5.50 

Siren Whistle
Sound is made when inhaling and exhaling. 
Pk of 4.

0427 $2.95

Bird Whistle
Add water to the base of this bird-shaped 
whistle and you’ll hear it cooing when you 
blow! Assorted colours. Ages 5 +

3466000 $1.95 

Wood Whistle - Choo Choo
Do you hear the Choo-Choo of the train? It’s 
this typical sound you’ll hear when whistling 
this beautiful wooden whistle. 18.5 cm.    
Ages 3 +

3465000 $3.95 

easy whistles and blow toys

Megaphone Whistle
Look at this mini megaphone - it’s a whistle! 
Produce original sounds and the party 
begins! 4.5 cm. Pk of 4.

3463000 $2.95 

Metal Kazoo
Whether you are starting a band or you 
humming a cheerful air, you will appreciate 
metal kazoo. Assorted colours. Ages 3 +

3461100 $2.95 

Wooden Trumpet Whistle
The harmonious sound of this wooden whistle 
will charm you. Assorted colours. 12 cm.           
Pk of 1. Ages 18 months +

3483000 $2.50 

Pustefix Bubble Bear 
Tighten his belly and watch the wand 
come out of his head, then make 
bubbles. Contains 180 ml of non-toxic 
bubble liquid.

209300 $8.50 

Pustefix Refill Bottle 
Non-toxic. 250 ml.

209200 $5.95 

Musical                                 
Blow Out
27 cm. Assorted colours. Pack of 12. 

0476 $1.95 

No-Spill Bubble Tumbler
Tip it, drop it, even turn it upside down, the 
bubble liquid magically stays inside! Special 
patented design eliminates accidental 
bubble spills. Includes 100ml (3.2 oz) of 
Little Kids No Strain, No Dye, Non-Toxic 
Premium Bubble Liquid. Assorted Colours.                
Ages 18 months +

1133 $8.95 

Floating Ball Train

Can you meet the challenge of this pretty 
wooden whistle? Blow and make the ball float  
over the funnel of the train. Assorted colours.  
10 cm. Ages 3 +

3484000 $3.95 

Whistle Blow                       
Saucer

Blow this whistle and you will release a mini 
drone that will fly away. Can you catch it before 
it falls? Assorted colours. Pk of 4. Ages 3 +

3464000 $2.95 

medium whistles and blow toys
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Blow into the pipe and watch the string rise in 
the air and back into the pipe. 

0497 $2.95 

Balloon Powered Boat
Here’s a challenge out of the ordinary! 
Blow this whistle-shaped boat and inflate 
the balloon as much as possible. Assorted 
colours. 13 cm. Pck of 1. Ages 5 +

3487000 $4.95 

Slide Whistle
Blow the whistle and discover all the sound 
variations this little instrument can make by 
sliding the arm. Ages 3 +

3460100 $3.50 

Balloon Copter
Blow and let go! It will fly to the roof! Pk of 4. 
Ages 8 +

0399 $6.95 

Nose Flute
Very amusing! With a little practice you 
can create musical sounds with your nose!         
Pk of 12.

0870 $13.95

Animal Eye Poppers
Blow into this animal and watch his 2 eyes go 
up. Stop blowing and they go down into their 
sockets.

0494100 $6.95 

Oral Motor Kit
Our selection of 10 whistles and blow toys 
encourage both ocular and oral motor skills. 
Multi level items. Whistles may vary. 

0505 $25.95 

Mi-T-Mist

Cleaner for whistles and blow toys. Spray 
directly on mouthpiece and let evaporate.

0479 $24.95 

Turbino
It’s easy to blow the propeller into motion, but 
it’s not easy to control it to stop at a specific 
square! Develops breathing control while 
playing. Includes:1 animal picture double-
sided disc with various levels of difficulty, 2 
fabric bags, 10 grey rubber rings, 10 orange 
rubber rings. 2 players. Ages 4 +

1854 $26.95

Blow Lotto

A unique, highly amusing game - develops 
breathing control and lip muscles! The 
players take turns at blowing the ball from 
one hole to another, which requires control 
of the direction and speed of the ball. 9 holes 
show different pictures, which also feature 
on the players’ lotto cards. The first player to 
cover all pictures is the winner. 1 to 4 players. 
Ages 3 +

1855 $42.95 

multi level whistles and blow toys

difficult whistles and blow toys
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Fine Motor
Let imagination and fascination grow with these fine motor manipulatives. Choose from a variety 
of products that support important skills needed for success in school and life. Our range of hand 

strenghteners, handwriting tools, scissors and other manipulatives provide opportunities for 
practicing fine motor skills that are necessary for dressing, writing, eating and many more acivities. 
These items will appeal to both boys and girls and can be used in a variety of settings and situations.
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TangleTube
TangleTube is designed to facilitate bilateral 
coordination and visual tracking skills by 
maneuvering a group of colourful beads 
from one end of a clear flexible 1.80 m long 
tube to the other. It can be configured as a 
straight tube, a simple coil, a spiral, or other 
three-dimensional shapes. Stimulates visual 
tracking.

1077  $ 14.9572 fdmt.ca
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Tangle
Technically, a Tangle is a series of 90-degree curves, connected and able 
to pivot at each joint. It has no beginning and no end - just continuous 
motion. This is the perfect play thing, fidget toy and stress reliever. Great 
for classroom use. Assorted colours and textures. Ages 3 + 

Tangle Jr. Hairy
Assorted colours. 18 interconnected 
twistable, 2.5 cm pieces.

1320  $ 9.95

Tangle Jr. Fuzzies
Assorted colours. 18 interconnected 
twistable, 2.5 cm pieces.

206600  $ 5.50

Tangle Therapy
Assorted colours. 20 interconnected 
twistable, 2.5 cm pieces.

0864 $ 13.95

Tangle Relax
Assorted colours. 18 interconnected 
twistable, 2.5 cm pieces.

0864-R $ 7.95

Tangle Jr. with Texture
Assorted colours. 18 interconnected 
twistable, 2.5 cm pieces.

206800 $ 4.95 

Metallic Tangle
Assorted colours. 18 interconnected 
twistable, 2.5 cm pieces.

2704000 $ 7.95 

Tangle Jr. Classic
Assorted colours. 18 interconnected 
twistable, 2.5 cm pieces.

0861 $ 4.50

Tangle Braintools Think
Assorted colours. 20 interconnected 
twistable, 2.5 cm pieces.

0864100  $ 14.95

Giant Textured Tangle
Assorted colours. 18 interconnected 
twistable, 6.35 cm pieces.

3670100 $ 24.95 
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DNA Lights Ball
Flexible, transparent skin with lightly coloured 
transparent balls. When squeezed, lights up 
and flashes for 20 seconds. Ø 7 cm. Ages 3 +

261400 $ 8.95

Light Up Molecule Ball
Flexible, transparent skin with lightly coloured 
transparent balls. When squeezed, lights up 
and flashes for 20 seconds. Ø 7 cm. Ages 5 +

239800 $ 7.95

Fine Motor

Tactile stress balls for all!
Different textures provide light resistance while manipulating. Great 
hand fidgets. Assorted colours. These fidgets may break. To prolong the 
life of your stress balls, here are some secrets :

1. Wash in lukewarm, soapy water
2. Dry well
3. Sprinkle with corn starch or baby powder

You’re ready to play again!

Flashing                             
Optic ORB
This ball has a very interesting shape. Watch 
it light up when it bounces. Assorted colours. 
Ø 7 cm. Ages 3 +

3084000  $ 5.95

Crystal Flash Ball
This multicolor ball lights up when it 
bounces! Ø 5 cm. Ages 3 +

0390 $ 2.95

Asterix Ball
Get this Ø 8 cm blinking flat spiked light 
up ball for all of your sensory needs. Non-
replaceable batteries. Great stress reliever! 
Ages 5 +

3322000 $ 6.95

Flashing neutron ball
The flashing neutron ball is an intriguing 
little wonder. Features a blazing array of star 
shapes interwoven around a light-up center. 
A great calming fidget to keep in the car, 
home or classroom. Ø 7 cm. Ages 5 +

3323000  $ 6.95

Spiky Flashing Ball
Great texture. When squeezed, lights up 
and flashes. Ø 5.5 cm. Assorted colours.              
Ages 3 +

238001  $ 3.50

hand strengtheners

Full Moon Ball
These stress balls have an awesome texture 
and make a great fidget toy. Extra tough and 
durable. Assorted colours. Hand-washable. 
Ages 3 +

0906
1 unit  $ 7.50

0906
12 to 23 units  $ 6.90 

0906
24 units and +  $ 6.24 

Half Moon Ball
0907
1 unit    $ 7.50

0907
12 to 23 units    $ 6.90 

0907
24 units and +    $ 6.24 
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Isoflex Ball
This unique stress ball is made of natural 
latex and ensures durability. Micro beads 
give this ball texture, providing a soothing 
sensation. Ø 6 cm. Ages 5 +

3321000 $ 6.95

Stress Ball
Soft, safe and versatile all-purpose foam ball 
for children and adults. Kids love to play with 
it, squeeze it and watch it regain its shape. 
Adults squeeze for relieving tension and 
exercising hands. Assorted colours. Ø 6 cm. 
Ages 3 +

3644100 $ 4.95  

Comet Ball
Soft inflatable vinyl ball with rainbow 
streaming ribbons attached adds vibrancy 
to the playground or gym class. 3” ball. 
Phthalate free. 

350100  $ 7.95
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Atomic Stress Ball
Manipulate this ball and you’ll love it’s grainy 
texture. Assorted colours. Ø 7 cm. Ages 3 +

0947 $ 3.95

DNA Ball
This clear sensory ball is filled with coloured 
beads. Manipulate, unwind, increase your 
attention level. Ø 7 cm. Ages 5 +

0973 $ 7.95

Squellet Ball
A great ball for juggling or sensory work! 
These transparent vinyl balls reveal colourful 
plastic pellets inside. Ø 7 cm. Ages 5 +

3500100  $ 6.95

3 Tone Puffer Ball
This 3 colour tactile ball is very soft and 
pleasant to manipulate. Assorted colours.        
Ø 13 cm. Ages 5 +

2234 $ 2.95

Two Tone Puffer Ball
Double the pleasure with this big tactile ball. 
The combination of 2 colours will add visual 
stimulation. Assorted colours. Ø 23 cm.           
Ages 5 + 

0478 $ 5.95

Big Eye Puffer Ball
Tactile ball of 23 cm with large eyes, very soft 
and pleasant to manipulate. Assorted colours 
and expressions. Ø 23 cm. Ages 5 +

0477 $ 5.95 

Inside Out Mondo Neon Ball
These balls can be turned inside out to 
offer two totally different textures. Assorted 
colours. Ø 6.5 cm. Ages 5 +

238900 $ 4.95

Wee Critter Puffs
These fuzzy, squishy balls feature roly-poly 
animal characters. Four assorted styles.          
Ø 6 cm. Ages 3 +

210900 $ 2.95

Porcupine Fish Squirt
This soft vinyl puffed up fish covered in soft 
spikes provide a sensory stimulation. Fill it 
with water, squeeze and it squirts. Ages 3 +

0679 $ 7.95
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Sensory Rollers
Made of silicone, these rollers have different 
textures, 2 on each ball, to stimulate children’s 
eyes and capture their imagination. They are 
dishwasher safe. BPA free. Ø 6 cm. Pk of 3.

3657000 $ 24.95

Fine Motor

Moody Face
The Moody Face Stress Ball is a pretty cool 
desktop stress reliever. Squish and squeeze 
the pliable head to create different shapes. 
The filling makes this stress toy squishy and 
the hair and smiley face add to the charm 
of the Moody Face. You can make this funny 
guy skinny or flat depending on your mood... 
you will always have a friend in Moody Face. 
Assorted colours. Ø 5,5 cm. Ages 4 +

3324000 $ 3.50

Bolli
Here’s Bolli. This sensory ball is an excellent 
object for hand manipulation. It helps with 
concentration and decreases stress. Non-
toxic, it is also a chewy. Assorted colours.     
Pk of 1.

3208000  $ 7.95

Compress Gel Beads
These small compress gel beads are perfect 
for sensory discovery. You can put it in the 
microwave or in the freezer and enjoy its 
benefits. The concept of hot and cold will 
have no mystery for you. You can also use it to 
relieve minor physical pain. Embellished with 
a little character, it is comforting. Various 
models. Ø 10 cm. Ages 3 +

3159000 $ 2.95

Hyperflex Stretchy Mice
Have the small mice go through this piece of 
stretchable cheese. Latex free. Ages 5 +

0952 $ 7.95

Poppin Hoppers Marble 
Jumbo
Just flip this half-ball inside out and 
place it on any hard surface. Stand back 
as the popper takes off and launches up!             
Assorted colours. Ø 5 cm. Pk of 10.

238300 $ 9.95  

hand strenghteners

Stretchy Centipede
This centipede stretches up to 85 cm, 
then returns to its original 24 cm.                
Assorted colours. Ages 3 +

210200 $ 3.95

Wiggly Jiggly Ball 
Ball with 18 legs and fun electric colours. 
Assorted colours. Ø 10 cm. Ages 3 + 

210300 $ 2.95

Squigglets Bracelet
Wear it and shake it! Soft and squishy. 
Assorted colours. Ø 14 cm. Ages 3 +

210400  $ 6.95
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Stretch Animals

Realistic look and fun to stretch. Ages 3 +

0678-1
Lizard

$ 5.95

0678-2
Snake

$ 5.95 

0678-3
Frog

$ 5.95 

Squishimal
Soft and stretchy, these are impossible to 
resist squeezing! Assorted models. Ages 5 +

0570-1
Frog

$ 6.95

0570-2
Lizard

$ 6.95 

0570-3
Dinosaur

$ 6.95 

Boinks
A great sensory therapy toy. Its unique texture 
and spring like action make it fun to play with 
and helps develop eye-hand coordination and 
fine motor skills. Pk of 1. Ages 3 +

2722100
Classic - length 12 cm       
- Ø 1 cm

 $ 1.95

2722200
Super - length 17 cm          
- Ø 1,5 cm

 $ 2.50 

Fidgets Boinks
This unique textured sensory tool with an 
enclosed ball and spring action is a great 
sensory therapy toy! Pk of 1. Ages 3 +

2722400
With carabiners

$ 4.50

2722300
Without carabiners

$ 2.95

Reptile Sand Animals
Enjoy these small reptiles made of sparkly 
fabric. Assorted models. Pk of 1. Ages 3 +

3083000 $ 4.50

Small Stretch Animals
Soft and stretchy. These are impossible 
to resist squeezing! A great small fidget.           
Pk of 4. Ages 3 +

239501
Lizard

$ 3.50

239502
Frog

$ 3.50 

239503
Butterfly

$ 3.50 

Fidget Pencils
Set of 4, 2 different models to use for 
fidgeting and staying alert. Ages 5 +

0379 $ 9.95

Hand Fidget
Offers a hand sized instant sensory 
stimulation that draws little attention to 
itself therefore avoiding anxiety created 
by onlookers. Easily fits anywhere. 12 cm.          
Pk of 1. Ages 3 +

2920100
Red

$ 10.95

2920200
Blue

$ 10.95 

Fidget Kit
This set contains tactile stress balls and 
other assorted items that provide different 
levels of resistance and various textures. 
Models and colours may vary. 13 pcs.   
Ages 5 +

1967 $ 69.95
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Eggsercizer 
Ergonomically shaped, it provides an effective 
way to rehabilitate and strengthen fingers, 
hands and wrists. Can be heated or chilled. 
Latex-free and Gluten-free. 

0213-1
Orange - Extra soft

$ 12.95

0213-2
Green - Soft

$ 12.95 

0213-3
Blue - Medium

$ 12.95 

0213-4
Plum - Firm

$ 12.95 

0213-KIT
Set of 4 -  
One of each

$ 39.95 

Hand Grip Exercise
Great for strengthening hands, wrists and 
forearms. Hold down the small circular 
knobs on either end and press together.           
Assorted colours.

248800 $ 3.15

REP Putty
Squeezable and stretchable, this non-toxic, 
non-oily, odourless, gluten-free and latex-
free putty will not dry. Use for strengthening 
and as a stress ball. Anti-microbial.                                                  
Avoid all contact with textiles.

0301110
Tan - Extra extra soft - 80 g

$ 8.95

0301120
Peach - Extra soft - 80 g

$ 8.95 

0301130
Orange - Soft - 80 g

$ 8.95 

0301140
Green - Medium - 80 g

$ 8.95 

0301150
Blue - Firm - 80g

$ 8.95 

0301160
Plum - Extra firm - 80 g

$ 8.95 

0301-PKIT
Set of 6 - 80 g

$ 49.95 

0301310
Tan - Extra extra soft - 2,5 kg

$ 149.95 

0301320
Peach - Extra soft - 2.5kg

$ 149.95 

0301330
Orange - Soft - 2.5kg

$ 149.95 

0301340
Green - Medium - 2.5kg

$ 149.95 

0301350
Blue - Firm - 2.5kg

$ 149.95 

0301360
Plum - Extra firm - 2.5kg

$ 149.95 

Thera-Band  
Hand Exercisers
Helps work on strengthening hand, wrist and 
forearm muscles.

0200110
Yellow - Extra soft

$ 16.95

0200120
Red - Soft

$ 16.95 

0200130
Green - Medium

$ 16.95 

0200140
Blue - Firm

$ 16.95 

Fine Motor

Bug-Out-Bob
Simply give him a squeeze when you’re 
feeling a little overwhelmed and watch his 
eyes, ears, and nose bug out. Made of soft, 
flexible latex. 13 cm. Ages 5 +

209400 $ 11.95

Pop Dino
It’s iPOPping fun! These eye popping 
dinosaurs will bring laughs to all. Just 
squeeze these prehistoric creatures and 
watch their eyes POP!  Dimensions: 6.9 x 5 x 
7.6 cm. Assorted models. Pk of 1. Ages 5 +

3586200 $ 5.95

Pop Monster
These eye popping monsters will bring laughs 
to all. Just squeeze these loveable ghouls and 
watch their eyes POP to reduce your stress 
and anxiety. 7 x 5 x 4.5 cm. Assorted models. 
Pk of 1. Ages 5 +

3209100 $ 4.95

Bleh
Give them a squeeze and BLEH!!!!! 
Dimenions: 6 cm. Assorted models. Pk of 1. 
Ages 5 +

3588100 $ 3.95

hand strengtheners
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Hyperflex Spiky Glove
This glove will stimulate your senses and 
imagination. Pk of 1. Ages 5 +

0568 $ 7.95

Finger Puppet Monsters
Everyone will like to entertain with these 
little finger puppet monsters. Others can use 
them to work on fine motor skills and touch 
sensations. Package of 5 puppets in different 
colours and models. Ages 3 +

3620100 $ 2.50
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Fidget For Your Digits
Helps ease stiff joints. This unique wire ring 
features tiny points which gently massage the 
fingers, using an easy up and down motion. 
Excellent fidget toy and stress reliever.        
Ages 3 +

0215  $ 2.50

Sealife Water Snake
Manipulate this 12 cm bubble and you will 
be able to see a fish and a turtle happily float 
through glittered water. Ages 3 +

2919000 $ 4.95

Spinning Tops
Modern cyclone design that will quickly twist 
and spin around. Pk of 1. Ages 3 +

2924000 $ 2.95  

Finger Eyes
Make instant goofy puppets with these classic 
plastic googly eyes, formed to fit onto any 
finger. Assorted colours. Ages 3 +

3155000 $ 2.50

Fidget Toys 
This manipulation set brings together 3 of 
your favourite products. The square Gyrobi, 
round Gyrobi and Loopeez will allow you 
to stretch your fingers and maximize your 
concentration.

3585100
Trio

$ 14.95

3371000
Gyrobi round   $ 6.95 

3371200
Gyrobi square   $ 6.95 

3372000
Loopeez   $ 6.95

Swingos
The 3 rings are perfectly attached to 
one another and turn on themselves in 
a surprising and varied way. Tighten the 
rings or slide your finger to make them 
turn then feel your stress reduce and your 
concentration increase.

3600100 $ 7.95

Fidget Cube
Fidget Cube has six sides with each side 
featuring something to fidget with: Flip, Glide, 
Click, Spin, Roll, Breathe. This cube will allow 
you to develop and work your fine motor skills. 
3.5 cm². Assorted colours. Ages 3 +

3545100 $ 13.95

Sensory Ring
TheSsensory Ring provides excellent tactile 
stimulation and can be used as a fidget toy, 
a stacking manipulative, or even a tossing 
game. Ring features a variety of different 
ridges and bumps on the surface and offers 
a velvety soft surface. Coated with an anti-
microbial, hypo-allergenic and mildew-
resistant “fuzz”. Non-Toxic. 13 x 15.5 x 2.5 cm. 
Assorted Colours. Pk of 1.

3660100 $ 6.95

Bendy Man
Begin your day with a smile with this 
charming Bendy man. Twist his arms or legs 
and he will continue smiling at you. Makes a 
great fidget toy! 13 cm. Ages 3 +

209600  $ 2.95
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Fine Motor

3D Art
Imagine creating a 3D piece of art! It’s 
possible with these metal rods and this 
sturdy plastic frame. 9 x 13 cm.

3080100 $ 19.95

Jacob’s Ladder

Great to stimulate wrist flexion and extension.

0567  $ 4.95

Zipper Bandz
Can be worn solo or stacked for a layered 
look. Grab one in your favourite colour or 
pile on a bunch for some serious arm candy.         
Assorted colours. Ages 5 +

2639000 $ 2.95

Wacky Tracks
Bend, form and click this articulated plastic 
chain into all kinds of creative shapes, letters, 
numbers or just fidget. Assorted colours. 
Ages 3 +

210700 $ 4.95

Wood Fidget Puzzle
Makes a great fidget toy! 12 x 1.3 cm blocks 
are connected by elasticized string and can 
be arranged in many ways. Ages 3 +

210800 $ 3.50

FlexiCubes
Pull, twist, and turn to solve the puzzle. Not 
complex in nature, the basis is more creative 
than puzzling. How many shapes can you 
create with the provided cubes? Progressive 
difficulty levels for hours of challenges. 
Excellent for visual perception development. 
5.5 x 5.5 x 5.5 cm. Pk of 1.

2902000 $ 9.95

hand strengtheners

SlinkyMD

A classic toy! Watch it walk down stairs one 
step at a time while producing this particular 
sound. Stretches like an accordion and 
provides endless fun. Ages 5 +

2826100
Original - Metallic

$ 7.95  

2826200
Assorted Colours

$ 9.95  

Hoberman Sphere 
Expands with an amazing almost magical 
motion. Great for children and stressed-out 
adults. The mini version makes a great fidget 
toy. Ages 4 +

233401
Mini 14 to 30 cm  $ 22.95

233402
Large 23 to 76 cm  $ 59.95 
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Beehive Game
Great for developing fine-motor and colour-
matching skills. This game challenges 
children to build up the multi-coloured 
BEEHIVE, then try to pick out the bees 
without toppling the hive! Set includes 6 
coloured hexagonal hives 6 x 5 x 5 cm, 6 bees 
3 cm and 1 picking tool 14 cm. Ages 3 +

233800 $ 26.95  

Super Sorting Pie
This toy fruit pie teaches early number skills 
and attributes, including colours and fruit 
shapes. Reinforces fine motor skills when 
children use jumbo tweezers. Includes 60 
fruits/counters (5 different colours), 3 double-
sided sorting cards, 2 jumbo tweezers and 
activity guide. Ages 3 +

2791000 $ 34.95  

Jumbo Tweezers
Perfect for small hands, these jumbo 
tweezers make it easy to explore and pickup 
even the tiniest items, for simple hands-
on learning. Children develop eye-hand 
coordination and fine motor skills. Set of 
12 tweezers stores in a resealable bucket.      
Ages 3 +

1598 $ 16.95

Small Tweezers
These 5 happy coloured tweezers are perfect 
to develop fine motor skills. Pick up objects, 
pince them together to create a construction 
or use them to hang children’s pieces of art. 
Pack of 30. 6 cm.

3085100 $ 12.95

Jumbo Tweezers
These colourful tweezers are easy to use for 
little hands and perfect in games of counting 
and classifying. Pack of 12. 12 cm.

3086000 $ 13.95

Several tools allow the 
development of fine motor 
skills. The tweezers help to 
improve the gripping of objects 
with the thumb and forefinger. 
They allow children to learn 
to eat by themselves, turn the 
pages of a book, draw, write, 
etc.

Shelby’s Helby’s Snack Shack
Shelby buried bones in the sand and needs 
your help collecting them. Children take turns 
using the adorable Shelby Squeezers to fill 
their dog bowl with bones while they practice 
prehension, early counting and number skills. 
2 to 4 players. Ages 4 +

2802000 $ 29.95  

Stir Fry Set
Made to order and ready to go! Add some 
veggies, stir and serve. Durable pieces for 
long-lasting fun. Imaginative play that lasts 
all day. 17-Piece set. Ages 2 +

3675000 $ 28.95  

Dr.Microbe
As soon as the card is revealed, players 
must race to place the microbes (and 
superbug, if present) in their petri dish. 
Whoever fills their dish with the proper 
items first claims the challenge card, and 
whoever first grabs five cards wins the 
game! Playing time 15 min. 2 to 4 players. 
Ages 8 +

3641000  $ 28.95
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Fine Motor

hand strengtheners

Marble Maze 1
A stretch fabric mat with a captive steel ball 
within a sewn-in maze. You need to maneuver 
the steel ball with your fingers around the 
maze. 36 x 22 cm.

252901 $ 25.95

Marble Maze 2
A stretch fabric mat with a captive steel ball 
within a sewn-in maze. You need to maneuver 
the steel ball with your fingers to the end of 
the maze. 28 x 20 cm.

252902 $ 25.95

Hide’n Slide
Features a felt mat with a captive plastic 
bead on a cord woven through stretch fabric 
tunnels. The user maneuvers the bead along 
the cord, and through a series of stretch 
tunnels to the end. 26 x 19 cm.

253100 $ 27.95

Diving Dolphin
The user maneuvers the dolphin through 
the slits and tunnels to the end of the maze.       
35 x 21 cm.

1073 $ 24.95

Dolphin Playground
The user maneuvers a blue dolphin charm 
through the various obstacles to the end of 
the maze. 35 x 21 cm.

1072 $ 29.95

Handy Scoopers
Scoop up fine motor skills and practice the 
motions needed for scissor cutting! Pk of 4. 
Ages 3 +

2663000  $ 16.95

Helping Hand Fine Motor 
Tool Set
Help children develop fine motor skills. 
Prepares children to handle scissors, write, 
cut and more. Includes 4 tools.  Ages 3 +

2792000  $ 14.95

Twisty Droppers
A fun twist on fine motor development! 
Irresistible eyedroppers build little hand 
muscles. Pk of 4. Ages 2 +

2662000 $ 17.95

These manipulation products are 
designed to help fine and gross 
motor skills, use visual tracking, 
develop bilateral manipulation 
skills, and finger strengthening. 
Ages 3 +
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Play-Time Farm Fresh 
Produce
Sets feature full-sized, realistic, highly 
durable plastic favourite fruits in shipping 
crate packages. Ideal for kitchen and grocery 
play. 23 x 25 x 8 cm. Ages 3 +

1197
Fresh fruits

$ 24.95

1198
Fresh vegetables

$ 24.95 

Sliceable Fruits & Veggies
“Slice” fruits and veggies apart, then match 
pieces together to make a whole. Helps little 
hands build fine motor skills. Plastic pieces 
wipe clean and store in sturdy box. Largest 
food (corn cob) measures 11 cm. Play knife 
measures 15 cm. 23 pcs. Ages 3 +

1277 $ 29.95

Cutting Food Box
This set contains 8 pieces of wooden food, 
a cutting board and a wooden knife. Food 
makes a fun “crunch” sound when sliced. 
With 31 pieces, it is also a great way to 
introduce the concepts of part, whole and 
fractions. 7 x 30 x 28 cm. Ages 3 +

0682 $ 24.95

Calculator Cash Register
This large cash register is also a working, 
solar powered calculator that holds life-
size bills! Children will love learning basic 
calculator skills with the oversized buttons 
and big number display. Includes life-size 
Canadian play money and even a pretend 
credit card. 27 x 24 x 15 cm. Ages 3 +

See Canadian play money on page 136.

1285 $ 59.95

Doctor Set
Includes stethoscope and pager with realistic 
sounds, battery-operated cell phone, 
forceps, bandages, thermometer and more. 
Everything fits into a handy 30 x 9 x 36 cm 
plastic, clamp-tight case. Batteries for 
stethoscope and pager included. Cell phone 
requires 2 AA batteries, not included. 19 pcs. 
Ages 3 +

1288 $ 43.95

Kitchen Set
Little chefs can prepare all their favourites 
with this super-size set featuring colourful 
pots, pans, cups, bowls, dishes, utensils, 
teapot, strainer, pitcher, cookie cutters, roller, 
juicer, timers, dish pan and more. Made of 
durable plastic. Large carrying box easily 
stores all pieces. 73 pcs. Ages 3 +

1274 $ 53.95

Bake and Learn
An imaginative toy with learning baked 
right in! Cookies teach colours and letters. 
Number cake builds early counting skills. 
Activity Guide included. 27 pcs. Ages 3 +

3676000 $ 34.95

Camp Out!
Gather around the campfire! An adventure 
awaits! Set up camp indoors or out. Durable 
pieces for long-lasting fun. Imaginative play 
that lasts all day. 11 pcs. Ages 2 +

3672000 $ 28.95

Teaching Telephone
Programmable toy telephone helps teach 
phone numbers. Program in your home 
number. Record a message for your child. 
Message plays when your child dials the 
number correctly. “911” message. etc. 3 AA 
batteries included. Ages 3 +

3673000  $ 44.95

role play
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Fine Motor

The Pencil Grip - Regular (H)
Encourages proper grasp for writing, 
helps eliminate fatigue and increases 
writing comfort. Latex free. Phtalate free.        
Assorted colours.
0138-1
1 unit

$ 2.75

0138-1
24 to 71 units

$ 2.50 

The Pencil Grip - Jumbo (I)

Assorted colours.

0138-2
1 unit

$ 4.95

0138-2
24 to 71 units

$ 4.50 

0138-2
72 units +

$ 3.95 

The Crossover Grip (F) 

Assorted colours.

0275
1 unit

$ 2.75

0275
25 to 99 units

$ 2.50 

0275
100 units +

$ 2.25 

Grotto Grip (E)

Assorted colours.

0348
1 unit

$ 2.95

0348
4 to 24 units

$ 2.50 

0348
25 units +

$ 1.95 

Triangle Grip (J)

Pk of 10. Assorted colours.

0117-1
1 pk

$ 4.95

0117-1
4 to 6 pk

$ 4.50 

0117-1
7 pk +

$ 3.95 

Pinch Grip (G)
Enhances comfort and control. Guides 
for proper positioning. Great for righties 
and lefties. Latex free. Phtalate free.          
Assorted colours.

2719000 $ 2.95

Big Lead Pencil (D)
This bigger lead pencil (without an eraser) 
will provide an easier grasp.

3018100 $ 0.75

GRIP 2001 Graphite Pencil 
(A) 

Ergonomic triangular shape ensures tireless 
writing. Soft dot comfort zone for non-slip 
grip. Water-base eco-paint. Wood from 
sustainably managed forests. Hardness: HB.

2738100
Jumbo

$ 3.50

2738200
Regular

$ 1.50 

My First Triangular Pencil (C)

Triangular shape is ergonomically designed 
for optimal comfort. Strong, graphite core 
provides extra smooth writing performance. 
Latex-free eraser provides clean, smudge-free 
corrections in even the hardest situations.

2692110
1 unit

$ 0.95

2692110
36 units  +

$ 0.75 

Graphite HB pencils (B)

These high quality graphite triangular pencils 
with standard lead were designed for an 
optimal grasp and smooth writing. Pack of 12.

3040100  $ 3.50

Handwriting Sampler (8 pcs)
This set includes one of each item below.
B GRAPHITE HB pencil (3040100)
C My First Triangular pencil (2692110)
H The Pencil Grip (0138-1)
J Triangle Grip (0117-1)
L Bumpy Grip (2953000)
M Riged Foam Grip (0296)
N Extreme Squishy Gel Grip (0285)
O Foam Grip (0294)

0194-1 $ 9.95

Deluxe Handwriting Help Set 
(16 pcs)
This set includes one of each item below.
B GRAPHITE HB pencil (3040100)
C My First Triangular pencil (2692110)
D Big lead pencil (3018100)
E Grotto Grip (0348)
F The Crossover Grip (0275)
G Pinch Grip (2719000)
H The Pencil Grip - Regular (0138-1)
I The Pencil Grip - Jumbo (0138-2)
J Triangle Grip - Small (0117-1)
K Triangle Grip - Large (0117-2)
L Bumpy Grip (2953000)
M Riged Foam Grip (0296)
N Extreme Squishy Gel Grip (0285)
O Foam Grip (0294)
P Solo Grip (0137)
Q Mini-Grip (0293)

0194-2 $ 19.95

Triangle Grip - Big (K)

Pk of 10. Assorted colours.

0117-2
1 pk

$ 4.95

0117-2
4 to 6 pk

$ 4.50 

0117-2
7 pk +

$ 3.95 

Pince Bumpy (L)
From the Pencil Grip creator, this innovative 
grip is also an interesting sensory tool. It 
facilitates proper positioning of the fingers 
for better prehension and comfort. Latex free. 
Phtalate free. Assorted colours.

2953000 $ 2.95

handwriting
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Writing Claw
Naturally places fingers in a functional 
tripod grasp. Made of a very flexible latex-
free material that forms to your finger. 
Fits just about any writing device… pens, 
pencils, crayons, sidewalk chalk, paint 
brushes, markers, and more. 3 sizes.                  
Assorted colours.

0747-1
Small - Ages 2 to 5 

$ 2.95

0747-2
Medium - Ages 6 to 12

$ 3.50 

0747-3
Large - Ages 12 +

$ 3.95 

Skill-Trainer Writing
This skill-trainer makes your child’s fingers 
hold the pencil (or pen) correctly without any 
effort while you are teaching him to draw and 
write. Ages 3 +

2669111
Right

 $ 5.95

2669121
Left

 $ 5.95 

Butter Grip
Specially designed to promote proper finger 
positioning during writing tasks. Perfect for 
both left and right-handed individuals, can be 
used with standard pencils and most pens. 
Pk of 2.

261300 $ 12.95

Start Right Grip

Uniquely shaped grip is great at developing 
a three point, opposed, pencil grasp. 
Effectively blocks thumb hyper extension. 
Ideal for younger children. Latex free.               
Assorted colours.

0111 $ 2.50

HandiWriter
Designed to facilitate the correct positioning 
and grasping of a writing tool. Recommended 
for children with immature grasp patterns.

0307
Dolphin

$ 6.50

3356100
Soccer

$ 6.50 

3356200
Baseball

$ 6.95 

Ridged Foam Grip (M)

Pk of 10. Assorted colours.

0296
1 pk

 $ 3.95

0296
5 to 9 pk

 $ 3.50 

0296
10 pk +

 $ 2.95 

Extreme Squishy Gel Grip 
(N)
Pk of 10. Assorted colours.

0285
1 pk

$ 3.95

0285
7 to 9 pk

$ 3.50 

0285
10 pk +

$ 2.95 

Foam Grip (O)

Pk of 10. Assorted colours.

0294
1 pk

$ 4.50

0294
5 to 9 pk

$ 3.95 

0294
10 pk +

$ 3.50 

Solo Grip (P)

Pk of 5. Assorted colours.

0137
1 pk

$ 5.95

0137
10 to 19 pk

$ 5.50 

0137
20 pk +

$ 4.95 

Mini-Grip (Q)

Pk of 10. Assorted colours.

0293
1 pk

$ 4.95

0293
5 to 9 pk

$ 4.50 

0293
10 pk +

$ 3.50

Grip 2001 Trio        
Sharpening Box  
A sharpening box as versatile as it is 
practical: Three different openings for 
graphite, colour and jumbo pencils provide 
an ideally sharpened point for drawing or 
writing. Assorted colours.

2740100 $ 5.50

Igloo Sharpener
The ergonomic shape of this sharpener 
and its inversed blade allows holding 
the pencil with the left hand and turning 
counterclockwise (natural movement for left-
hander). Assorted colors.

3039100  $ 0.95

Clean Grip Sharpener
This sharpener has an automatic opening and 
closing mechanism, which makes it perfect 
to keep your pencil case clean. Its shape is 
ergonomic which allows the youngest to hold 
the sharpener well. Assorted colours.

3669000 $ 1.95

Signal Sharpener
No need to worry about over sharpening 
your pencil! This sharpener tells you when 
to stop. Push a button and sharpen until it 
clicks. Assorted colours.

3073100  $ 1.95
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Automatic Mechanical Pencil
Practical and innovative, this pencil advances 
the lead automatically, which results in no 
more clicks and less broken leads.

3041100 $ 2.25

Sribolino Twist Pencil
Suitable for right-handers and left-handers. 
Ergonomically wide, soft-grip areas for 
relaxed writing in the three-finger grip. Its 
rotating mechanism includes a spring that 
acts as a shock absorber to limitate lead 
breakage. 1.4 mm lead, hardness grade B. 
Strong twist mechanism: 2 replacement 
leads included.

2745100 $ 13.95

Leads Tube 1.4 mm
This tube contains 6 leads compatible with 
Scribolino mechanical pencils (2745100).

2745400 $ 6.50

Twist’n Write
The triangular shape of this pencil makes it 
easier to hold and is suitable for children’s 
hands for tension-free writing. It’s 
comfortable and can be used by both right 
and left handers. Its shape helps children 
with fine motor skills. Assorted colours.

3180200 $ 3.95

Twist’n Write Refill

Twist’n Write (3180200) Refill. Pk of 5.

3180300 $ 3.50

Heavyweight Pencil Set
A weighted ergonomic writing instrument. 
Assists people with hand health issues. Helps 
build hand strength. Balanced to reduce 
fatigue. Includes 9 refills. 2.0 mm lead and 
eraser. 122g

1445-2 $ 27.95

Lead Replacement
Pack of 6 lead replacements for the 
Heavyweight Pencil. 2.0 mm.

1445-3 $ 3.50

handwriting

Smencils
The Smencils 5 Pack includes 5 of our scented 
pencils that are made from 100% recycled 
newspapers. Each Smencil is packaged in its 
own recyclable plastic freshness tube!

2968100 $ 9.95

Correction Pencils
The resistant lead, the easy handling and the 
fact that they are bicolour make these pencils 
perfect for correction. 12 pencils per box.

3665000  $ 4.95

GRIP 2001 Eraser 
Chunky vinyl eraser. PVC-free, ergonomic 
triangular shape. Assorted colours.

2739100 $ 2.95

Universal Gom Stick
This Gom Stick protects the eraser in the 
pencil case. Refillable with a standard format 
eraser. PVC free. Pk of 1. Assorted colours. 

3667000 $ 1.95

Triangular Eraser Holder
This eraser holder allows an ergonomic grip, 
thanks to its triangular shape. It also has a 
non-slip area for better use. 2 erases are 
included with the erase holder.

3668000 $ 2.95
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Ergo Stylus
Improve the touchscreen experience with the 
ergonomic grips recommended by doctors, 
teachers and occupational therapists. The 
stylus works on all touchscreen devices 
including smartphones, tablets, and 
classroom smart boards.

2701000 $ 15.95
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Squiggle Wiggle Pen
The original vibrating, motorized pen. 
Creates squiggle writing loops. Includes five 
replaceable tips. 1 AA battery not included. 
Assorted colours.

0113 $ 9.95

ErgoSof Pen
The ergonomic design of this pen reduces 
stress, hand pain and helps children with 
fine motor skills. The triangular shape of the 
pencil makes it easier to hold and is suitable 
for children’s hands for tension-free writing. 
It can be used by both right and left handers.

3180100 $ 7.95

Small Stylus with Bumpy Grip
Slim Stylus is the perfect size for small 
hands. The added Bumpy Grip provides tactile 
feedback while putting fingers in the proper 
gripping position. Slim stylus works on 
tablets and smartphones.

2952000 $ 8.50

Mop Toppers Pen/Stylus
Here is a 3 in 1! This pen is a pen and a 
sensory object. Caress its soft hair and 
increase your concentration! Assorted 
colours. Pk of 1.  Ages 3 +

3482000 $ 2.95

Funky Pen
Discover this sympathetic character shaped 
pen with silky hair and renew the pleasure of 
writing. Caress its hair and fill your sensory 
needs. Assorted colours. Pk of 1. Ages 3 +

3485000  $ 2.95

Monster Tongue Pop pens
Give these silly monsters a squeeze to make 
them stick out their tongues! Assorted in 
a POP display. 2.5 x 2.5 x 15 cm. Black ink. 
Assorted models. Pk of 1. Ages 5 +

3619100  $ 2.95

Spike Silicone Fidget
This quiet and mess-free fidget can be placed 
on your pencil. It helps people of all ages stay 
focused at school, home and work. Latex-
free. Ø 8 mm. Assorted colours. Pk of 1.   
Ages 6 +

3599100 $ 5.95

Spike Pencil Topper
This quiet and mess-free fidget fits perfectly 
on your pencil. It helps people of all ages stay 
focused at school, home and work. Latex-
free. Ø 8 mm. Assorted colours. Pk of 1.    
Ages 6 +

3598100 $ 5.95
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Pencil Weight
The Pencil Weight is constructed of durable 
nylon tricot fabric, filled with 113 g of lead-
free steel shot. Helpful for individuals who 
experience decreased coordination, or need 
additional proprioceptive input during writing 
tasks. It can be used with most writing 
instruments or colouring tools.

1076 $ 21.95

Weighted                          
Glove
Fingerless glove made of neoprene. Great for 
increasing proprioceptive feedback and hand 
awareness while writing. Includes 3 weights 
(56 g, 113 g, 170 g.)

0015-PD
Smal - Right

$ 23.95

0015-PG
Small - Left

$ 23.95 

0015-PP
Smal - Pair

$ 40.95 

0015-MD
Medium - Right

$ 23.95 

0015-MG
Medium - Left

$ 23.95 

0015-MP
Medium - Pair

$ 40.95 

0015-GD
Large - Right

$ 23.95 

0015-GG
Large - Left

$ 23.95 

0015-GP
Large - Pair

$ 40.95 

Dycem Non-Slip                 
Self-Adhesive Sheet 
Increase the stability of objects on the desk or 
table using a piece of this long skid reusable 
adhesive sheet. Cut into strips and wrap them 
around pencils, utensils or other objects so 
that nothing can slip through your fingers!   
40 x 200 cm.

3373200 $ 88.95

Slant Board
Puts your reading surface at the optimal 22 
degree angle while its two collapsible legs 
make it portable and discrete. Measures 30 
x 46 cm and will easily fit into a 5 cm wide 
space. A convenient book catch at the bottom 
holds any size book while a paper clip at the 
top holds individual papers securely. It’s also 
mangnetic. 0.9 kg.

262100 $ 51.95

Slant Board
This plastic slant board offers an angle of 
about 20 degrees making it a perfect tool for 
writing and reading. It easily folds (2 cm thick) 
for transportation and is very light. Includes 
document clips. Working area of 30 x 32 cm.

3513100
Black

$ 27.95

3513200
Red

$ 27.95 

Rule Easy Grip 30 cm
Plastic ruler 30 cm with visual cues every 
5 cm. It has a handle in the center that 
increases control and stability when a child 
uses it. Assorted colours.

3362100 $ 1.95

Rigid Slant Board - White
A low angle (20 degrees) surface made of 
lightweight plexiglass encourages better 
posture and positioning for writing or reading. 
A large metal clip holds paper and non-slip 
discs prevent sliding. 38 x 33 cm.

3547100 $ 61.95

Desk Buddy
A ruler for children who constantly fidget 
at his or her desk. Offers 7 texture pads 
each with a different tactile sensation. May 
be used as a standard ruler with imperial 
measurements.

2915100 $ 11.95

handwriting
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Memory Mask
The clear reading window is cut out to 
enable readers to write notes, underline 
and highlight key points while keeping the 
reference point on the page. It helps writers 
maintain proper horizontal positioning and 
spacing.

257701
Book 14 x 8 cm  
Pk of 1

$ 3.95

257703
Book 14 x 8 cm  
Pk of 10

$ 29.95 

257704
Document 22 x 8 cm  
Pk of 1

$ 4.50 

257706
Document 22 x 8 cm  
Pk of 10

$ 33.95 

Eye Lighter
Made of transparent plastic, this highlighter 
which can help to maintain a reader’s 
focus, concentration and comprehension. 
The design allows readers to underline 
the sentence they are reading and allows 
them to track 1, 2 or 3 lines at a time when 
it is important that their fluency and speed 
improve. 15.25 x 3.5 cm.

2751100
Yellow

$ 2.95

2751200
Green

$ 2.95 

2751300
Blue

$ 2.95 

2751400
Pink

$ 2.95 

Finger Spacer
Measure just the right one finger space 
between words. Those with visual or motor 
challenges can rely on the spacer’s arrow 
for directionality and a ruler to practice 
measurement. The see-through colour 
heightens the intensity of the letters.        
Made of plastic. Ages 5 +

2926000 $ 2.50

Geo Kidy Grip Ruler
This easily readable non-slip 30 cm ruler is 
perfect to learn how to draw and measure. 
Children will have fun with the stencils. Made 
of a non-slip material for perfect stability, it is 
unbreakable. Assorted colours.

3043100 $ 2.75

My First Ruler
Very solid, this 30 cm ruler was specially 
designed for all children including those with 
coordination difficuties. The big crocodile-
shaped handle provides an easy grip. Reading 
centimeters is facilitated by alternating 
colours.

3014100 $ 12.95

Reading Guide - Sentence
This Reading Guide is designed to aid 
students and adults with the following 
difficulties: skipping words, skipping lines, 
reversing letters, transposing letters, losing 
your place, re-reading lines, squinting, 
concentration, comprehension, reading 
fatigue etc. 3 x 18 cm.

3731100
Yellow

$ 1.50

3731200
Blue

$ 1.50 

3731300
Pink

$ 1.50 

3731400
Green

$ 1.50 

Reading Guide

This Reading Guide is designed to aid 
students and adults with the following 
difficulties: skipping words, skipping lines, 
reversing letters, transposing letters, losing 
your place, re-reading lines, squinting, 
concentration, comprehension, reading 
fatigue etc. 9.5 x 18 cm.

3732100
Yellow

$ 2.50

3732200
Blue

$ 2.50 

3732300
Pink

$ 2.50 

3732400
Green

$ 2.50 

Reading Guide - Full Page
This Reading Guide product is to aid students 
and adults with the following difficulties: 
skipping words, skipping lines, reversing 
letters, transposing letters, losing your place, 
re-reading lines, squinting, concentration, 
comprehension, reading fatigue etc.           
21.5 x 28 cm.

3733100
Blue

$ 3.95

3733200
Pink

$ 3.95 

3733300
Green

$ 3.95 

3733400
Yellow

$ 3.95 
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Tactile Sandpaper Numerals
Sandpaper offers an important tactile 
experience for the young child in learning 
correct numeral formation. Arrows next to 
each numeral to ensure proper direction to 
write. 11 x 6 cm. Ages 5 +

0785 $ 16.95

Tactile Sandpaper Letters
Beginning readers and special needs 
students will benefit from the tactile 
experience of these letters. These cards 
are covered with fine yellow sand and help 
students make the connection between the 
physical movement of forming letters and the 
actual letter shapes. 11 x 6.5 cm. Ages 5 +

0825-1
Lower case letters

$ 19.95

0825-2
Upper case letters

$ 19.95 

Word Construction
A nuts-and-bolts approach to making and 
spelling words! Includes 6 bolts, 30 printed 
nuts (enough for multiple kids), and Activity 
Guide. Ages 5 +

2789000 $ 29.95

Free Play Magnatab
Let the magnetic stylus be your pen and 
the bead board be your paper. Use your 
imagination to draw shapes, letters and 
pictures, popping individual beads to the 
surface. Erases with the tip of a finger.     
Ages 3 +

3011100
0-9 Numbers                      
20 x 16 cm

$ 30.95

3012100
Cursive lower case           
28 x 25 cm

$ 36.95 

3012200
A to Z lower case 
28 x 25 cm

$ 36.95 

3013100
A to Z upper case             
28 x 25 cm

$ 36.95 

Uppercase Letters Magnets
Colour coding helps children distinguish 
between vowels (red) and consonants (blue) 
and math symbols (red) and numbers (blue). 
More of the most commonly used letters and 
numbers. Regular size 4 cm. 42 pcs. Ages 3 +

1372200
Upper case letters

$ 12.95

1372100
Lower case letters

$ 11.95 

Magnetic Cursive Letters
174 magnetic cursive letters of 6 cm each, 
repeated according to their frequency.      
Ages 4 +

2936000 $ 29.95

Magnetic Gel Board
This innovative board is designed to last a 
lifetime! Create marks with the supplied 
chunky stylus or with any magnetic shapes. 
Erase easily with a simple push of a finger. 
These boards are great for handwriting 
activities. 28 x 22 cm.

2927000 $ 16.95

Notebook
Highlighted writing paper for adaptive use 
in the classroom, clinic, or home. The raised 
line tells the student where to stop writing. 
This provides both visual and tactile cues for 
the student.Helpful for individuals with low 
vision, visual perception issues and attention 
disorders.

2624110
Regulars Raised Line    
1,25 cm spacing 
8 lines per page 

$ 13.95

2624210
Narrow Raised Line           
1 cm spacing 
14 lines per page 

$ 13.95 

2624310
Wide Raised Line              
1,9 cm spacing 
8 lines per page 

$ 13.95 
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Une main, mille dessins 
Available in French only. This booklet provides 
tons of ideas of how to draw using the hand 
contour as a start: dragons, frogs, dogs, 
martians, cats, etc. Small accessories to 
complete the drawings are included : plastic 
eyes, pompons, glue, crayons. Ages 4 +

3087100 $ 12.95

Step by Step - Animals
Drawing is an art you can master! Draw 
animals of all kinds step by step following 
the models. Erase them to do them better! 
Includes 24 models, 1 erasable board and dry 
erase marker. Ages 4 +

3230000 $ 16.95

Pear Shaped Crayons
Perfect transition from grasp grip to first 
grip (four- finger). Hands stay clean. Colours 
easily erasable from paper. Re-sealable 
packaging. Ages 3 +

2742000 $ 9.95

10 Jumbo Triangular Crayons
Made of plastic, not wax, for additional 
durability and their easy to grasp design, 
won’t allow them to roll away. A flip-top case 
makes cleanup and travel a snap. Pk of 10. 
Ages 3 +

0660-1 $ 7.95

24 Triangular Crayons
These triangular shaped crayons will not roll 
away. Made of plastic, not wax, for additional 
durability. They pack into their own sturdy, 
plastic flip-top case for easy storage. Their 
unique shape will help develop the preferred 
grip for later writing skills. Pk of 24. Ages 3 +  

0659 $ 7.95

FingerMax
Transform your fingers into a brush just by 
wearing a Fingermax! Soft and comfortable, 
you will create work of art. Take control and 
while working your fine motor skills, you will 
have the precision of the great masters. Made 
of rubber and natural hair bristles. Pk of 1.

3490100
Small - Ages 3 to 8  

$ 3.95

3490200
Medium - Ages 8 to 15

$ 3.95 

3490300
Large - Adults

$ 3.95 

Spill-Proof Paint Pots
Set of 10 containers with inner safety lid.        
Ø 8 cm. Ages 3 +

1588 $ 10.95
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Color’Peps Gel
This set of 10 colour pen gels will unleash 
your imagination. The wide tip allows 
flexibility and spontaneous tracing. You can 
also use them as aquarelle. 1 brush included.      
Ages 3 +

3363100 $ 9.95

crafts
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Fine Motor

Color’ Peps Maxi Felt Pens 
Maxi felt pens are adapted for toddlers with 
their large size tip and maxi diameter. An 
easier grasp to develop colouring skills.       
Pk of 12.

3038110 $ 7.95

MAXI Crayons
These triangular crayons are adapted for 
toddlers with their large size tip, resistant 
colour lead and maxi diameter. An easier 
grasp to develop colouring skills. Pk of 12.

3038210 $ 9.95

Groove Slim 
Coloured Pencils
Ergonomic 3-sided shape colour pencil 
provides a natural grip zone for a stronger 
grip by smaller hands. Break-proof solid core 
assures durability for longer use. Intense, 
waterproof colours won’t smear or tear 
pages. Pk of 24.

2692230 $ 14.95

12 Coloured Pencils
This set of 12 triangular colour crayons is 
fantastic for artistic creation. With a non-slip 
grip and a jumbo diameter of 3.8 mm, they 
can be used in a watercolour project. Draw 
and use a wet brush to magnify your piece of 
art. Includes a sharpener.

3054100 $ 24.95

Fineliner 
These triangular pens with a soft, precise and 
durable 0.4 mm tip are designed for optimum 
grip. Pk of 10.

3666100 $ 9.95

Duo Color’Peps
Practical and very clever 2-in-1 format. 
20 different colours that allow you to draw 
everything. Ultra-washable on most textiles 
and the skin. Pk of 10. Ages 3 +

3661000 $ 6.95

Color’Peps Duo Tip
Practical and very clever 2-in-1 format: a fine 
tip for drawing and a large tip for colouring! 
10 brilliant colours, Ultra-washable on most 
textiles and the skin. Pk of 10. Ages 3 +

3662000 $ 6.95

Coloured Pencils
This box of 24 triangular bright coloured 
pencils will spark the artist in you. The shape 
provides an easy grasp and it has a resistant 
lead.

3070100 $ 8.95

Color’Peps Jungle Innovation 
Felt Pens
Maxi felt pens are adapted for toddlers with 
their large size tip and maxi diameter. An 
easier grasp to develop colouring skills.       
Pk of 12.

3037100 $ 5.95 

crafts
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White plastic slate with 
accessories
This small, unbreakable two-sided white 
board is made of soft plastic. One white side 
is perfect to draw on and the other side is 
lined to write. Includes an accessory holder, 
an eraser and a dry-erasing blue felt pen.

3044100 $ 7.95

Free Play magnatab
Let the magnetic stylus be your pen and 
the bead board be your paper. Use your 
imagination to draw shapes, letters and 
pictures, popping individual beads to the 
surface. Erases with the tip of a finger.        
20 cm x 16 cm. Ages 3 +

3013200 $ 26.95

Stamp Set                            
Safe for children, the ink is 
washable and nontoxic..

Alphabet
Includes 52 letters (upper and lower case) - 4 
punctuation marks and a 4-colour stamp pad. 
Ages 4 +

0643 $ 24.95

Marker pens with suction 
caps for white board
This set of 4 dry-erasing markers with 
suction caps is perfect to write on white 
boards. Includes black, blue, red and green.

3071100 $ 4.95

Happy
With a special handle to keep your little one’s 
fingers far from the six-colour inkpad and six 
different stamps to choose from. Ages 4 +

0626 $ 12.95

Spirogiro
Simply turn the various gears inside the 
central board while you draw to create 
beautiful designs. Includes 6 gears, 1 
template, 12 markers, 12 sheets and a 
manual. Ages 6 +

3031000 $ 29.95

Sure Grip Paint Brushes
Unique grip fits perfectly into the child’s 
palm. Nylon bristles clean easily. Pk of 4. 
Ages 3 +

1587 $ 8.95

Brush with Soft Grip
These brushes with synthetic bristles have 
a soft foam grip. The set includes 4 different 
size brushes commonly used : 3 round tips 
(size 2, 6, 10), one flat-end (size 12).

3055100 $ 5.95

Paint Sticks
These paint sticks allow children to paint 
without brushes and mess. This solid 
paint comes in bright colours. Artwork 
will dry in 90 seconds, will not crack and 
have a smart finish. Pack of 12. Ages 3 +

3141100 $ 14.95
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Fine Motor

Wikki Stix - Original 
Packages
These unique patented wax and yarn sticks 
are easily buildable, twistable and one-of-a-
kind-creatable! Will stick to most surfaces. 
Great for learning shapes and the alphabet. 
Non-toxic. Each package contains 48 Wikki 
Stix of 20 cm. Ages 3+

0231100
Neon colours

$ 6.95

0231200
Primary colours

$ 6.95 

Playfoam
Squish it, shape it, save it...or smoosh it! This 
lightweight, colourful foam won’t crumble, 
and won’t stick to skin or surfaces. Playfoam 
never dries out, so your child can use it over 
and over! Non-toxic, no gluten, no protein.    
Pk of 8. Ages 3 +

257302 $ 9.95

Playfoam - Classroom Set
Includes a rainbow of colours in yellow, blue, 
green, orange, purple, pink, white, and grey, 
and sparkle colours: pink, orange, and blue. 
Each colours comes in an individual zipclosed 
bag and the entire set comes in a sturdy white 
storage box. Ages 3 +

257400 $ 99.95

Wikki Stix - Alphabet Card
Each letter has directional arrows to help 
create the proper ‘’stroke’’ using the Wikki 
Stix. Each card as a fun Wikki illustration to 
copy for creative play time. 26 individual cards 
plus 36 Wikki Stix. Ages 3 +

0960 $ 15.95

Wikki Stix -  
Activity Set
Includes 84 Wikki Stix, multi-use playboard, 
handy storage bag and eight pages of 
illustrated fun ideas. English only. Ages 3 +

0232 $ 15.95

Wikki Stix -  
Classroom Set
Box of 468 Wikki Stix of 15 cm length in 13 
colours! Includes a booklet of fun Arts & 
Crafts ideas, plus several colourful project 
sheets. Great for class projects, teaching 
Science, Social Studies, Language Arts, and 
more. Perfect for easy, clean craft activities! 
Ages 3 +

2699000
1 unit

$ 35.95

2699000
3 to 5 units

$ 29.95 

2699000
6 units +

$ 26.95 

crafts
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Vivo Scissors
These scissors feature round tips, ergonomic 
loops for a better grasp and adapted blades 
to improve cutting. 12 cm. Assorted colours.

3075100 
Left-handed

$ 2.50

3075200
Right-handed

$ 2.50 

Softgrip® Scissors for Left-
Handed Sharp
Specifically designed to make cutting 
frustration-free for left-handed children. 
Features an innovative safety-edge blade for 
high-quality cutting with a safe blade angle. 
Pointed tip 13 cm. Assorted colours. Ages 4 +

1612  $ 4.50

Sensoft Scissors
Sensoft scissors are remarkable with their 
soft rings. The hand grip is optimal therefore 
helps cutting. 13 cm. Assorted colours.

3045100
Right-handed

$ 3.95

3045200
Left-handed

$ 3.95 

Koopy Scissors 
Koopy scissors for right handed, open 
automatically and are perfect to learn to cut 
without effort. Round tips for safe cutting with 
little hands. 13 cm. Assorted colours.

3074100 $ 2.95

Crea Scissors
Have you seen these scissors? With its 
exchangeable blades you can make 10 
different creative patterns - all you need for a 
successful craft project! Includes 2 scissors 
and 10 exchangeable blades.

3076100 $ 29.95

Cutting Activities
Cutting Activities contains reproducible 
activities providing students with fine motor 
and early perceptual skills practice. 48 pages. 
English only.

0812 $ 9.95

Koopy Scissors - Automatic 
Opening
These scissors teach kids how to cut 
safely, with a spring activated handle that 
automatically springs open for assisted 
cutting. The spring can be deactivated at 
any time and the scissors used normally. 
Rounded tips provide protection while cutting 
and a smaller blade and handle size offer 
easier control. Assorted colours. Ages 4 +

3597100 $ 2.95

Kidicut Scissors
They are made of plastic and have round tips 
which make them safe for toddlers. They 
cut paper and cardboard. 12 cm. Assorted 
colours. Ages 2 +

3664000 $ 1.95
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Fine Motor

Self-Opening Scissors
Scissors reopen automatically with a spring 
system. 

0154100
Right-handed

$ 12.95

0154200
Left-handed

$ 12.95 

Long-Loop Scissors
The long-loop allows the use of all fingers 
and the use of the index finger for guidance.

0149100
Right-handed

$ 12.95

0149200
Left-handed

$ 12.95 

Long-Loop Easi-Grip 
Scissors
These scissors re-open automatically and 
require 50% less strength than conventional 
scissors. The long-loop allows the use of 
all fingers and the use of index finger for 
guidance.

0150100
Right-handed

$ 15.95

0150200
Left-handed

$ 15.95 

Easi-Grip Scissors
These scissors re-open automatically and 
require 50% less strenght than conventional 
scissors. 

0151100
Right-handed

$ 12.95

0151200
Left-handed

$ 12.95 

Mounted Table Top Scissors 
on Plastic Base
Self-opening scissors mounted on a non-slip 
plastic base. Ambidextrous.

0241 $ 43.95

Dual Control Training 
Scissors
Double loops on each handle allow an adult 
and child to simultaneously complete the 
cutting action.

0148100
Right-handed

$ 13.95

0148200
Left-handed

$ 13.95 

Mini Easi-Grip Scissors
Preschool version of the Easi-Grip Scissors. 
Requires 50% less strength than conventional 
scissors. Ambidextrous.

0152 $ 8.95

Long-Loop Self-Opening 
Scissors
The long-loop allows the use of all fingers 
and the use of the index finger for guidance. 

0155100
Right-handed

$ 14.95

0155200
Left-handed

$ 14.95 

Ultra Safe Scissor
Who says safety is boring? Not us! These 
scissors very sharp blades are encased 
permanently in a protective guard case. 
Impossible to cut yourself!

2954000 $ 6.95

scissors
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Lace and Trace Animals
With charming animal art on both sides, 
it’s fun to practice lacing and tracing skills. 
This wooden set contains five sturdy, 
double-sided lacing panels, plus five 
colour-coordinated laces! Develop eye-
hand coordination and attention skills with 
this great activity. Ages 3 +

0459
Farm

$ 12.95

1193
Pets

$ 12.95 

Primary Lacing Beads
30 wooden beads with oversized holes teach 
children eye-hand coordination and colour 
recognition. Convenient wooden case for 
storage. 26 x 20 x 5 cm. Ages 3 +

0444 $ 16.95

Filo
Create beautiful multicolour designs with 
laces! Child will develop artistic skills, 
dexterity and eye-hand coordination while 
encouraging creative thinking. Includes 
album with templates, a durable board, 4 
lacing pens and laces. Ages 4 +

2863000 $ 29.95

Filo Tablet
Load a pen with a lace and simply draw on 
the gripping surface. Beautiful set features 
a sturdy plastic board with 1 transparent 
whiteboard with grid, 1 blackboard, 12 
pattern cards, 24 laces in 2 different 
thicknesses, 2 pens and 14 decorative 
cardboard shapes, in a carry case. Ages 4 +

2863100 $ 49.95

Lacing Sneaker
This sturdy wooden high top sneaker is the 
perfect size toy for children to learn to lace 
and tie! 20 x 13 x 10 cm. Ages 3 +

0451 $ 16.95

Geo Shape Lacing
Geo Shape Lacing is a colourful, geometric 
new look for a classic lacing activity toy. 
Set includes 3 over-sized geometric lacing 
boards and multi-coloured laces. Children 
can experiment with colour, patterns, letters, 
and pictures within the frames. Creativity 
guides are included to aid teachers in fun 
classroom activities. Age 3 +

3389000 $ 48.95

U-Lace
These colorful and stretchy laces are 
the ideal solution for children who have 
difficulties making loops or those who want 
to put on their shoes quickly. Choose a colour 
and create your own style! 1 pack contains 6 
elastics. 2 packs are required, at least, for 1 
pair of shoes.

3512101
Black - 5 cm  $ 5.50

3512102
White - 5 cm

 $ 5.50 

3512103
Red - 5 cm

 $ 5.50 

3512104
Blue - 5 cm  $ 5.50 

3512106
Green - 5 cm  $ 5.50 

3512107
Pink - 5 cm  $ 5.50 

3512001
Black - 6 cm  $ 5.50 

3512002
White - 6 cm  $ 5.50 

3512003
Red - 6 cm  $ 5.50 

3512004
Blue - 6 cm  $ 5.50 

3512006
Green - 6 cm  $ 5.50 

3512007
Pink - 6cm  $ 5.50 

Count and Lace Fruit
This brightly colored Count and Lace activity 
toy provides 8 different types of fruits to 
lace. The set includes two long laces with 
caterpillar shaped wooden needles and 
beaded stoppers for secure threading. 10 
activity cards are provided to assist teachers 
and for children to use for pattern matching. 
19 pcs. Ages 3 +

3390000 $ 44.95

Threading Apple
Lace the worm through the holes on the 
big wooden apple to learn lacing with 
fun! It will help your child with hand-eye 
coordination and stimulate imagination. 
Ages 3 +

3648100 $ 15.95

manipulatives
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Doorbell House
Fun is at the door of this “sound” ly-built 
wooden doorbell house. Four electronic 
doorbell sounds, four unique locks with 
matching keys (attached to the house), and 
four pose-able play people are included with 
this charming cottage! 21 x 17 cm.

1428 $ 39.95

Critter Clinic
Enjoy this fantastic veterinary clinic with 
6 private rooms with colour match keys. 
Includes 2 cute plush patients and 5 vet tools: 
stethoscope, mirror, syringe, tweezers and a 
thermometer. 30 x 11 x 25 cm. Ages 2 +

249200 $ 61.95

Design & DrillTM Activity 
Center
Children will love to create their own designs 
or follow the set’s colourful activity cards to 
make pictures and patterns. Just use the 
power drill or the screwdriver handle, grab a 
handful of big bolts and turn on the learning 
fun. 20 pcs. Ages 3 +

0699 $ 43.95

Design & DrillTM Power Tool 
Workshop
This deluxe activity center offers oodles 
of creative play time for busy hands. Tools 
and bolts invite children to explore colours, 
shapes, and counting as they build fine motor 
skills. The Power Drill and jumbo Power 
Screwdriver are designed to be used with 
the interchangeable bits, while the hand 
wrench and screwdriver allow children to play 
manually. 125 pcs. Ages 3 +

1369 $ 79.95

Design & DrillTM Take-Along 
Toolkit
Children are fascinated by the action 
and sound of the real working power 
screwdriver as they shift it from forward 
to reverse, drilling their bolts in place and 
then unscrewing them from the board. The 
carrying case folds out into a sturdy design 
board so you can take the fun anywhere! 
Includes: 60 regular bolts in 5 new colours, 
3 bits, power screwdriver (requires 3 AA 
batteries, not included), 23 x 19 cm carrying 
case with built-in activity board, activity 
guide with 10 patterns for children to follow.      
Ages 3 +

1370 $ 36.95

Latches Barn
Visit this farm full of pets. To meet the pig, 
horse, cow or goat, you must open all of the 
different latches. In the evening, enter all 
the animals and lock them in - their safety 
depends on it! Motor skills, imagination and 
let the adventures begin! Ages 3 +

3331000 $ 46.95

Basic Skills Board
Learn to zip, buckle, lace, button and snap.   
40 x 30 cm. Ages 3 +

0652 $ 24.95

Dress-a-pillar
First a snuggle pal and later a learning toy 
to help develop fine motor skills. This cute, 
brightly coloured caterpillar teaches how to 
tie shoes, use a buckle, snaps, zipper and 
more. 83 x 13 cm. Ages 3 +

3536100 $ 27.95

Latches Board
Find the hidden pictures by opening the 
polished brass locks, latches, hooks and 
clasps on each door. Develops fine motor and 
memory skills. 40 x 30 cm. Ages 3 +

0528
6 latches - 40 x 30 cm

$ 29.95

3332000
4 latches - 30 x 24 cm

$ 24.95 

Activity - Nuts & Bolts
Fine motor skills, colour recognition, shapes 
and numbers add to the pleasure and 
discovery, that’s what you get with this set. 12 
laminated card activities and 16 bolts (6 cm) 
and coloured nuts will delight your children. 
Ages 3 +

3310000 $ 14.95
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Better Builders®

Discover the principles of construction, 
physics and engineering while developing fine 
motor skills and creativity. Made of sturdy 
plastic in bright colours, sticks of 2 different 
lengths and magnetic balls are easily 
assembled. Ø 4.5 cm. Ages 2 +

2898120 $ 59.95

Better Builders® Emotions
Happy, sad, angry, surprised, confused or 
scared: these 6 magnetic characters (3 boys, 
3 girls) with interchangeable parts foster 
learning to recognize these emotions while 
playing. Customize the figurines according 
to your tastes. Blouses, shoes and funny 
hairstyles allow different combinations.          
Ø 4.5 cm. Ages 2 +

2898210 $ 49.95

Textured Pop Beads
Textured to increase tactile awareness. Sized 
for easy gripping and fine motor practice. 
Great for sequencing activities. 100 pcs.       
Ages 5 +

1447 $ 24.95

Geometric Stacker
25 colourful wooden pieces to match 
and stack on three rods. Rings, octagons 
and rectangles, the combinations can be 
fascinating! Great for building early shape, 
colour and size differentiation skills!             
28 x 10 x 22 cm. Ages 2 +

0612 $ 21.95

Transportation Linking 
Blocks
Assembly is by gentle pressure to form a 
colour chain of vehicles. Great for toddlers 
to develop their fine motor skills. Includes 
36 pieces (3 shapes, 4 colors). Each block 
measures approx. 8 x 4 cm. 18 months +

2877000 $ 19.95

Screw Block
This simple manipulative toy refines eye-
hand coordination, fine-motor and colour-
matching skills. Nylon interior ring holds 
the screwdriver in place when not in use.              
10 x 10 x 15 cm. Ages 2 +

255500 $ 16.95

Sorting Tree
The sturdy wooden Sorting Tree is a perfect 
way to teach colour and shape-matching 
while reinforcing fine motor skills. Each set 
supplies 6 colourful screws in two different 
sizes that can be matched by size and colour 
and screwed into corresponding holes in the 
wooden tree-like base. Great for teacher/
student or parent/child participation. Ages 2 +

3388000 $ 17.95

Caterpillar Stacking
This adorable Caterpillar Stacking set 
exercises fine motor skills and fun-filled 
sensory exploration, along with sorting, 
matching and sequencing skills. This sweet 
manipulative toy is made up of rounded, 
chunky, tactile shapes that can stack to 
create a variety of colourful caterpillar 
families. The pegged base allows for stacking 
multiple angled, colour-coded blocks. Set 
includes colour-matching activity cards and 
card stand. Ages 2 +

3387000 $ 48.95

Deluxe Pound-a-Peg
Non-removable pegs on the bench go up and 
down, playing peek-a-boo on this solid wood 
pounding activity. A sturdy mallet is included. 
Ages 2 +

1509 $ 19.95
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Pipsquigz
Sensory development is crucial for every 
infant and PipSquigz combines touch, sound, 
and visual stimulation all in one compact, 
take-anywhere, easy-to-clean toy! 100% safe 
and BPA free. Pk of 3. 6 months +

2641200 $ 26.95

Giant Blocks
Giant, soft blocks 10.5 cm thick! Assorted 
block shapes and primary colours. 16 pcs. 
Ages 12 months +

1680 $ 144.95

Textured Coloured Blocks
Safe, soft durable textured foam blocks of 
assorted sizes, colours and shapes. Great for 
building and stimulating touch senses with 
textured surfaces. Blocks are 2.2 cm thick. 
Ages 2 +

1685-30 $ 27.95

Squigz
A species of their own! Eight different, 
versatile flexible shapes, made from high 
quality silicone rubber. Connects to each 
other by suction and to any solid, non-porous 
surface. 24 pcs. Ages 3 +

2641000
1 unit

$ 31.95

2641000
3 to 6 units

$ 29.95 

2641000
7 units +

$ 28.95 

Migoga
Create your own circuit of marble races 
with this fascinating construction set. 
This toy stimulates the creativity and logic 
while exercising eye-hand coordination. 
Includes a funnel and spirals, in a triangular 
structure which takes little room. 80 pcs.                       
8.9 x 30.5 x 28.9 cm. Ages 4 +

2864000 $ 38.95

PipSquigz Boucles
Their multiple textures encourage children 
to put their fingers underneath and put 
them in their mouths. Having fun moving 
the silicone rings allows children to develop 
their fine motor skills. BPA free. Pk of 1.                   
Ages 6 months + 

3658100
Orange - 15 x 5 x 5 cm

$ 14.95

3658200
Turquoise - 13 x 7 x 5 cm

$ 14.95 

Sensory Stacking Blocks
This multi-tasking Sensory Stacking Blocks 
set encourages tactile discrimination and 
sensory exploration while encouraging 
environmental design and dramatic play. The 
12 chunky building block shapes with various 
inset textures, suggest houses and buildings 
and connect with simple joints. Additional 
wooden figures, trees and a car add to the 
fun! Ages 2 +

3386000 $ 34.95

Sensory Twistz
Create fun shapes and designs with these 
specially connected foam balls. Kids and 
adults alike will enjoy this fun and sensory 
toy! Ages 3 +

2730000 $ 19.95
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Fantacolor 
Children will love making their first beautiful 
mosaics: they can start with the help of the 
illustrated pattern cards that can be placed 
under the transparent board as a guide, or 
they can create their own amusing designs. 
This simple yet highly educational toy is great 
to encourage your child’s creative skills, 
hand-eye coordination, and develops fine 
motor skills and hand dexterity. Ages 2 +

2862200
Junior

$ 39.95

2862100
Regular

$ 21.95 

Teachable Touchables™ 
Textured Squares
Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young 
learners build tactile awareness and 
vocabulary skills as they interact with 
these twenty textured squares (ten 
different pairs) in a variety of “hands-on” 
activities. Improve matching, vocabulary, 
communication, and tactile discrimination 
skills. Stores in a handy drawstring bag. 
Ages 3 +

1364 $ 33.95

Jumbo Textured Dominoes
Help children develop tactile discrimination 
and visual perception through sorting and 
sequencing activities. 28 double-sided 
dominoes with textured animal shapes.         
31 x 10 x 5 cm. Ages 3 +

2899000 $ 40.95

Teaching Tac-Tiles
Put your hand in the bag and find 2 forms 
or textures corresponding only by touch 
or take the challenge offered on one of 10 
activity cards. This sensory game allows 
the acquisition of vocabulary and basic 
mathematical skills. Includes 20 tiles, 5 cm 
tall. Ages 3 +

3359000 $ 26.95

Plastic Sand
Smooth, free flowing, safe and non-toxic 
pellets. Feels like playing in sand. Can 
be used to learn weights and measures. 
Mixed colours. Table and tub not included.        
Assorted colours. 4.5 kg

0964 $ 49.95

Large Sand and Water Table
This Sand and Water Table offers many hours 
of fun. Plastic tub rests on steel frames.  
61 x 91 x 20 cm.

0922-1-18
Table height 46 cm

$ 119.95

0922-1-24
Table height 61 cm

$ 119.95 

0922-2
Cover

$ 64.95 

Peekaboo Lock Boxes
This set of six wooden lock boxes is ideal 
for learning shapes, colours, and spatial 
relationships. Sort the shapes into the 
appropriate boxes, view them through the 
transparent, coloured acrylic windows, 
and unlock the doors to retrieve them! 
Strengthens problem-solving and fine-motor 
skills. Each box measures 11 x 11 x 11 cm. 
Ages 2 +

255400 $ 99.95

Magformers
You will love these magnetic pieces. Includes 
9 triangles 5 cm & 5 squares 6 cm. Ages 5 +

233102 $ 34.95

Klickity
The hands of toddlers will be busy for 
hours with this unique little game filled 
with exciting sensory explorations. The 
curiosity of your baby will be exploited to 
the maximum. BPA free. 18 cm wide.

3659000 $ 36.95
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Fine Motor

Super Snow
Make snow instantly with this amazing 
polymer. Simply stir the powder into water 
and watch it turn into fluffy, sparkling, 
shiny snow! Super Snow lasts for weeks, is 
totally reusable, and looks like real snow! 
Has been used on movie sets and in indoor 
snowboarding parks!

259101
Contains 30 ml of snow 
that makes over 1.8 l

$ 4.50

259102
Contains 1.5 l of snow that 
makes over 6.65 l

$ 36.95 

White Play Sand
The perfect sand for indoor sand tables in 
either classrooms or at home. Also great for 
outdoor sand boxes. Does not contains free 
silica nor quartz. 100% natural, non-toxic and 
environmentally friendly. 11 kg.

1099 $ 17.95

Spoonknife
A spoon and a knife combined into one 
sculpting tool.

2909300 $ 1.50

Laptop Tray
The perfect solution for an individual 
work space. Made of sturdy plastic.                       
25.5 x 25.5 x 10 cm.

2909400 $ 12.95

Mad Mattr
Dip your hands in this new dough and let 
your imagination go! Build shapes and make 
up stories! Relax yourself by stretching 
and manipulating this soft and almost alive 
dough. It does not dry and does not do 
damage. 283 g.

3384100
Red

$ 16.95

3384200
Pink

$ 16.95 

3384300
Purple

$ 16.95 

3384400
Blue

$ 16.95 

3384500
Green

$ 16.95 

3384600
Turquoise

$ 16.95 

Kinetic SandTM Dino Dig T-Rex
Kinetic Sand and Dinosaurs have come 
together in this fun and educational set. 
Bury the 3D dinosaur puzzle, squish the 
sand down, then use the tools to dig. Each 
reusable set includes 1 kg of award winning 
natural Kinetic Sand, 1 3D Dino skeleton 
puzzle and tools for excavating. Assorted 
models. Ages 3 +

2908410 $ 29.95

Kinetic SandTM

Sand play stimulates and develops children’s 
fine motor and creative playing skills. This 
easy-to-shape sand molds into simple 
designs. It leaves no sand or residue on 
your hands and is great for sensory therapy. 
Wheat, gluten and casein free, safe and non-
toxic. Do not get wet. Ages 3 +

2908100
1 kg

$ 17.95

2908200
5 kg

$ 53.95 

Castle Molds
Create your next sand castle with these 
molds. Build towers, stairs and stone walls 
around the castle. Includes 8 plastic pieces. 
Ages 3 +

2909100 $ 12.95

Space Sand
This amazing sand will not get wet. Dump it 
in a glass of water, remove it with a spoon, 
and it will emerge completely dry! This sand 
is actually the closest thing to the sand on 
Mars! Assorted colours. 54 g.

259002 $ 4.50

manipulatives

Suddenly Fish Eggs
Add water, and watch the colourful eggs grow 
to the size of small marbles.

239402 $ 7.95
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Visual
Perception
Discerning between shapes, sizes, and colours, 
sorting and eye-hand coordination are the 
cornerstones for reading, writing, math, and host 
of other skills. Develop a strong foundation with 
these products that are both fun and educational. 
Great for group or individual activities, these 
items can be used in a variety of settings such as 
home, school, or community programs. Seeing is 
believing when progress happens!
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Sensory Mood Cube
This ultra-strong, portable and rechargeable 
plastic cube illuminates with multicolour 
LED lights. Can be placed around the room 
or used in a sensory den, providing a mood 
inducing light. Choose one of 16 different 
colours or set to fade smoothly through 
the entire spectrum of shades from a 
cool ultra-violet to a warm red. Makes an 
excellent seat. Remote control included.                     
Maximum load: 80 kg. 40 cm³. 

2838000 $189.95 

RGB Light Panel
This light letter size board is great for 
viewing transparent and translucent objects, 
for drawing, as well as for use in science 
investigations. The light can be adjusted, 12 
colours available, by simply turning the dial. 
Ideal for assessment purposes, the light 
panel also has a 30 second voice recording 
function so that children can verbally record 
their observations without having to write 
them down. 48 x 38.5 x 3 cm

3034000 $199.95 

Light Pad
Ultra-slim LED light pad (2 cm profile) with 
a hardwood beech frame provides a bright, 
consistent and evenly-lit surface that is 
perfect for light and colour exploration, 
science activities, tracing, stenciling 
and more. Illuminated center features 
thousands of individual energy-efficient 
LEDs. Guaranteed to last up to 30,000 hours. 
AC power adapter plugs into a wall outlet.          
41 x 30 cm. 2.2 kg. 

257100 $179.95 

Magnetic White Board
Multi-purpose white write-on, wipe-off board 
is ideal for all activites and communication. 
Safe rounded corners. 33 x 24 cm. Pk of 1.

3100100 $6.95 

Magico - Eye Spies
Encourages imitative and imaginary play. 
Promotes fantasy story telling, role playing, 
and creativity. Introduces logic, matching, 
spatial relationships, critical thinking, and an 
understanding of cause and effect. Pk of 2. 
Ages 3 +

1739 $8.95 

Wheel-O’s
A fun way to develop eye-hand coordination, 
motor planning and visual tracking skills. 
Ages 3 +

1210 $7.95 
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Colour Paddles
Ideal for use on a light box to make colour 
recognition interesting and exciting. Paddles 
have a hole in the handle so they can be 
strung together. Made in clear acrylic in 6 
colours. 15 cm.

2835000 $7.95 

Rainbow Letters & Numbers
Ideal for use on a light box to make letter and 
number recognition interesting and exciting. 
Pieces come with a hole at the top balance 
point so they can be strung up or pinned to a 
notice board. Made in colourful clear acrylic. 
7 cm.

2834100
26 letters

$24.95

2834200
12 numbers from 0 to 9    
(+ additional 0 ans 1)

$14.95 

Alphabet & Numbers Trace
Perfect for use in everyday play, in the sand 
pit, on the floor, on a light panel and even in 
water. Made from translucent silicon a very 
strong, stable and inherently safe material, 
dishwasher safe. 12 cm.

2836100
Alphabet - Pink 26 pcs

$26.95 

2837100
Numbers - Yellow 10 pcs

$12.95 
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Visual Perception

Tobbles
Six spheres nest inside each other, each 
a different weight, allowing for endless 
configurations. Flip the spheres upside down 
and build it all over again. Spin the pieces 
round and round, stack by size, weight or 
colour. Ages 6 months +

211800 $35.95 

Don’t Rock the Croc
Are you ready for the challenge of this 
swinging crocodile? Roll the die and remove 
a piece of colour indicated! Easy ? Yes, if you 
do not drop all the other pieces! Play time 10 
min. Multilingual. Ages 3 +

3333000 $14.95 

Pick a Brick
In turn, remove a brick wall, but choose 
wisely. A bad choice and the wall collapses 
and the chicken flies! 2 to 4 players. 
Multilingual. Ages 4 +

3334000 $24.95 

manipulatives

Rainbow Blocks
Smooth, hardwood frames with primary 
coloured acrylic windows.

254201
10 pcs

$29.95 

254202
30 pcs

$79.95 

Mirror Blocks
Set of 10 mirror blocks features hardwood 
frames with soft, rounded corners and Mylar 
mirrored double-faced interiors.

254600 $39.95 

Shimmering Water Blocks
Eight blocks per package: 4 rectangle and 4 
half moon shapes. Features acrylic windows 
with coloured liquid.

254400 $41.95 

Sand Blocks
Smooth hardwood frames with coloured 
sand. Eight blocks per package: 4 rectangle 
and 4 half moon shapes.

254500 $39.95 

Crystal Bead Blocks
Eight blocks per package: 4 rectangle and 4 
half moon shapes. Features acrylic windows 
with coloured beads. 

254300 $39.95

An adventure in colour, light and sound! Indulge your child’s 
appetite for exploration by combining blocks to form new colours 
and sounds, or stack the blocks in a different order each time to 
form new exciting shapes. Ages 2 +

Interlox 
No hardware or tools necessary; simply 
clip the edges together to create an 
unlimited array of constructions: buildings, 
people, robots, animals and more. Explore 
symmetry versus asymmetry, discover 
colour combinations, and strengthen design, 
structure, and balance skills. Translucent 
plastic panels feature inset shape details in 
five beautiful colours. 96 pcs. Ages 2 +

257000 $23.95 
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Fruits Tower
Entertaining wooden game focusing on 
associations and building motor skills. The 
child uses the information on the coloured 
fruit die to complete their board and place it 
on the other player’s board. Caution: don’t let 
the tower fall! 60 pcs. Ages 3 +

1261 $41.95 

Pallina
Be careful when pulling out these sticks! 
With Pallina you need a very sensitive 
touch and thoughtful strategy. Excitement 
and challenge awaits young players! 2 to 4 
players. Ages 3 +

1721 $37.95 

Totem Zen
Stay zen! Your challenge is to observe your 
card, grab your clip to choose the necessary 
beads and delicately build your totem 
without falling. Patience, agility, observation, 
attention to details and concentration are 
assets to get there! Play time 15 min. 2 to 4 
players. Ages 6 +

3313000 $44.95 

Suspend
Try this hanging balance game and you’ll be 
hooked! Suspend comes with 24 notched, 
rubber-tipped, and all different wire pieces 
to hang from a tabletop stand. Sounds easy? 
Try adding another piece! Each time a bar 
is added, the balance shifts and difficulty 
increases. Can you add all your game pieces 
without making it fall? 1 to 4 players. Ages 8 +

3103000 $19.95 

Junior Geostix
Can you reproduce the drawings of 60 
challenges (30 double-sided cards included) 
using the 200 flexible plastic sticks of this 
set? Observe! There are 10 different length 
flexible sticks that snap together! Ages 3 +

3221000 $24.95

Cube Riddle
Challenge the cube and manage one of 
the 200 available challenges. Fold, stretch, 
rotate the branches of the cube to reproduce 
the figure shown on the map. Play with 
friends and finish first to win the card. To be 
the champion, win 5 cards! 1 to 4 players.       
Ages 8 +

3342000 $26.95 

Rainbow Peg Play Activity Set
Practice colours, numbers, shapes and eye-
hand coordination with 30 Rainbow Stacking 
Pegs, double sided peg mat and 2 laces. 
Oversized hexagon-shaped pegs in 6 colours 
are easy to grasp. Ages 2 +

0774 $22.95 

Skeletal Geo Set
Are you ready to face the 40 challenges (20 
double-sided cards) of this set? 80 sticks in 
4 sizes and colours, 40 connection balls and 
24 1/4 circles sticks is all you will have to 
succeed! Good work. Includes a storage box. 
Ages 5 +

3222000 $20.95 
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Visual Perception

Magnetic Pattern Block Kit
Designed for hours of play and ideal for 
travel, this wooden magnetic board includes 
120 colourful geometric magnets. Younger 
children will enjoy using the shapes to 
replicate the 12 geometric pictures included, 
while older children will enjoy creating 
mosaic patterns and pictures directly on 
the magnetic board. Carry case included.             
37 x 30 cm. Ages 3 +

0645 $24.95 

Picture Perfect
Encourages colour identification, matching, 
eye-hand coordination and patterning skills. 
Includes 128 tiles in 6 colours, a 23 x 25 cm 
clear plastic grid to hold tiles in place, 8 
double-sided pattern cards and activity guide. 
Ages 4 +

0694 $28.95 

Imaginets
Boost fine motor and visual thinking skills 
with these brightly-coloured wooden 
magnetic blocks and 50 full-colour design 
challenges. The magnetic board surface also 
doubles as a dry-erase board, so children can 
decorate a backdrop for their creations. The 
sturdy wood carrying case features durable 
hinges and rope handles. Ages 3 +

211900 $46.95 

Pattern Blocks and Boards
Matching and mosaic fun. 120 brightly 
coloured, wooden geometric shapes to match 
10 designs on 5 reversible boards or design 
your own. Children will enjoy developing 
matching and fine motor skills. 125 pcs.         
33 x 22 cm. Ages 3 +

0608 $23.95 

manipulatives

Tactiloto
A game to teach how to recognize shapes 
by touch. Includes 24 wooden shapes, 24 
cardboards to match and 1 cloth bag. 1 to 6 
players. Ages 2 +

1050 $48.95 

Owl Trio
Magnetic game to work on shapes and 
colours. The child reconstructs 3 owls 
following his imagination or from 6 models. 
Includes 30 wooden pieces (6 heads of 
6 different colors, 12 eyes, six wings, six 
bodies). 35 x 23 x 6 cm. Ages 3 +

2939000 $76.95 

Sort and Match
Sort and Match is the perfect way to teach 
colour and shape-matching, sorting, 
sequencing and pattern-recognition in a 
fun, game-like setting. Magnetic pieces 
with embedded magnets attach to the self-
propping board to help guide the parts into 
place. Includes 6 double-sided pattern cards 
and 43 pieces. 36 x 23 x 6 cm. Ages 3 +

256100 $48.95

Rainbow Pebbles
For categorization, enumeration or pleasure, 
this set includes 36 pebbles in 6 sizes and 
6 colours, and 20 activity cards in a sturdy 
plastic container. Ages 5 +

3220000 $25.95 
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Maxilotto Colours
This lotto game introduces children to colours 
(3 primary and 3 complementary), through 
observation and play. The counters are cut in 
the shape of the photographed objects and 
are placed on the single-colour game boards 
or on the black and white boards. Includes 12 
cardboard games boards, 36 rigid cardboard 
counters with colour photos and 1 teacher’s 
leaflet. 2 to 6 players. Ages 2 + 

1348 $61.95 

Piolino
A board game developing observation, 
reflection and logic skills around 3 criterias: 
shape, colour and size. Parts easy to 
manipulate for children presenting fine motor 
difficulties. 2 to 4 players. Ages 3 +

2649000 $32.95 

Magnetic Foam Objects
These 5 cm tall magnets show full colour 
pictures of a variety of objects from A to Z. 
Great for phonemic use. Includes at least 2 
objects for each initial letter sound. 60 pcs. 
Ages 3 +

1501 $28.95 

Rolling 4 Fun
Have a small ball roll along the tracks with 
four different routes to create more fun and 
challenge. Four completely different ways of 
playing and functions offer finger and arm 
exercise to enhance children’s motor skills. 
Two balls included. Ages 3 +

3025100 $49.95 

3D Feel & Find
Twenty wooden shapes with matching, 
textured tiles in a durable canvas bag. Deal 
out the tiles and children reach into the bag 
to feel and find the corresponding wooden 
shape. Includes geometric and object shapes. 
Pieces can also be used as 20 mini whole-
object puzzles! Safe non-toxic paint. Ages 3 +

255800 $35.95

Rookie

Ages 6 +

251600 $27.95 

Original

Ages 8 +

251500 $29.95 

Perplexus
The challenge of this three-
dimensional maze game is 
to maneuver a small marble 
around challenging barriers 
by shifting, flipping and 
twisting the transparent 
sphere. Players can race each 
other or the clock. Great to 
exercise motor and dexterity 
skills, as well as improve eye-
hand coordination.
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Visual Perception

Magnetic Marble Mazes

Use the magnetic wand to move the beads through a wooden maze covered by a solid plastic sheet. These bright and 
colourful magnetic mazes are great for developing eye-hand coordination and visual motor skills. Ages 2 +

Numbers
One for the goose and ten for the goat...in the 
Magnetic Wand Number Maze, the animals 
are counting on you! Fill each basket with 
the correct number of red “apples” by sliding 
the attached magnetic wand over the acrylic 
cover. Then move the apples to different 
areas of the maze game to add, subtract, and 
make child’s play out of math! The magnetic 
wand is attached so it won’t get lost; all other 
pieces are enclosed inside the maze beneath 
the sturdy cover. Great for travel! 30 x 23 cm.

0625 $20.95 

Zoo’m
Double the fun. Two magnetic wands let 
friends race marbles around this maze 
together. Fine Motor Skills: promotes 
dexterity, hand/eye coordination, and 
manipulation. Problem Solving: introduces 
logic, matching, spatial relationships, critical 
thinking, and an understanding of cause and 
effect. 2 players. 39 x 34 cm.

0288-7 $46.95 

Choo Choo Train
All aboard! A magnetic wand tracks 
marbles through this hand-held maze. Fine 
Motor Skills: promotes dexterity, hand/eye 
coordination, and manipulation. Problem 
Solving: introduces logic, matching, 
spatial relationships, critical thinking, 
and an understanding of cause and effect.               
19 x 15 cm.

0288-1 $15.95 

Bugs
These charming creatures have lost their 
marbles! We must help them. Using the 
magnetic wand, bring each ball to the insect 
of the same color. 30 x 30 cm.

3199100 $29.95 

Space
This tortuous maze allows the child to 
develop his abilities to solve problems and 
build fine motor skills. Simply direct the 
coloured balls with the magnetic wand to 
group them at the arrival point. Use the 
handles to change the path. 30 x 30 cm. 

3199200 $34.95 

manipulatives

Amaze
A maze that changes every time you play! 
Players must navigate this maze game 
using the attached stylus, pushing open 
movable gateways while avoiding traps and 
dead ends! With 16 unique challenges and 
no pieces to lose. Ages 8 +

3591100 $16.95 

Puppy
Help Pepe find his way along the path! Move 
the colourful balls until they are all collected 
together. A great travel toy! Once you’ve 
mastered the maze, try timing yourself 
to see how fast you can solve the puzzle!                   
40 x 28 x 31 cm.

3617100 $29.95 
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Jumbo Wooden Knobs Puzzles

Extra thick wooden puzzles have jumbo wooden knobs for easy grasping. Full colour, 
matching pictures appear underneath each piece. Encourages eye-hand, fine motor and visual 
perceptual skills. Ages 1 +

Large Shapes

39 x 30 cm

0640 $22.95 

First Shapes

30 x 30 cm

0618 $12.95 

Construction Site

31 x 31 cm

2040 $10.95

Wooden Sound Puzzles

Place the puzzle pieces accurately and the sound will play. 30 x 23 cm. Ages 2 +

Vehicles

0440 $16.95 

Musical Instruments

0446 $16.95 

Animals

0441 $16.95 

House

3330100 $15.95 

Fire Station

3330200 $15.95 

puzzles
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Visual Perception

Floor Puzzles
These extra thick colourful floor puzzles are 
durable and easy to clean. Comes in a sturdy 
box. 24 pieces - 91 x 61 cm.

1172 $ 14.95

Giant Puzzle - Marmoset & 
friends
Have you ever seen a giraffe on the back of 
a hippopotamus? Or a toucan on the head of 
a marmoset which itself is on the back of a 
lion? Reconstitute this giant puzzle and you’ll 
laugh seeing all these animals bunk. Height 
130 cm. Contains 6 puzzles. Ages 2 +

3235100 $ 19.95

Dress-Up Puzzle - Wooden 
Bear Family
This wooden set contains 45 mix and match 
pieces to assemble Mama, Papa and Baby 
Bear. It is fun to change their expressions 
and clothing to express their mood. The 
wooden box has compartments for easy 
storage and the box lid conveniently serves 
as a puzzle board. Great for story telling fun.                     
30 x 15 x 5 cm. Ages 3 +

0649 $ 18.95

Primo puzzle
Exercise your patience with these puzzles 
made of large pieces, so it’s easier to handle. 
In the box, find 3 puzzles of increasing 
difficulty: a friendly squirrel (9 pieces), a 
colourful owl (12 pieces) and an endearing 
bear (16 pieces).

3234000  $ 14.95

Puzzle duo - I count
Climb aboard this train to the country of 
numbers! Each animal has a car. To find it, 
count the animals and make the association. 
Have a nice trip ! 20 pcs. Ages 3 +

3228000 $ 11.95

Puzzle
Dive into the Ravensburger universe! Each 
puzzle is an opportunity to take up a challenge 
and live adventures with brightly illustrated 
friendly characters.

3171200
A On the Road & In the Air 
3 x 49 pcs - Ages 5 +

$13.95

3172200
C Space 
35 pcs - Ages 4 +

 $13.95

3174200
D Endearing Critters 
24 pcs - Ages 3 +

$19.95 

puzzles 

Round Puzzle - Fire Chief
2 games in 1. A 208 piece puzzle with amazing 
details, in an attractive round shaped gift box 
with handle and an observation game. Once 
the puzzle is assembled, the child needs to 
find the 51 pictures that are shown around the 
box in the completed picture. Comes with a 
colour poster. Ø 50 cm. Ages 6 +

3053100  $ 29.95
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Happy Cube
This foam puzzle offers a challenge to make 
a cube in 3 dimensions using a few pieces. 
Once successful, will you be able to return 
the parts to the initial position?

3203101
Little Genius - Ages 3 +

 $ 2  .95

3203102
Happy Cube - Ages 5 +

 $ 2.95 

3203103
Profi Cube - Ages 7 +

 $ 2.95 

3203104
Marble Cube - Ages 9 +

 $ 2.95 

Bodymagnet
Learn all about the human body while having 
fun! This activity set contains a magnetic 
board to place the body part on and a pointer 
stick. Each card is labeled in nine different 
languages allowing almost anyone to use 
the cards and to learn new words in new 
languages! Includes 18 body part cards, 76 
magnets and 1 pointer stick. Ages 7 +

3035100  $ 44.95

Orbo Snap & Match Puzzle
An achievable brain puzzle that is fun and 
encourages development of dexterity and 
problem solving skills. Solve it by matching 
the coloured balls and pentagon. Push the 
ball through the hole and shift it until it 
snaps into the corresponding empty spot. 
Ø 7 cm.

257500 $ 10.95

Ivan’s Hinge
Ivan’s Hinge is a beautifully designed, 
geometrically- shaped, mechanical puzzle toy. 
It comes with 56 challenge cards, each with a 
geometric image for the user to reproduce.

2642000 $ 17.95

Tricky Fingers
Match colour patterns by moving the balls with 
your fingers. 2 puzzle boxes, 14 pattern cards. 
Ages 3 +

1714 $ 18.95

Q-Bitz
Players puzzle over how to recreate the 
patterns on the game cards using their set 
of 16 cubes. Each round is a race - the first 
player to correctly piece the pattern together 
claims the round and the card. Collect the 
most cards and you win! Includes 120 cards, 4 
wooden trays, and sets of 16 cubes. Play time 
30 min. 2 to 4 players. Ages 8 +

211600  $ 29.95

Back 2 Back
Fill the grid on both sides at the same time! 
However, each of the 12 puzzle pieces has 2 
protruding parts that stick through the holes 
of the grid, making it impossible to place a 
piece there on the flip side. 60 challenges 
await you. Ages 6 +

2868100 $ 20.95

Colour Code
Logical game of shape completion with 18 
transparent tiles, in 9 bright colors. On an 
angled base, correctly superimpose and 
position up to 5 different tiles, each bearing 
a coloured shape, to reproduce a design. 
Will enhance visual discrimination and 
logical thinking skills, while helping players 
master special relations to successfully 
complete each design. Ages 5 +

2866100  $ 29.95

IQ Twist
Twist your brain with this logic game! Give 
your brain a spin in the right direction and 
put all the twisted playing pieces on the 
game board. 100 challenges. Ages 6 +

2869200 $ 14.95

games
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Penguins Pool Party
Place the penguins on the compact game 
board, as shown in the challenge, and place 
the pieces with ice around them. A simple 
and clear concept, with only 4 puzzle pieces 
and 60 brain-freezing challenges! Ages 6 +

3477000 $ 19.95

Ghost Hunters
Discover Ghost Hunters and shine your 
flashlight on the ghost! Can you light up all 
ghosts by placing all the pieces correctly 
on the compact board, in 60 new hair-rising 
challenges? Ages 6 +

3478000  $ 21.95

Go Go Gelato
Someone reveals a challenge card, then 
everyone races to maneuver the right scoops 
into the right cones — all without dropping 
the scoops or touching them by hand. No one 
will want to eat that! Fulfill the order first, 
and you claim the challenge card. Whoever 
collects five challenge cards first wins! 
Playing time 15 min. 2 to 4 players. Ages 6 +

3640000 $ 28.95

Visual Perception

Rings Up!
Speed, dexterity and observation meet in this 
fun game. Put 2 rings of each color randomly 
on your fingers excluding the thumb. Turn a 
card and drag the right rings in the correct 
order on your thumb ... The first one who 
finishes wins the round! Play time 10 min.      
2 to 6 players. Bilingual. Ages 5 +

3316000 $ 19.95

Junior Camelot
This ultimate logic game is epic! Help the 
valiant knight to find his way to the princess. 
Choose among 48 challenges presented in 
a booklet. The level of difficulty increases 
as you go along. Solutions are provided.         
Ages 4 to 9.

3097100 $ 39.95

games

Say Cheese
Bright and colourful game. Arrange the 
blocks of cheese to match one of the 50 
challenge cards, ensuring that all of the 
mouse tails are facing upwards. Encourages 
logic and problem solving skills. Bilingual.      
Ages 8 +

2942000 $ 19.95

Les trois petits cochons
Available in French only. Will you place the 
three little pigs houses so that they can play 
outside? If the big bad wolf is around will you 
help them? This adorable logic game features 
chunky pieces to manipulate, one book, 48 
challenges of increasing difficulty (24 with the 
wolf and 24 without). Ages 3 +

3030100 $ 39.95

Little Red Riding Hood
Help Little Red Riding Hood find the right 
path to her grandma. But beware, the wolf 
will get there faster! This simple logic game 
features 24 challenges without the wolf, 24 
challenges with the wolf and a lovely picture 
book with the original story. Ages 3 +

3476000 $ 36.95

Dr Eureka
It’s crazy in the lab! Dr Eureka needs help 
to realize his experiences. Transfer your 
molecules faster than your competition to 
prove you’re the smartest scientist in the 
lab. Includes 12 tubes, 24 balls and 54 cards. 
Playing time 15 min. 2 to 4 players. Ages 6 +

3474000 $ 28.95
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Flipolo
Arrange your animal tiles as fast as you can! 
No time to think! No time to waste! Speed is 
of the essence! 12 animal tiles and one game 
board. Sounds simple? You’ll be surprised! 
All tiles are double sided! You must flip and 
switch then switch and flip until all tiles are 
in place.  Challenge yourself! Playing time 10 
min. 2 to 4 players. Ages 5 +

3632100 $ 24.95
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À la bouffe
Become a little monster with a big appetite 
and go! Place 3 cards next to each other 
and desserts around. Roll the dice to get the 
dessert departure and follow the licorice 
that will lead you to the final dessert. Be the 
first to catch the dessert and win the map.             
Ages 5 +

3315000 $ 24.95

Daddy Cool
It’s bath time for our little bears! They 
are covered with paint but their igloo is 
beautifully decorated! A good family man, 
Daddy Cool accompanies them to the 
bathtub. Which bear will move faster on the 
glaciers and first reach the hot water bath? 
Playing time 20 min. 2 to 6 players. Bilingual.       
Ages 5 +

3009100  $ 17.95

Takamachi
Do you have good eyes? At the same time, 
players roll their dice. The fastest player to 
tell which colour or form is in majority has to 
turn the hourglass. The other players have 10 
seconds to find a better combination ... The 
winner removes a dice until the last! Ages 6 +

3335000 $ 12.95

Robot Face Race
Help our inventor find the perfect robot head 
to complete his work! To do this, trigger 
the mixer and keep your eyes on the game 
board to find the color combination of the 
head, eyes, nose and mouth. 2 to 4 players.              
Ages 4 +  

3343000 $ 26.95

Ready, Set, Woof!
Look at these beautiful puppies. They are 
all unique! None has the same combination 
of colour. Roll the dice. Be the first to find 
the puppy corresponding to the same 
combination and give him a bone. You 
win when you have given all your bones.                 
2 to 4 players. Multilingual. Ages 3 +

3340000  $ 26.95

Ghost Blitz
A white ghost, a green bottle, a blue book, 
a red armchair and a gray mice were 
photographed. For inexplicable reasons, the 
colours of these objects blend. See a photo 
and be the first to catch the object of the right 
colour or catch the one that has no feature 
represented ... 2 to 8 players. Play time 20-30 
min. Ages 8 +

3369000  $ 19.95

Bubbles
Every card shows four floating bubbles in 
different sizes and colours. Depending on 
your throw, the numbers on the dice will tell 
you which bubble is the largest, which is 
the smallest etc. Now, concentrate and be 
the fastest to identify the card that correctly 
matches the dice! How quickly can you figure 
it out and find the matching card? Includes: 4 
dice, 24 cards, 1 rule. Playing time 15 min. 2 
to 4 players. Ages 6 +

3647000 $ 20.95

Coral Reef
The double-sided board game is made up of 
giant puzzle pieces, which makes the game 
board different everytime you play. Draw a 
card and look for the matching animals on 
the puzzle. The fastest wins the card. Playing 
time 20 minutes. 2 to 4 players. Ages 4 +

3651000 $ 29.95
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Brownie Match
Here is a tasty game of memory and a 
surprising agility exercise. Rotate the needle 
and with a spatula, return the brownie which 
hides the same figure. Earn 5 brownies and 
win! 2 to 4 players. Ages 3 +

3341000 $ 26.95

Honeycombs
The game of Honeycombs comes with 
52 hexagon shaped tiles. Each tile 
has 6 symbols on it and no 2 tiles are 
the same. Honeycombs has 3 distinct 
ways to play, each varying in speed and 
competitiveness. Choose the one that’s 
right for you! Play time 15-30 min. 1 to 8 
players. Ages 7 +

3646000 $ 24.95

Fox’s Party
Fox’s Party is a fast playing push your 
luck and memory game. Each player 
starts with a deck of twelve cards, each 
depicting one of seven animals. Since 
the cards are face down you don’t know 
which animals you have, at least not at 
first. Playing time 10 min. 2 to 5 players. 
Ages 6 +

3643000  $ 16.50

Visual Perception

Smiley Games
In the practical tin box of Smiley Games there 
are 48 cards and 2 wooden FSC dice, with 
which you can play 5 different easy to learn 
games.There’s something for everyone’s 
liking; some games stimulate memory, 
reflexes and visual perception, while others 
require tactics, strategy and concentration.
Ages 5 +

3481000 $ 14.95

The Eyez
The Eyez look alike. This memory and speed 
game is an incomparable challenge! With one 
hand, take a look at a piece and search for 
its twin. Includes 48 pieces, 1 metal carrying 
case and game rules.

3472000 $ 19.95

Sardines
Distribute 5 cards to each player. It is 
forbidden to watch. Choose a card “tin of 
sardines”. Look at it and return it. Afterwards, 
look at your cards and if you recognize a 
sardine wearing the same clothes as one in 
the box, you get the card. Ages 5 +

3311000 $ 16.95

games

The Little Firefighters
In this co-operative game, you’ll work 
together to help the firefighters reach the 
house before the fire does. If you succeed, the 
victory is shared and the fun is multiplied! A 
delightful co-operative game! 1 to 6 players. 
Playing time 15 minutes. Bilingual. Ages 4 +

2997100 $ 24.95

Gobblet Gobblers
This game combines strategy, memory and ... 
tic tac toe! To win, you must align 3 Gobblers. 
But, your opponent can swallow one by one 
bigger! Remember that if you move one, 
there may be a smaller below. 2 players. Play 
time 10 min. Bilingual. Ages 5 +

3317000  $ 21.95

Smart cookies
This game includes 64 intellectual challenges 
that will feed your intellect. While using clues 
the player will advance through more complex 
levels and improve reasoning capacities and 
verbal skills. 64 problems. Bilingual. Ages 6 +

3010100 $ 24.95
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Family Scavenger Hunt Card 
Game
Everyone wants to play this game of 
observation and exploration. Be the first to 
find in your environment all the items shown 
on your cards. In the house or outside, this 
exciting game will keep you spellbound. 2 
players + Ages 6 + Available in French only. 

3329000  $ 8.95

Family Charades Card Game
A small game of riddles - what a great 
idea! Everything you need is in this box. 325 
mime games on 65 cards that will make 
you gesticulate, laugh, and have a good 
time! Be imaginative, creative and have fun!                   
2 players + Ages 8 + Available in French only. 

3328000 $ 8.95

Funny Faces
For once, making funny faces is allowed! 
Observe the cards from the opposite team, 
memorize them and let’s see your talents and 
mastery of the art of reproducing the face to 
your teammates to win these cards. 72 cards. 
Ages 6 +

3312000  $ 19.95

Bellz
Your challenge is to take 10 bells of the same 
colour with the magnetic pole. Do not be 
greedy! If you catch a bell of another colour, 
you have to start again. Playing time 10 min.   
2 to 4 players. Ages 6 +

3473000 $ 21.95

Premières énigmes -   
Enigma
Stack the cards from the side clues. A player 
looks at the answer while others try to guess 
the animal with the images. One can also 
decide to cover the clues and uncover one 
after another. A good answer wins a card! 
42 cards. Play time 15 min. 1 to 6 players.      
Ages 3 + Available in French only. 

3318100
Animals

$ 16.95

3318200
Objects

$ 16.95 
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Time's Up - Children
Pick 20 cards and turn the hourglass. With 
words, your partner has to guess the picture. 
Then act out these cards to win! Describe an 
object in precise words without being able 
to name it is a great challenge. Includes 1 
hourglass and 220 cards. Ages 4 +

3314000 $ 33.95

Last Mouse Lost
A fun portable strategy game! Players take 
turns pressing down any number of mice they 
wish in a single row. The player who presses 
down the last mouse loses the round. 2 
players. Bilingual. Ages 6 +

3004000 $ 7.95

Go bong
Exercise your mind by playing Go Bong! Try 
a solitary games or take on an opponent 
face to face. You can also create your own 
game! What sensory pleasure to squeeze 
the bubbles! Play time 10 min. 1 to 2 players. 
Ages 5 +

3196000 $ 9.95

Monkey Beach
Fumble the treasures hidden in the fabric 
island and let them out through the 
opening of the beach, waterfall or jungle. 
Quickly collect your treasures before the 
eruption of the volcano. Introduction to 
tactile and visual recognition of forms and 
vocabulary acquisition. Included: 1 cloth 
island, 12 plastic treasure chests, 24 paper 
treasures and instructions. Duration 15 min.                           
2 to 4 players. Ages 3 +

3630000 $ 22.95
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Bubble Mirror
Use vertically or as a horizontal discovery 
center. Place low to the floor for crawlers 
or higher for the 2 to 6 old. 81 x 28 cm. 
Hardware not included.

1165-1
3 bubbles 81 x 28 cm

 $ 94.95

1165-2
6 bubbles 162 x 28 cm

 $ 169.95 

1558-2
9 bubbles 82 x 82 cm

 $ 184.95 

Mirror
Attach any of our regular mirrors with our 
injection molded polyethylene mirror corners 
and side safes. Simplifies installation and 
holds mirrors flat against surface. Hardware 
not included.

1164-1
61 x 61 cm

 $ 69.95

1164-2
61 x 122 cm

 $ 124.95 

1164-3
30 x 122 cm

 $ 69.95 

1164-4
77 x 77 cm

 $ 104.95 

1164-5
61 x 92 cm

 $ 104.95 

Soft Frame Mirror
Exciting multi-duplication of images plus 
changes of shape and size. Focal point for 
visual perceptual experiences. 86 x 86 cm 
with 9 of the Ø 23 cm bubbles. Hardware not 
included.

1209-1
Convex Bubble Mirror

 $ 269.95

1209-2
Flat Mirror

 $ 184.95 

1209-3
Concave Bubble Mirror

 $ 274.95 

Lily the Ladybug
This mirror will fascinate children who will 
see six images of themselves relflected. 
Hardware not included. 58 x 58 cm. 

1557 $ 159.95

Looky-Looky
This unbreakable mirror is equipped with 
wheels to change the perspective of the 
reflection of your image or object. While 
rolling, it remains straight and helps you 
discover your small world. Each wheel 
provides visual or auditory stimulation. 
Watch the balls roll or colour mixing.                        
Pk of 1. Ages 0 to 2.

3470000 $ 26.95

Pony Mirrors
The reflection is intriguing! Discover the 
world with this set of five mirrors. The blue 
square mirror and the purple triangle mirror 
are flat (24 x 24 x 4 cm). Others are 15 x 15 x 
3 cm. The orange mirror is concave, the red 
one is convex and the yellow one is flat.

3226000  $ 41.95

Pentagon Mirror
Compact 31 cm high pentagon with five 
distinct 28 cm shatter-resistant mirror faces, 
unfolds into a kaleidoscopic theater of visual 
perception 152 x  20 x 30 cm. Dimension 
closed 48 x 47 x 30 cm. Ages 3 months +

1228-2 $ 184.95

Visual Perception
mirrors



Stay informed!
Follow us on Facebook to stay up to date on 

our special offers, latest news, to get interesting                      
information about child development and of course to 

participate to our contests. 

@fdmt
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Communication 
& Language Sequencing, categorizing, vocabulary 

building, phonics and stories are an 
integral part of developing expressive and 

receptive language. Our colourful and 
visually stimulating products will guide you 
through the beginning stages of language, 
support language acquisition and increase 
comprehension. Lots of themes and topics 

to choose from too!
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IDEO - Starter Kit
This portable magnetic pictogram kit will 
help your child follow the illustrated steps 
to successfully complete a task. By putting 
together a sequence or schedule for the day, 
your child will quickly become confident. 
The Starter Kit allows you to set up a routine 
especially in the morning and when your 
child returns home from daycare or school. 
Includes 70 magnetic pictograms, 1 double-
sided magnetic door hanger and 1 dry erase 
maker. Ages 3 +

227202
Français

$39.95 $ 

IDEO - Complexe Kit
This portable magnetic pictogram kit is a 
complete communication tool to facilitate 
your child’s daily life. You can create a large 
amount of sequences and social scenarios. 
This portable concept is perfect for home or 
outings. Includes 700 magnetic pictograms, 
1 double-sided magnetic door hanger, 1 
IDEOstatik and 1 portable kit including 1 dry 
erase marker. Ages 3 + 

227301
English

$164.95 $ 
2957200
French

$164.95 $

IDEO - Children’s Magnetic 
Reward System
This magnetic reward system will encourage 
your child to develop their autonomy on a 
daily basis. Small victories will quickly lead 
to great success! Includes 70 magnetic 
pictograms illustrating daily tasks or 
challenges, rewards and privileges, 1 
IDEOstatik and 1 dry erase marker. Ages 3 +

2721200
English

$29.95 $ 
2721100
French

$29.95 $ 

IDEOmodule Early Childhood
This portable magnetic pictogram kit is 
designed for toddlers learning in a daycare 
environment. Includes 455 magnetic 
pictograms, 1 IDEOstatik and 1 double-sided 
magnetic door hanger. Ages 2 to 5.

2956200
English

$119.95 $ 
2956100
French

$119.95 $ 

IDEOmodule School
This magnetic pictogram kit will become your 
reference tool to help your student during his 
academic journey. Perfect fo teachers, special 
educators and school staff. Includes 245 
magnetic pictograms, 1 magnetic support for 
work area, 1 Velcro strip and 1 dry erase marker. 
Ages 5 +

2718200
English

$79.95 $ 
2718100
French

$79.95 $ 

IDEO - Emotions in Motion
Emotions in Motion is a 2-sided swivel wheel 
that helps children manage emotions and 
quickly find a solution. 8 common emotions on 
the front and 12 winning solutions on the back. 
Ø 23 cm.

261901
English

$12.95 

261900
French

$12.95

IDEOmodule I am calm
This module of magnetic pictograms helps 
children to calm down and suggest effective 
solutions to achieve a calm state. This kit 
includes 70 magnetic pictograms (4 x 4 cm) and 
one front/back magnetic door hanger. Ages 3 +

261701
English

$39.95 $ 
261700
French

$39.95 $

IDEOmodule Perso
This magnetic pictogram kit is a customizable 
add-on to your IDEO set. Includes 70 white 
magnetic pictograms (without text or 
illustration) and 1 dry erase marker. Ages 3 +

3161100 $24.95  

IDEO - Accessories
All IDEO accessories are designed to help you 
plan and structure your sequences, routines or 
daily schedule. 

261100
IDEOstatik

$11.95 

261200
Portable kit

$16.95 

3531000
Magnetic support for 
working area

$9.95 

Complete collection and accessories available at fdmt.ca

IDEO - Round Table
With 8 sources of conflict on the front and 
8 solutions on the back, this wheel can 
empower children and help them develop 
their social skills, while allowing them to find 
a solution. Ideal for conflict management with 
friends, siblings or at school. Ø 23 cm.

3699200
English

$12..95 
3699100
French

$12.95 
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Tableau de motivation 
« astronaute »
Cet ensemble comprend une affiche laminée 
de 33 x 25 cm et 17 pictogrammes en 
plastique dont 7 étoiles, 8 défis d’habiletés 
sociales et 2 « Bravo! J’ai réussi ». Le tableau 
de motivation « Astronaute » est un support 
visuel qui motive l'enfant à faire des efforts 
pour acquérir une habileté sociale. La 
première case accueille le pictogramme du 
comportement à travailler. 2 ans + 

252700 $17.95  

Tableau de motivation  
« arc-en-ciel »
Cet ensemble comprend une affiche 
laminée de 33 x 25 cm et 17 pictogrammes 
en plastique dont 7 pièces d'or, 8 défis 
et 2 « Bravo! J'ai réussi! » Le tableau de 
motivation « Arc-en-ciel » est un support 
visuel qui motive l'enfant à faire des efforts 
afin d'acquérir une habileté favorisant son 
autonomie. La première case accueille le 
pictogramme du défi à réaliser. 2 ans + 

252800 $17.95  

Le volcan des émotions -  
Ma valise de solutions
Cet outil aide l’enfant à prendre conscience 
de ses émotions et propose des solutions 
pour éviter qu’explose le volcan. Comprend 
deux affiches laminées de 32 x 26 cm et une 
valise de solutions incluant 15 pictogrammes 
de 5 x 5 cm.

2026 $22.95  

Thermomètre  
Timidité/Peur - Fille
Cet ensemble de 2 thermomètres permettra 
à l’enfant de cibler l’intensité de sa timidité 
ou de sa peur. Présentés et expliqués, ils 
s’avéreront un excellent prétexte à l’échange, 
à la recherche de solutions et à la mise en 
place de mécanismes d’adaptation plus 
adéquats. 1$ sera versé à la fondation du 
CHU Ste-Justine pour chaque ensemble 
vendu. 11 x 28 cm.

3182100 $14.95  

Thermomètre  
Timidité/Peur - Garçon
Cet ensemble de 2 thermomètres permettra 
à l’enfant de cibler l’intensité de sa timidité 
ou de sa peur. Présentés et expliqués, ils 
s’avéreront un excellent prétexte à l’échange, 
à la recherche de solutions et à la mise en 
place de mécanismes d’adaptation plus 
adéquats. 1$ sera versé à la fondation du 
CHU Ste-Justine pour chaque ensemble 
vendu. 11 x 28 cm.

3182200 $14.95  

MILMO Boy
The attachment to this soft companion will 
increase the efficiency of the pictograms 
and increase the motivation. Dressing or 
undressing the doll will improve dexterity. 
38 cm.

2945000 $39.95 

Les pictogrammes - En route 
vers l’autonomie
Ce guide pédagogique illustré propose 
plusieurs modèles de scénarios sociaux, 
de tableaux de motivation et plus de 580 
pictogrammes mettant en vedette des filles 
et des garçons. Le tout sur un CD prêt à 
imprimer.

0993-2 $49.95  

Les pictogrammes -  
Parce qu’une image vaut mille mots

Ce guide pédagogique illustré vous aidera à construire un horaire, des séquences, des scénarios 
sociaux ou tout autre matériel didactique. Ce livre s’adresse aux parents et aux enseignants 
d’enfants atteints d’autisme, du syndrome d’Asperger, d’un déficit de l’attention ou de tout autre 
trouble nécessitant un support visuel à l’apprentissage. Comprend un CD de 420 pictogrammes à 
imprimer.

0993-1   $49.95    
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Affiche des émotions
Voici 27 émotions que vivent quotidiennement 
les enfants, qu’elles soient simples 
ou complexes, positives ou négatives.                 
30 x 91 cm. 4 à 10 ans. 

2755100 $9.95 

Affiche des solutions  
aux conflits
Voici 21 comportements et des 
solutions créatives permettant de 
résoudre harmonieusement les conflits 
interpersonnels chez les enfants au 
quotidien. 30 x 91 cm. 4 à 10 ans.

2848000 $9.95

Affiche des bons amis
Voici 24 comportements qui favorisent le 
développement d’habiletés sociales et qui 
aident l’enfant à créer et à maintenir des 
relations harmonieuses avec les autres, 
favorisant du même coup son bien-être et 
son épanouissement personnel. 30 x 91 cm. 
6 à 12 ans.

2849000 $9.95 

Affiche du respect
Voici 8 comportements empreints de respect, 
une description et des exemples de situations 
quotidiennes permettant à l’enfant de mieux 
comprendre et de mettre en pratique les 
gestes respectueux. 30 x 91 cm. 6 à 12 ans.

2813000 $9.95  

Affiche du retour au calme
Voici 21 stratégies éprouvées pour s’apaiser 
et retrouver son calme dans les situations 
qui génèrent du stress, de l’agitation ou de la 
colère. 30 x 91 cm. 4 à 10 ans. 

2755200 $9.95  

Affiche POP ton potentiel
Conçue pour sensibiliser les jeunes aux 
actions concrètes qu’ils peuvent poser 
quotidiennement pour accroître leur estime 
de soi et leur sentiment de fierté personnelle, 
l’affiche propose 27 stratégies motivantes et 
faciles à mettre en application, tant à l’école 
qu’à la maison. 30 x 91 cm. 8 ans +

2847000 $9.95  

Affiche des stratégies 
d’apprentissage
Affiche proposant des stratégies efficaces et 
imagées pour tous les types d’apprenants.  
20 stratégies stimulantes et faciles à mettre 
en application dans la vie académique.  
30 x 91 cm. 8 ans +

2846000 $9.95  

Affiche de la Non-violence
Les enfants sont appelés à reconnaître  
8 comportements à proscrire. Des actions 
positives sont ensuite proposées afin de 
créer des relations plus harmonieuses et 
constructives. 30 x 91 cm. 6 à 12 ans.

2812000 $9.95  

Affiche Zémotifs
La vie d’un ado est ponctuée de transitions 
et de bouleversements. Cette affiche vous 
propose 27 personnages très « Zexpressifs » 
qui pourront vous aider à reconnaître vos 
émotions et enrichir votre vocabulaire.  
30 x 91 cm. 12 ans +

3160100 $9.95  
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Rouge Jaune Vert  
Je maîtrise ma colère
Cette affiche sympathique est un outil efficace 
pour améliorer la gestion de la colère. À l’aide 
du symbole bien connu des feux de circulation, 
elle permet à l’enfant de 6 à 10 ans de préciser 
lui-même son «état émotionnel» et de 
déterminer les actions à poser afin de retrouver 
son calme. 30 x 91 cm. 6 ans +

2815000 $9.95  

Cartons des Zémotifs
La vie d’un ado est ponctuée de transitions 
et de bouleversements. C’est pourquoi ces 
27 cartons vous proposent une panoplie de 
personnages très « Zexpressifs » qui veulent 
vous aider à reconnaître vos émotions et 
enrichir votre vocabulaire. Plus encore, ils 
vous amèneront à comprendre vos pensées 
et vos réactions dans diverses situations de 
votre vie quotidienne. 10 x 10 cm. 12 ans +

3160200 $16.95  

Cartons du Retour au calme
Ces 27 cartons suggèrent des activités visant 
à outiller et à responsabiliser les enfants afin 
qu’ils puissent mieux gérer leurs émotions 
difficiles. 10 x 10 cm. 6 à 12 ans.

2640100 $16.95   

Jouons avec les émotions
Le jeu propose 27 cartes d’émotions 
différentes. Chaque carte présente une 
suggestion d’activité ou de jeu permettant 
aux enfants d’âge scolaire de mieux 
comprendre et reconnaître les émotions. 
10 x 10 cm. 4 à 12 ans.

2640000 $16.95

Cartons des  
sensations physiques
Voici 27 cartons illustrés proposant des 
explications simples et des activités 
amusantes permettant d’explorer, 
d’apprivoiser et de mieux comprendre les 
sensations physiques. 10 x 10 cm. 6 ans +

2982000 $16.95 

Cartons des stratégies 
d'adaptation
Un examen difficile, un conflit familial, 
etc. Les sources de stress sont présentes 
dans le quotidien des jeunes. Devant ces 
préoccupations de la vie quotidienne, 
ils réagissent en adoptant divers 
comportements visant à retrouver un certain 
équilibre. Ces comportements sont des 
stratégies d’adaptation. Inclut 27 cartons 
psychoéducatifs avec images et explications 
simples. 10 x 10 cm. 12 ans + 

3346000 $16.95  

Funny Families
This educational and entertaining card game is 
based on the popular ‘’Seven Families’’ game. 
Children challenge their memory and their 
sense of observation while enhancing their 
knowledge of emotions. Includes 49 character 
cards, 31 star cards and 10 cards to be 
illustrated. 2 to 4 players. Bilingual. Ages 5 +

250600 $14.95  

Memory Game Emotions
This educational and entertaining memory 
game allows children to learn to distinguish 
between different emotions by matching 
identical pairs of cards depicting emotions. 
The player with the most pairs wins! Players 2 + 
Bilingual. Ages 3 +

1442 $19.95  

My First Game - Emotions
This board game designed to introduce 
toddlers to the world of emotions. At this 
age, a child may have difficulty recognizing 
the range of emotions essential to their 
social development. They will discover joy, 
sorrow, anger and fear. 4 reversible boards, 
16 “emotions pads”. 2 to 4 players. Bilingual. 
Ages 2 +

3197000 $14.95  
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Émotivomètre
Cet ensemble de 4 affiches colorées et 
attrayantes guide l’enfant dans chacune des 
5 étapes de la gestion de la colère. Propose 
8 moyens efficaces pour se défouler de façon 
sécuritaire et s’exprimer par des messages 
d’affirmation constructifs. 33 x 48 cm. 3 ans +

2946000
Garçon - Phil

$21.95 

2946200
Fille - Léa

$21.95

Affiches – Dompter ma 
colère
Cet ensemble de 4 affiches colorées et 
attrayantes guide l’enfant dans chacune des 
étapes de la gestion de la colère.

2948000 $17.95 

Affiches – Les émotions
Ces 3 affiches d’émotions agréables et 
désagréables permettront de développer le 
vocabulaire des émotions pour apprendre à 
exprimer en mots ce qui est ressenti en plus 
d’apprendre à reconnaître les expressions 
faciales. 33 x 48 cm. 4 à 10 ans.

2949000 $11.95 

Tableau de défis
L’ensemble comprend un tableau de 
motivation et une fiche d’activité qui vous 
guidera dans l’élaboration d’un défi efficace 
et motivant. Cela permettra à l’enfant de 
réaliser les avantages naturels et les impacts 
positifs qu’apportera son changement 
comportemental sur sa relation avec ses 
proches. 3 ans +

2947000 $21.95 

Trousse de retour au calme
Dans cette trousse il y a tout un kit pour 
l’enfant qui n’arrive plus à contrôler ses 
émotions et qui a posé un geste inapproprié! 
Elle contient deux bons de colère à 
chiffonner, un livret d’émotions ainsi que des 
gestes de réparation qui lui permettront de 
se faire pardonner sa bévue. 3 ans +

3565100 $33.95  

• Format de 18,5 cm x 22,5 cm

• Couvert cartonné et laminé

• Reliure spirale

• 108 pages intérieures

• Coins détachables

Agenda de communication
Outil de travail indispensable pour 
l’éducateur ou l’éducatrice afin d’informer 
les parents sur la journée de leur enfant. Cet 
agenda est conçu pour les enfants de plus de 
18 mois.

3671100 $5.00

Coupons Privilèges
Pour agrémenter votre magasin général, un 
carnet de coupons privilèges à assembler 
soi-même. En plus d’être économique pour 
les parents ce système de récompenses plaît 
beaucoup aux enfants. En tout, 20 coupons 
privilèges dont 4 coupons vierges pour 
personnaliser votre carnet en ajoutant les 
privilèges de votre choix. 3 ans +

3567100 $20.95 

Cahier Conseil de famille
Un conseil de famille, c’est un moment où 
tous les membres de la famille gèrent leur 
vie quotidienne. On souligne ce qui va bien 
et on cherche des solutions à ce qui pose 
problème. Vous trouverez dans ce cahier 
une page règles et contrat, 50 pages ordre 
du jour, une page message clair et quelques 
pages de conseil “extraordinaire” pour les 
situations d’urgence. 6 ans +

3568100 $21.95  

Magasin Général
Une façon originale et ludique d’encourager 
les bons comportements à grands coups de 
renforcement positif. Inclus: une boîte pliable, 
36 blocs de bois dans un sac réutilisable, 2 
feuilles «comptes-bloc», et 1 affiche «les 
règles familiales» laminée et effaçable.          
3 ans +

3566100 $31.95 

Inspecteur Edgar
L’inspecteur Edgar est un outil sympathique qui encourage les 
enfants à accomplir leurs tâches autoru de la maison tout en se 
sentant complices et valorisés. 4 ans+

3569100 $14.95 
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Quelle émotion?!
Ce livre invite les enfants à deviner à l’aide 
de photographies et de phrases simples, 
les émotions et les sentiments : la joie, la 
surprise, la colère, l’amour… 27 photos 
complètent ce livre exceptionnel. 5 ans +

1360 $34.95 

Marion, Simon  
et leurs émotions
Ce jeu amène l’enfant à reconnaître les 
expressions faciales liées aux émotions et à 
démontrer sa compréhension de cause à effet 
en associant une émotion à un événement 
donné. 30 scènes illustrées, 2 tableaux 
d’émotions, 30 cartes-émotion et un corrigé.

2747000 $29.95 

MimocirQ 
Greatly inspired by the Cirque du Soleil’s 
imagery. To collect the most sets of three 
identical cards, you will need to make the 
facial expression or body position shown 
on the desired card. Playing time 20 min. 
Ages 4 +

3475000 $9.95 

MimiQ
Win cards from your opponents by “MimiQ-
ing” the faces on the playing cards. When 
you have 3 identical cards, you have a trump. 
When all the cards in the deck are used 
up, the player with the most trumps is the 
winner. Excellent to develop facial muscles. 
35 cards. Playing time 15 min. 2 to 6 players. 
Ages 4 +

2734000 $9.95 

Expression Games
Here’s a game that allows children 
to recognize, name, interpret and 
reproduce 6 facial expressions: smiling, 
laughter, sadness, anger, disgust 
and surprise. While enriching their 
vocabulary, they realize that the face 
is an essential element of expression 
and non-verbal communication. 1 to 6 
players. Multilingual. Ages 3 +

3201000 $49.95 

Why Connect
Help the picture tiles make friends with each 
other by finding out how they can connect. 
A game that draws on your ability to reason, 
categorize and identify relationships between 
objects. Put your thinking cap on and you have 
a reason to play! Contains: 90 picture tiles, 4 
wooden stands, 1 cloth bag and 1 score pad. 2 
to 4 players. Ages 6 to 12. 

3715000 $17.95 

Caterpilar Clutter
Catty the caterpillar has so many feet. Finding 
his shoes is a feat! Night or day, there is 
clutter in the way. In the kitchen, under the 
stairs, over the roof, Catty can’t find any pair. 
Help Catty find his shoes in a speedy game of 
memory either in bright light or in the dark. 
Includes 20 shoes, 20 scene cards, 1 wipe-
erasable scoring board and 1 wipe-erasable 
marker. 1 to 4 players. Ages 4 +

3710000 $12.95 

Pyjama Party
Marvin Moo, the cow, throws the best pajama 
parties! He’s invited his friends over and 
they’ve come dressed in a mixture of colours. 
There is cake, drinks, balloons, presents, 
stories to share and more. Players have fun 
matching colours and compete to be the first 
to find the right cow whose cap, slippers, 
pyjamas and shirt match the 2 dice colours. 
The player who grabs the maximum Moo 
tokens wins the game. 2 players + Ages 3 to 6.

3713000 $15.95 

Season Wise
Do you know in which season flowers 
bloom, birds lay eggs and when you play 
with snow? Grab the right prop and place 
it on the right board. A fast-paced game; 
great for kids to learn about different 
seasons. Contains 43 cards, 4 category 
boards and 4 felt ornaments. 2 to 4 players. 
Ages 3 to 6. 

3714000 $22.95 
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Jobs
Explore various jobs by examining their clothes 
and tools. An excellent opportunity to build 
vocabulary. 2 to 8 players. Ages 4 +
Game 1 includes: 45 cards - 5 to 9 families of 
illustrated cards that cover 9 professional fields. 
Game 2 includes: 50 Photo Cards - 10 families of 
5 cards on the significant tools of a profession. 

2938000 $39.95 

Portrait Games
Self correcting game offering a variety of 
activities involving the face: observation, 
language, decoding, sorting and connecting 
clues etc. 16 cardboard sheets shows 
pictograms that need to be decoded to 
reconstruct a portrait on one side. On the 
back, there is the complete portrait as 
reference for corrections. Divided in 3 sets of 
increasing difficulty. 48 illustrated cardboard 
strips make it possible to reconstruct faces. 1 
to 8 players. Ages 4 +

2937000 $53.95 

Food Game
Here is a complete set that promotes the 
discovery and classification of food . Three 
kinds of activities are offered: language game, 
sorting, or lotto game . Includes 35 photo 
boards, 5 reversible lotto boards, 5 illustrated 
round tokens, 25 photo cards and 1 educational 
booklet. Ages 3 +

3026100 $49.95 

Animal Maxiloto
This lotto game allows you to discover 24 
photographs of familiar animals and wildlife. 
Learn to recognize and name them. Observe 
visual cues, expand association logic, and 
discussion. Marvel at colors found in nature! 
Above all, have fun! Ages 2 +

3027100 $49.95  

Everyday Life Lotto
Lotto that reflects the world of young children. 
36 photos of highly familiar objects placed on 6 
game boards. Each board is based on a theme in 
the home: bathroom, food, the kitchen, clothing, 
toys and objects. Includes 6 game boards and 
36 cardboard object counters. 1 to 6 players. 
Ages 2 +

1349 $46.95

Opposites Lotto
A bingo game to help children describe 
objects precisely. 16 objects presented in two 
contrasting situations. Includes 8 activity cards, 
32 object cards and 1 teacher’s leaflet. 1 to 8 
players. Ages 3 +

1051 $49.95 

From Pictures to Words
Specially designed to create language situations 
in small groups, this teaching pack is organized 
into 5 successive steps building up from words 
to sentences. The comprehensive and varied 
material encourages a great many activities to 
promote communication: acquiring vocabulary, 
comparing, explaining choices, describing, etc. 
Includes 5 double-sided magnetic game boards, 
50 x 35 cm, 80 magnetic counters, 1 set of 22 
character cards, 1 teacher’s leaflet. Ages 3 +

1356 $89.95 

PhotoBox
Large format 21 x 15 cm everyday life 
items photo-cards. Promotes grouping and 
classification of objects. Ages 2 +

2647100
Household items - 50 photos

$46.95 
2647200
Clothing - 50 photoss

$46.95 
2647300
Seasons - 40 photos

$46.95 

Words in Photos
To enhance basic vocabulary and 
communicate with others: 3 series of 
photos illustrating 3 categories of words: 
prepositions (20), qualifying adjectives (36), 
action verbs (40). 96 photos: 15 x 12 cm.    
Ages 4 +

1053 $74.95 
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Photo Sequence Workshop 1
Workshop for 6 children. 13 series of 4 photos: 
birthday, bath, orange juice, slide, hairdresser, 
tricycle, construction game, bear, washing 
hands, Christmas tree, ice-cream and banana. 
Includes 52 cardboard photographs, 1 teacher’s 
leaflet. 21 x 15 cm. Ages 3 +

1354 $54.95 

Scenario - Chronological 
Sequences
Two packs of cards for making logical sequences 
offering two levels of difficulty and a variety of 
themes. Game 1: 7 sets of 5 cards to put into 
order. Game 2: 6 sets of 6 cards with one “odd 
one out” card. 1 to 4 players. Ages 4 +

1355 $39.95  

Coffret Symbolicone de base   
This set’s objective is to facilitate sound 
pronunciation at the beginning of a word, 
or of a specific sound, to develop basic 
vocabulary while stimulating simple 
sentences. Designed by a speech therapist, 
these books are for all children and those 
in need of signs or pictures to express 
themselves when speech is delayed. 
Ages 3 +

2967001
French

$138.95   
2967003
English

$138.95  

Coffret prononciation 
Symbolicone
L’objectif de ce coffret est de faciliter la 
prononciation des sons [ch,g,j,l,r] en début de 
mot et de développer le vocabulaire de base 
tout en stimulant les structures de phrases 
simples. Inclut 5 livres avec 24 pictogrammes 
magnétiques chacun, ainsi que leur pochette 
de rangement, 5 bandes magnétiques et des 
jeux bonis. 3 ans +

2967002 $138.95 

Les amis des sons
Afin de jouer avec les mots et leurs sonorités, 
ce jeu des sons propose des comptines à lire 
et à dire, des formulettes à prononcer et du 
matériel à manipuler. Cela développe l’écoute 
et la discrimation auditive fine. 3 ans +

2651000 $66.95  

Sound Situations Lotto
48 sounds matching the situations illustrated; 
garden, kitchen, street, square, forest and 
beach. The sequences are recorded twice: the 
first, scene by scene; the other in random order. 
Includes 1 audio CD, 6 scene cards, 60 counters 
and 1 teacher’s leaflet. 1 to 6 players. Ages 4 +

1058 $44.95  

First Lotto Sound Situations
A vividly illustrated game to enrich vocabulary 
and identify 30 sounds in everyday life 
situations: kitchen, dining room, bedroom, 
bathroom, street and park. Children will learn 
to observe and describe scenes, develop 
discrimination and auditory memory, and 
exchange with others. Includes 6 cardboards, 
30 counters, 1 CD and 1 educational booklet. 
Ages 2 +

3028100 $49.95   

Sound Lotto of Everyday 
Sounds
A listening game for identifying everyday 
sounds. 36 environmental sounds are recorded 
4 times in a different order to maintain the 
children’s interest. Includes 1 CD, 12 cardboards 
with a photo of the object, 40 counters and 1 
teacher’s leaflet. 1 to 6 players. Ages 2 +

1056 $44.95 
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La maison des actions
Des amis se cachent dans la maison. 
Ouvre les fenêtres et découvre les actions 
qu’ils sont en train de faire! Seras-tu 
capable de toutes les nommer? Les verbes 
d’action illustrés dans les quatre maisons 
correspondent à quatre niveaux de difficulté, 
ce qui permet de suivre l’évolution des 
enfants. Durée 5 min. 2 joueurs + 1 an +

3394000 $29.95  

Tic Tac Boum Junior
Each player, in turn, must find a word that 
fits with the illustration on the card and pass 
on the ticking bomb before it explodes. For 
example, if the card shows a beach, good 
words would be sandcastles, shells or bucket 
and spades. Ages 5 +

0722 $29.95   

Tic Tac Boum
A card is drawn bearing 2 or more letters. In 
turns, players must shout out a word that 
contains the letters on the card and pass on the 
bomb before it goes off! Ages 12 +

0724 $29.95 

La pêche aux sons
Un intrus s’est glissé dans chaque famille de 
poissons! Dis les mots à haute voix et écoute 
bien les sons. Tu trouveras de cette façon 
les poissons qui ne sont pas à leur place et 
tu pourras les aider à retrouver leur famille. 
Attention! Ils voudront retourner dans l’eau! 
Ce jeu aide les enfants à développer, dans le 
plaisir, la conscience des syllabes et la rime. 
Durée 10 min. 2 à 4 joueurs. 4 1/2 ans +

3418000 $44.95   

Listening to Stories 1
8 short stories featuring Splash the Dog. 
Illustrated in one main picture and in 3 cards 
depicting isolated sounds. Each sequence is 
recorded twice in its entirety and twice in sound 
sequences. Includes 1 CD, 32 illustrated cards, 1 
teacher’s leaflet. 1 to 6 players. Ages 3 +

1055 $44.95  

Qui cherche quoi où?
À vos marques, prêts, cherchez! Pour savoir 
quel objet ou quel personnage chercher, pige 
une carte et écoute attentivement la question 
de papa ou maman. Tu peux aussi partir 
à la recherche des objets qui sont sur les 
cartes « Cherche partout ». Le jeu présenté 
sous forme de « cherche et trouve » permet 
d’apprendre les questions simples tout en 
s’amusant. Durée 10 min. 2 à 4 joueurs.  
1 1/2 ans +

3412000 $26.95  

Loto des petites phrases
Le chat, le chien, le lapin et la souris se sont 
réunis pour jouer avec toi! Sauras-tu dire 
ce qu’ils font? Tu dois associer les images 
identiques en plaçant les cartes aux bons 
endroits. Les enfants ont la possibilité de 
combiner quatre noms avec quatre verbes 
de plusieurs façons et ils apprennent à 
composer des phrases. Durée 5 min.  
2 joueurs. 1 1/2 ans +

3395000 $24.95  

Le casse-phrase
Les phrases ont perdu leurs morceaux! 
Reconstruis-les une à la fois en faisant les 
casse-têtes. Une fois ta phrase complétée, 
trouve l’image correspondante. Durée 15 min. 
2 à 4 joueurs. 3 ans +

3396000 $29.95  

Destination consignes
La course des avions va commencer! Pour 
participer, tu dois faire tourner les aiguilles 
du tableau de bord. Attention, tu dois bien 
exécuter les directives pour faire avancer les 
avions pendant la course. Prêt au décollage? 
En combinant les phrases des différents 
cadrans, les enfants construisent eux-mêmes 
leurs consignes. Durée 15-30 min.  
2 à 4 joueurs. 3 ans +

3413000 $24.95  
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Le train des phrases
Es-tu prêt à aller à la prochaine gare? Pour 
y arriver, tu dois faire tourner les roues de ta 
locomotive et allonger tes phrases. Arriveras-
tu en premier? Les roulettes de lieux et de 
temps permettent aux enfants d’ajouter un 
complément aux phrases illustrées sur les 
cartes-images. Les phrases ainsi obtenues 
sont parfois réalistes, parfois farfelues. 
Durée 15-30 min. 2 à 4 joueurs. 3 ans +

3397000 $39.95  

Pourquoi les carottes  
ont-elles disparu?
Bizarre! Les carottes ont disparu du potager! 
Mais pourquoi? Transforme-toi en détective 
et rends-toi au potager pour trouver le 
coupable. Mais attention! Tu devras répondre 
à plusieurs questions en chemin. Les 
cartes questions-réponses illustrées leur 
permettent de valider eux-mêmes leurs 
réponses. Durée 15-30 min. 2 à 4 joueurs.  
3 ans +

3414000 $34.95  

Raisonne au parc
Promène-toi au parc et ouvre grand tes yeux 
et tes oreilles! Pourquoi la fille dans les jeux 
d’eau est-elle fâchée? Comment le garçon 
dans le carré de sable pourrait-il régler 
son problème? Réfléchis bien et tu pourras 
traverser toutes les zones du parc. Dépêche-
toi, tu dois arriver à la sortie en premier! Des 
questions sur des situations couramment 
vécues au parc sont utilisées pour les aider à 
développer la lecture « entre les lignes ». 
Durée 15-30 min. 2 à 4 joueurs. 4 ans + 

3417000 $39.95  

Qui va sauver la princesse?
Le dragon garde la princesse prisonnière 
au château. Qui de ses amis la sauvera 
en premier? À toi de deviner! Attention, tu 
devras les aider en répondant correctement 
à des questions! Les cartes questions-
réponses illustrées leur permettent de 
valider eux-mêmes leurs réponses.  
Durée 15-30 min. 2 à 4 joueurs. 3 1/2 ans +

3416000 $39.95  

Stationne tes voitures
Les voitures sont prêtes à démarrer! Mais 
elles ont besoin d’un apprenti conducteur 
comme toi pour les stationner aux bons 
endroits dans la ville. Écoute bien les 
consignes et tu pourras obtenir ton permis de 
conduire! Tu pourras également donner des 
consignes aux autres joueurs. Durée 15 min. 
2 à 3 joueurs. 3 ans +

3415000 $44.95

Le dé des premiers mots
Lance le dé au bout de tes bras! Alors, que 
vois-tu? Dis-le à papa ou à maman! Tu peux 
faire un son si c’est trop difficile. Les 60 
photographies qui peuvent être insérées 
dans les pochettes du dé correspondent aux 
premiers noms appris par les tout-petits.  
Durée 5 min. 2 à 6 joueurs. 6 mois +

3393000 $29.95  

Raconte-moi
Oh non! Les images des histoires sont toutes 
mélangées! Tu dois les replacer dans le 
bon ordre, dans ton livre. N’oublie pas de 
choisir l’image de ta page couverture! Après, 
raconte-moi ton histoire! Durée 15 min.  
2 joueurs. 3 1/2 ans +

3398000 $49.95 

Fais-moi une devinette
Tu peux devenir le champion des devinettes! 
Pige une carte, lance le bon dé et construis 
ta devinette. Surtout, ne dis pas ce que tu 
vois sur ta carte. Chut! Les cinq dés-indices 
permettent de décrire une grande diversité 
d’objets illustrés sur les cartes-images.  
Durée 15 min. 2 à 6 joueurs. 3 1/2 ans +

3399000 $34.95  

La tour des consignes
Prends un dé et amuse-toi à le lancer au 
bout de tes bras! Attention! Le dé t’indique 
une consigne à exécuter. Construis la tour 
un dé à la fois et, lorsqu’elle est terminée, 
fais la tomber! Puisque chacun des six cubes 
illustre une thématique différente, le jeu 
permet de développer la compréhension de 
directives variées. Durée 5 min. 2 à 6 joueurs. 
1 an +

3411000 $34.95  
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Atelier des mots
Ce jeu permet de découvrir le fonctionnement 
de l’écrit par la reconnaissance de lettres et 
de mots. Lire et reproduire des mots simples 
de 3 à 6 lettres et se familiariser avec le sens 
de l’écriture sont les buts visés. 3 ans +

2653000 $44.95  

Has The Cat Got Your Tongue?
This Snakes and Ladders board game reinforces 
the capability of conveying a distinction in 
the meaning of questions - WHO, WITH WHAT, 
WHERE, WHY, HOW and WHEN. 144 illustrated 
question cards and 24 funny star cards. Play time 
15-20 min. 2 to 4 players. Bilingual. Ages 4 +

1033 $49.95  

Nomme-moi…
Nomme-moi… est un jeu de communication 
qui encourage l'échange et l'écoute. Ses 
pastilles illustrées sont un prétexte intelligent 
pour permettre à l'enfant de s'exprimer dans 
un contexte amusant et non compétitif. C’est 
un jeu indispensable pour l’étude de mots.  
108 pastilles, 1 tapis de jeu et 1 dé. 6 ans +

250500 $24.95  

Imagine ton histoire
Ce jeu de 36 cartes sur le thème des 
vacances stimule la communication orale et 
l’imagination. L’enfant doit relier différentes 
cartes afin de créer sa propre histoire.  
2 à 4 joueurs. 6 ans +

0718 $10.95  

Premiers mots
Pour réussir en lecture, votre enfant doit 
découper des mots par lettres et par syllabes. 
Ce jeu amusant, créé par des enseignants, 
lui permettra de comprendre la formation 
des mots. Diverses activités ludiques lui 
permettront de reconstituer des mots, grâce 
à des cartes-puzzle autocorrectives et des 
illustrations colorées. 1 à 5 joueurs. 4 ans +

3168000 $16.95  

In My Suitcase
“To travel, I put in my suitcase...” You must 
remember everything you put in your suitcase. 
Exert your memory with 3 evolving games. 
Bilingual. Ages 4 +

2995000 $19.95 

Triogolo - Crazy for 
Challenges
Stimulate the vocabulary of the verbs, 
the categorization of the words and the 
differences as well as general knowledge. 
Stimulates several language skills, promotes 
the development of reasoning abilities and 
descriptive skills. Includes 12 textured 
tokens, a special dice and 150 cards. 2 to 8 
players. Ages 4 +

2713200 $39.95  

Triogolo - Dice Mania
Stimulates vocabulary: adjectives, 
similarities, as well as general knowledge. 
Helps developing language skills, 
associations and reasoning abilities. Can be 
played at home, school and daycare. Includes 
a huge dice and 150 cards. 2 to 8 players. 
Ages 4 +

2713100 $39.95   

De Cornichon à Manchot
Soyez le premier à utiliser toutes vos cartes 
et gagnez la course! Trouvez ce que vos 
cartes et celles du jeu ont en commun. Sont-
elles de la même couleur? Est-ce que ce sont 
les ingrédients d’une salade ou des trucs que 
l’on apporte à une fête? Exercez votre pensée, 
mais n’allez pas trop vite sinon vous devrez 
piger des cartes de pénalité pour avoir fait un 
lien trop exagéré. 2 joueurs + 8 ans + 

3046100 $29.95 
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Réponds-moi en images
This game develops language and vocabulary! 
The child chooses 3 tiles and adult asks a 
question of his choice in relation to the 3 
images. When he gives the answer, he returned 
the tile that will construct a path for the little 
dog to reach the second house! Playing time 10 
min. Ages 3 to 6.

3370000  $16.95 

ABC
Apprenez l’alphabet, premier pas vers la 
lecture, avec ce coffret aux illustrations 
colorées! Découvrez plusieurs jeux évolutifs 
pour identifier la lettre initiale des mots, 
associer des lettres à des images, ou 
apprendre à former l'alphabet en lettres 
minuscules et majuscules. 1 à 4 joueurs.  
3 ans +

3166000  $16.95  

Blablarama - And/Or
Open your ears because you will face many 
challenges and pay attention to the instructions 
that will be given to you. Will you have one or 
two actions to achieve? Distinguish the “And” 
and “Or”. Will you need to move, imitate animal 
sounds or identify parts of your body! It’s your 
turn. Bilingual. Play time 15-20 min. 2 to 4 
players. Ages 4 +

2966200  $19.95  

Blablarama - If
Come and show us how you move! With the 
instructions, you might have to crawl like a 
snake, touch your elbow or croak like frogs. Be 
careful! The instructions can play tricks on you! 
Listen carefully to find out whether you will or 
not carry out the required actions. Bilingual. Play 
time 15-20 min. 2 to 4 players. Ages 4 +

2966300  $19.95  

Matériel pour enfants 
autistes : Apprentissage  
de la lecture
Spécialement pensé pour les enfants 
autistes, cet ensemble propose un mot-
modèle concret pour chacun des sons ainsi 
qu’une image simple aux couleurs épurées et 
une banque de mots. Les sons sont classés 
par niveau de difficulté.

2626000  $36.95 

Divers Sens
L’expression «une image vaut mille mots» 
prend tout son sens dans ce jeu où les 
joueurs doivent répondre aux énigmes 
posées à l’aide des indices illustrés. Posez 
une main sur l’image qui se prononce de la 
même façon que la réponse pour gagner. 
Associez plusieurs images pour trouver le 
plus de mots possible. 2 joueurs + 10 ans +

3655100  $16.95   
3655200 - Divers sens #2  $16.95  

Speedy Word
A fun card game containing 10 categories 
(animal, city, country, object, plant, food, 
famous person, profession, name of boy/girl, 
film/tv series) and the letters of the alphabet. 
Be the first to find a word in a certain category, 
matching the letter on the card you flipped. 
Be fast and prove to everyone you are the 
WordMaster! Playing time 15 min. 2-6 players. 
Ages 8 +

3007100
French

 $12.95  
3007200
English

 $12.95  

Blablarama - Before/After
To be the “Action champion”, you must execute 
the actions while following the instructions in 
order to win cards! Pay attention to the words 
Before/After. Don’t be shy because you will have 
to imitate some animal sounds, point parts of 
your body and move! Bilingual.  Play time 15-20 
min. 2 to 4 players. Ages 4 +

2966100  $19.95  
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Sound Bank
Large format mirrored surface recording device 
providing up to 30 seconds of clear recording 
time and instant playback. AAA battery not 
included. 10 x 10 cm.

2978100  $13.95  

Talk BarTM

Allows you to slide in up to six cards at a 
time and record a 10-second audio message 
for each. To record, press a frame, and 
then press again to play back. Use to create 
stories, class schedules or vocabulary 
activities. Includes 18 blank cards. 3 AAA 
batteries not included. 55 x 12 x 2 cm.       
Ages 4 +

2932000  $74.95   

Lights & Sounds Buzzers
Boost student response during any class activity 
or game! 4 different colours and 4 funny sounds. 
Ages 3 +

2665000  $24.95  

Hand Pointer 
Provides positive behavioral intervention. Draws 
student attention and interest. Shows up sharply 
against white board. Use to point on pocket 
charts, word walls and more. Assorted colours. 
Ages 3 +

2795100  $5.50  

Whisper Phone® Hand Free
Here’s Whisper Phone® headset to amplify your 
voice.

1117-1
Junior

 $12.95 
1117-2
Adult

 $14.95  

Whisper Phone® Duo
The perfect tool for student-to-student and 
teacher-to-student reading activities. DUET 
keeps classrooms quieter by creating an 
acoustically clear connection between two 
readers. Helps develop reading skills and 
encourages expressive reading.

1117-3  $19.95  

Whisper Phone®

An acoustical voice-feedback headset that 
enables learners to focus and hear phonemes 
more clearly as they learn to read, spell, 
acquire a new language or process language 
aloud. Can be used on either right or left ear. 
Visit our Website to discover our quantity 
prices. 

1601-1
Junior

 $7.50 

1601-2
Adult

 $7.50  

2748100
Red

 $8.95   
2748200
Orange

 $8.95  
2748300
Blue

 $8.95  
2748600
Green

 $8.95 

2748900
Pink

 $8.95 

2749000
Headset

 $4.95 

Toobaloo® 

A phone-like device that allows children 
to hear themselves clearly while speaking 
softly into it. The design magnifies their voice 
allowing them to hear their sounds and words 
distinctly. 17 x 7 x 5 cm.
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Mathematics
One, two, three, four - add, subtract 
and do much more! Learn to tell time, 
multiply, solve word problems, and build 
early numeracy skills with an array of 
products that both stimulate and challenge 
children. Acquiring basic math is a must 
for shopping, scheduling, budgeting and 
banking - all skills needed for successful 
independence.
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Möbi
Möbi is a fun, fast-paced tile game that helps 
kids (and grown-ups) learn and apply basic 
math skills. Play numbered tiles and symbols 
to create simple equations. Use all of your 
numbered tiles first, and you win! Packs away 
in an adorable blue whale bag, and it’s ready 
to play on any flat surface. 1 to 6 players. 
Ages 6 +

3556100 $23.95 

Möbi Kids

Introduce little ones to numbers with this 
simple and fun number game! Players 
connect all their number tiles in a grid using 
operation tiles. First player to connect all 
their tiles wins! 1 to 6 players. Ages 3 +

3556200 $21.95 

Mathematics M
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Mathable Junior
Combine addition or subtraction and place 
numbered tiles ranging 0 to 20 on the game 
board until all tiles have been played. The 
highest score wins! 2 ways to play. A great 
introduction to the world of mathematics! 
Playing time 30 min. 2 to 4 players. Bilingual. 
Ages 5 +

250800 $19.95

Mathable Quattro
Mathable Quattro is a game that consists 
of making simple math operations by 
strategically placing cards on the game. The 
player who disposes of all his cards first wins 
the game. A game for all ages, with easy 
rules. Playing time 15 min. 2 to 4 players. 
Bilingual. Ages 9 +

250900 $9.95 

Mathable
Mathable is a game that consists of making 
simple math operations by crossing 
numbers on a game board. The player 
who accumulates the highest number of 
points wins the game. A game for all ages, 
with easy rules. Playing time 45 min. 2 to 4 
players. Bilingual. Ages 9 +

250700 $19.95 

Bata-waf
This battle game is different from all 
others because it is the biggest dog that 
wins! Look closely and develop your 
spatial cues. If two dogs are the same size, 
watch out! That’s Bata-waf. 2 to 4 players. 
Multilingual. Ages 3 +

3238000 $11.95 

Super Math Spy
Spies are on a mission! Solve the mystery with decoder glasses. 
Sharpen your mind and speed up your mental math. Make equations 
and play again and again. Contains: 100 mission cards, 27 fingerprint 
tokens, 1 wooden dice and 4 decoder glasses. 2 to 4 players. Ages 7 +

3712000  $18.95 

Clever Counting
The clever farmer never misses a count. From spotting 1 bicycle to the 
7 watermelons in the cart and the 10 squeaky sneaky squirrels in the 
tree, he is never wrong! Learn to count from 1-10 with the farmer as 
he moves around the farm in his tractor, in a unique number matching 
game. Match the picture cards with the correct number card by 
counting. If you are feeling unsure, remember to check with the farmer. 
Ages 3 +

3711000 $13.95 
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Mathematics

Cuisenaire® Rods
Ideal to clarify mathematics operations and 
abstract concepts in a visual and tactile 
way. Rods are marked in 1-cm increments 
on one side. Includes 74 durable rods and a 
convenient storage case. Ages 4 +

2931100 $17.95

Abacus
This wooden “calculator” helps teach math 
skills, patterning and colour recognition. 
Slide and count the beads with this timeless 
counting frame. 30 x 30 x 8 cm. Ages 3 +

0611 $19.95

Addition and Subtraction 
Abacus
Ideal for the classroom or the playroom, 
this classic toy gives children lots of ways to 
explore numbers, colours, and patterns! Just 
slide the two double-sided wooden boards 
into the base, then encourage them to solve 
equations. Ages 2 +

3125000 $24.95

Linking Cube Set
Set includes 500 blocks in 10 bright colours, 
comprising 400 cubes, 50 triangles, 50 
quadrants and 20 x 2-sided activity cards in 
a sturdy storage container. Cube measures       
2 cm. Ages 3 +

3114000 $84.95

1 cm Linking Cubes
Teach operations, sorting, graphing, 
perimeter, area, volume, patterns, weight and 
measurement. 10 bright colours. 1000 pcs. 
Ages 3 +

2675000 $33.95

2 cm Linking Cubes
The creative possibilities are endless 
with these cubes. Designed to be virtually 
unbreakable, these blocks will easily meet 
the rigours of the classroom. 10 bright 
colours. 100 pcs. Ages 3 +

2672100 $14.95

Bead Sequencing Set
Stack the brightly-coloured beads on five 
hardwood rods to match the pattern cards! 
Includes more than 45 brightly coloured 
wooden beads and 5 double-sided wooden 
pattern cards. The 10 patterns increase in 
difficulty to build matching, sequencing and 
fine motor skills. Ages 4 +

1677 $39.95 

Give Me the Money
This game teaches monetary value and 
develops calculation ability. Players take 
turns rolling the dice and move their playing 
piece the number of spaces shown on the 
dice. The player must solve the equation 
displayed on the square. Coins, dollars 
and dice not included. Ages 7 + Available in 
French only.

3124000 $15.95

Canadian Currency Play 
Money
Children will enjoy this set of quality play 
money. Contains 110 plastic coins, 100 play 
money bills, sturdy six-sectioned plastic tray 
and bilingual activity guide. Ages 5 +

2797000 $23.95
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Robot Mouse Activity Set

Here is your introduction to programming. The goal is simple. 
Your mouse needs to get to his cheese. To do this, program every 
movement of it to guide her through the maze you have constructed. 
Includes multiple parts, challenge maps and coding cards for endless 
possibilities. 3 AAA batteries not included. Ages 5 +

3339000 $69.95 

Maze Racers
Here is an exciting race against time in which you have to build, using 
magnetic walls and for a limited time, a confusing maze! Hurry, your 
rival has prepared one too! When the time is up, the players exchange 
their labyrinth and the race begins! 3 players. Ages 8 +

3336000 $44.95 
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Sorting Set - Materials

A logic set of 34 cards designed for first steps 
in sorting, with various levels of difficulty. 
After placing the card in the slot, the child 
rebuilds models by putting the counters 
matching the instruction into the right box.    
2 players. Ages 2 +

3202000 $49.95

Sorting Set

A logic set of 34 cards designed for first steps 
in sorting, with various levels of difficulty. After 
placing the card in the slot, the child rebuilds 
models by putting the counters matching 
the instruction into the right box. 2 players.      
Ages 2 +

2676000 $49.95 

Toporama
This educational package approaches the 
organization of space and the relative positions 
by manipulation of figurines and reproduction 
of short scenes. Ages 2 +

2646000 $53.95  

Spatial Awareness Set 1
A game of stacking and building to implement 
logic activities and space concept. The cards 
represent constructions to be reproduced in 
3D, taking into account the object’s position, 
orientation and colour. 2 players. Ages 3 +

2681110 $44.95  

Perspective Park
Designed to introduce children to spatial 
relationships, this fun educational and 
developmental game can be played alone, 
with friends, parents or teachers. Includes 
10 activity cards with 3 progressive levels. 
Ages 3 +

2897000 $25.95  

Number Colour Assocation 
Pad
The number-colour association pad offers 
many educational opportunities: colour 
comparison and recognition, number 
comparison, eye-hand coordination, finger 
dexterity and strength exercices and counting 
sequencing. 35.56 x 20.32 cm.

3528000 $56.95$
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Mathematics

Base Ten Manipulatives provide students with one of the best models of 
our number system and are an intergral component of any math class. 
Based on the one-centimeter cube, these materails include deep ridges 
to reinforce the unit components of each piece. Ages 3 +

Big Base Ten Full Class Set
Set includes 600 unit cubes, 200 ten rods, 
20 hundred flats, 3 thousand blocks, 50 
activity sheets, 1 Resource Guide and storage 
container for easy organization. Ages 3 +

1405-01  $79.95 

Small Group Base Ten Kit
Includes 100 unit cubes, 10 ten rods, 10 
hundred flats, 1 thousand block.

1405-02  $26.95

Thousand Block Base Ten
Each block measures 10 x 10 x 10 cm. 
Contains one block.

1405-03  $5.95 

Base Ten Hundred Flat
Each hundred flat measures 10 x 1 x 1 cm. 
Set of 10.

1405-04  $11.95 

Base Ten Rods

Each rod measures 10 x 1 x 1 cm. Set of 50.

1405-05  $12.95 

Base Ten Unit Cubes

Each cube measures 1 x 1 x 1 cm. Set of 100.

1405-06  $4.50 

Transparent Interlocking 
Base Ten Classroom Set
Transparent base ten allows the teacher to 
use the three dimensional units, rods and 
flats on the overhead projector. Students can 
better understand the decicube concept of 
being made of one thousand units. Includes 
250 interlocking units, 70 rods and 35 flats. 
Ages 3 +

3123000  $44.95 

Wrap-Up Keys
A remarkable and effective, self-correcting, 
hands-on method of learning tools with 5 
different sets of 10 keys. The keys utilize 
many learning senses and are such fun that 
students will use them over and over until they 
master each skill. Check the back to make 
sure you have solved the problems correctly!

249801
Addition  $10.95 

249802
Subtraction  $10.95 

249803
Multiplication  $10.95 

249804
Division  $10.95 

249805
Fraction  $10.95 

249806
Introduction kit              
(one of each)

 $48.95

On to Thousand Flip Stand
Introduce students to place value with this 
handy flip book. Flip cards have numbers 0-9. 
21 x 9 cm. Available in French only. 

0788  $15.95

Tubo
Practicing multiplication and division tables 
has never been so easy and fun! Simply 
rotate the rings at the end of this “magic” 
math tube to create an equation, and the 
answer will appear in the middle window. 
Made of plastic. 24 cm. Ages 5 +

2865100  $19.95
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Balance Beans
Set up the Red Beans according to the 
Challenge Card. Then carefully place the 
colourful Beans on the Seesaw to keep it from 
teetering. When you balance the Seesaw, you 
are actually balancing an equation! As the 
challenges get harder, you’ll rely less on trial 
and error – and more on math and reasoning 
skills. 40 challenges from easy to super hard 
with solutions. Ages 5 +

3596100 $29.95

M
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Junior Balance
Perfect for introducing measurement and 
comparison. Removable, clear, graduated 
buckets come with lids that can be used as 
platforms to measure solids or liquids. Made 
of durable plastic. 38 x 12.5 x 13.5 cm.

2881000 $27.95 

Number Scale
Number Balance is a T-shaped scale that 
visually demonstrates number relationships 
and operations. It’s the easy, visual way to 
learn equivalents. Set includes scale, 20 
balance weights, and teacher’s guide.

0693 $27.95 

Write-On & Wipe-off Dice
These dice are wonderful manipulatives to 
create your own fraction, operation and other 
specialty dice. Recessed dry-erase surface 
helps prevent writing from rubbing off. White 
metal plate allows magnetic items to stick to 
the dice. 3 Ages +

253801
Large Red - 11 cm

$23.95

253805
Small - Pk of 4 - 5 cm

$23.95

Dot Dice 
These quiet foam dice are available in dots, 
numbers, or operations. Great for whole 
class games and activities! 2 cm. 6 pcs.

1419-1
1 pk

$3.50 

1419-1
4 to 23 pk

$2.95 

1419-1
24 pk +

$2.50 

Number Dice
1419-2
1 pkt

$3.50 

1419-2
4 to 23 pk

$2.95 

1419-2
24 pk +

$2.50 

Foam Positive/Negative Dice
Provides practice in basic operations, greater 
than and less than, random number sets. 2 
cm cubes are numbered 1-5 with positive and 
negative signs. Set of 12. Ages 9 +

2630000 $9.95 Classroom Dice Set
This jumbo dice set is a great tool for 
classrooms, to teach probability, fractions 
and place value. 56 dice packed in an easy 
storage container. Pk of 56. Ages 6 +

3122100 $29.95 

Math Dice Chase
Stand in a circle. Throw a pair of dice with 
12 faces. Multiply them and if your answer 
is good, pass the dice to your neighbor. Be 
quick! If the two pairs of dice arrive to you at 
the same time, you are eliminated! Who will 
be the winner? 4 to 6 players. Ages 8 +

3192100 $13.95 

Math Dice Jr.
Throw the 12-sided die and the five regular 
dice. By subtracting or adding the numbers 
on the regular dice, get the total of the 
12-sided die. For each successful equation, 
move forward one space on the board game. 
Ages 6 +

3193100 $12.95 
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Mini Geometric Solids
Perfect for students to explore the properties 
of 3-D geometric shapes. Includes 40 piece, 
2.5 cm shapes in four colours. Ages 3 +

2878000 $18.95

Geo Mirror
An excellent tool for teaching the basics of 
geometry including symmetry. Designed for 
left or right handed students. Can be used 
either horizontally or vertically. Made from 
translucent plastic. 15 x 10 cm.

2871100
Symmetry

$3.95

2871200
Mirror

$6.95

Solid Plastic Pattern Blocks
Made from solid plastic, these 5 mm thick 
pattern blocks are tough enough to withstand 
years of classroom use. 250 pcs in classic 
shapes & colours. This set doesn’t included 
the cards (3115200), only the blocks. Ages 3 +

3115100 $21.95 

Basic Pattern Block Cards
Set of 20 A4 double-sided pattern cards, 
ideal for practicing matching skills and fitting 
shapes together. Double-sided (1 colour side 
and 1 black and white side) provides 2 levels 
of difficulty. 20 cards in a zip-lock bag. This 
set doesn’t include blocks (3115100), only the 
cards. Ages 3 +

3115200 $14.95 

Magnetic Foam Pattern 
Blocks
Children will make all kinds of colourful 
designs with 200 magnets in 6 shapes and 6 
colours. Includes 20 hexagons, 20 squares, 40 
triangles, 40 parallelograms, 40 trapezoids, 
40 rhombus. Ages 4 +

1502 $23.95

Folding 3D Geometric Solids
Reinforce tricky geometry concepts with 
these colourful, hands-on shapes. Each 10 x 
10 cm 3D shape is made of clear plastic with 
a colourful, plastic, folding net housed inside. 
The set contains 11 shapes in 6 different 
colours. Ages 7 +

2674000 $42.95 

Transparent GeoFiguresTM 
Set
Set of 17 large transparent 3-D GeoFigures™ 
that can be used to explore volume, surface 
area and vertices. Removable lids and caps 
allow for volume comparisons using liquid 
or solid materials. Lids can also be used for 
2-dimensional shape investigations. Made 
from durable plastic, with smooth edges. 
Ages 7 +

2882000 $22.95 

Junior Geoland
The mirror effect and symmetry is 
captivating! Explore or raise the 128 
challenges (64 double-sided cards) offered 
with this set. Includes 3 vertical mirrors, 1 
horizontal semicircular mirror, a graduated 
plastic base, 30 geometric pieces and 50 
sticks. Ages 5 +

3223000 $39.95 

2D / 3D Geoshape Flip Chart
Advanced set of 12 folding 2D/3D geosolids 
including cube, cylinder, cone, triangular 
prism, square pyramid, triangular pyramid, 
rectangular pyramid, pentagonal pyramid, 
hexagonal pyramid, rectangular prism, 
pentagonal prism, and hexagonal prism. 
Available in French only. Ages 7 +

3118100 $9.95 
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Fraction Circles
This set includes eight colour-coded plastic 
circles: 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/12 and a 
whole circle.

1412-01 $8.95 

Fraction Squares
This set includes eight colour-coded plastic 
squares: 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/12 and a 
whole square.

1412-02 $8.95 

Easyshapes Fraction Circles
Eight colour-coded circles in fractions of 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/16 plus a whole. 
Made of dense foam, these circles are easy 
to handle and stay put nicely. 51 pieces in 
resealable bag, 1/2 cm thick. 

1414-02 $5.95 

Easyshapes Fraction Squares
Eight colour-coded circles in fractions of 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8, 1/16 plus a whole. 
Made of dense foam, these circles are easy 
to handle and stay put nicely. 41 pieces in 
resealable bag, 1/2 cm thick.

1414-01 $5.95 

Magnetic Fraction Tiles
Magnetic Fraction Tiles graphically represent 
fractions with this brightly-coloured, 
106-piece set! Thick foam is easy to handle 
and see and children love the soft feel 
of these tiles! Circular pieces show how 
fractions are part of a whole and rectangular 
pieces show how fractions can describe part 
of a length. Magnetic board not included.    
See page 105.

1416 $25.95 

Geoboards 23 cm²
These colourful 23 cm² geoboards used in 
geometry are double-sided with an 11 x 11 
pin grid array on one side and an 11 x 11 
triangular pin array on the other. Each set 
includes 6 colours and a pack of 120 elastic 
bands. Ages 3 +

2889200 $23.95 

Geoboards Activity Card    
23 cm²
These activity cards are designed to assist 
children in learning about parallel and 
perpendicular lines, geometric shapes, area, 
perimeter, angles, symmetry and irregular 
shapes. Made from durable plastic. 12 cards 
with 24 activities. Geoboard not included.

2889300 $4.95 

Geoboards 12.5 cm²

These colourful boards used in geometry are 
double-sided with a pin grid array on one side 
and a 24 pin circular array on the other. Great 
for creating different shapes and forms by 
placing rubber bands around the pegs on the 
board. Each set includes 6 colours and a pack 
of 120 elastic bands. Ages 3 +

2889100 $13.95 
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Super Sorting Pie
This toy fruit pie teaches early number skills 
and attributes, including colours and fruit 
shapes. Reinforces fine motor skills when 
children use jumbo tweezers. Includes 60 
fruits/counters (5 different colours), 3 double-
sided sorting cards, 2 jumbo tweezers and 
activity guide. Ages 3 +

2791000 $34.95  

Mini muffin Match-Up
Develop early math skills with mini muffin 
counters! Boost colour recognition, matching, 
sorting, counting, Includes a muffin pan, 2 
dice, 1 tweezers, 60 mini muffin counters and 
activity guide. Ages 3+

3127000 $28.95  

Backpack Bear Counters
Adorable plastic bears in three sizes and 
weights. Ideal for size grading, mass 
comparison, counting and sorting. Includes 
24 large (12 gram), 24 medium (8 gram) and 
48 small (4 gram) in a mix of 4 colours (red, 
blue, yellow, and green). Packed in a jar.  
Ages 3 +

3112100 $23.95 

Wild About Animals Counter
A wild way to reinforce counting, sorting, 
patterning, and other early math skills! Set 
of 72 counters come in 6 different shapes 
and colours. Animal figures include giraffe, 
crocodile, hippo, monkey, lion, and elephant. 
Ages 3 +

3128000 $31.95 

All About Me Family 
Counters
Count, sort, organize or take adventures with 
these figurines representing family members. 
6 different figures in 6 beautiful colours 
enable mathematics learning or can serve as 
a simulation exercise to discover themselves 
and others. Activity sheets available under 
the code 3360200. Ages 3 +

3360100 $29.95 

All About Me - Activity Cards
This set includes 40 fun activities, 20 duplex 
cards, which integrate learning basic math 
like addition, subtraction, classification, etc. 
The drawings on maps represent the actual 
size of the figurines, 3360100. Guide included. 
Ages 3 +

3360200 $13.95 

Transportation Counters
This set has 6 vehicles in 6 different colours 
- bus, car, helicopter, plane, train and tug 
boat. Six colours are red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue and purple. Set of 72 pcs in sturdy 
plastic container. Ages 3 +

3112200 $19.95 

Bird in a Nest Sorting Set
Momma and baby birds help young learners 
practice counting, sorting and colours in 
an interactive and engaging way. The bowls 
stack, and the momma birds can be used 
as finger puppets. Little learners will love 
matching birds and nests by colour. Includes: 
24 Baby birds in 6 colours (2.5 cm high), 6 
Momma birds in 6 colours (3.2 cm high), 6 
Colour nests (10 x 2.5 cm) and activity guide. 
Ages 3 +

3634000 $22.95

Counting Cows
Snap together these colourful cows while 
learning colours and numbers 1 to 10. 10 
heads and 10 bodies included. Ages 2 +

3633100 $28.95 

Mathematics
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Wooden Colour Cubes
Set of 102 wood colour cubes for counting, 
sorting and building. Cubes are 2 cm square. 
Ages 5 +

1399 $22.95 

Fruits Counters
This set features 6 different colourful fruits to 
learn mathematics in a creative way. Made of 
hard plastic for easy cleaning! Ages 3 +

1402 $23.95 

Transparent Counters
Here is a set of 250 counters of 6 different 
colours. Ages 3 +

3116100 $4.95 

Equilibrio
Players will need dexterity, ingenuity and 
perseverance to succeed in building the 
amazing vertical structures featured in 
Equilibrio. Some structures may seem almost 
impossible to do, but careful planning and 
persistence will always be rewarded with the 
satisfaction of completing the challenge. 18 
Geoblocks. 1 booklet that includes 60 models 
and the solutions. Ages 5 +

3000100
Game and book

$34.95 

Architecto
Players construct 3D models based on 
illustrations in perspective. From simple 
shapes to complex structures, players 
develop stronger notions of geometric 
concepts and 3D visualisation. While 
providing solid educational skills, it’s also 
captivating and exciting! 18 Geoblocks. 1 
booklet that includes 50 models and the 
solutions. Ages 7 +

3002100
Game and book

$34.95 

Perspecto
Logical analysis comes into play while 
players attempt to reconstruct 3D structures 
based on 2D horizontal flat views. The game 
becomes really intense as you reach the 
upper levels. 1 booklet that includes 55 
models and the solutions. Ages 8 +

3003100
Game and book

$34.95 

Tangramino
Players replicate to 2D images using 
Geoblocks. Puzzles range from a simple cat 
or house, to far more challenging shapes 
that, unlike regular tangrams, make use of 
the 3 dimensionality of the GeoBlocks. 18 
Geoblocks. 1 booklet that includes 60 models 
and the solutions. Ages 6 +

3001100
Game and book

$34.95 

 
Equilibro is part of the Architecto line, which consists of 4 exquisite games of spatial visualization. In these 
games, players progress at their own rhythm, as puzzles gradually become more challenging. All games 
include the same set of Geoblocks and a spiral book with 6 colour-coded levels of difficulty.

M
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Laser Maze
Laser Maze requires you to use mirrors, 
beam-splitters, a little science and 
brainpower to direct the laser through a 
series of mind-challenging mazes and light 
up the target. 60 challenge cards. Ages 8 +

3592100 $41.95 

Laser Maze Junior
The mission is to use science and logic to 
reflect the laser beam to the rockets. With 40 
out-of-this-world challenges, this fun logic 
maze game gives little scientists a boost. 
Ages 5 +

3592200 $41.95 

Gravity Maze
This is a gravity-powered logic maze game 
that builds reasoning skills and visual 
perception. Use the challenge cards to 
strategically place towers and create a 
path for your marble to reach the target. 60 
challenges from beginner to expert. Ages 8 +

3594100 $41.95 

Circuit Maze
Ignite your logic and sequential reasoning 
skills with Circuit Maze! Your goal is to 
arrange the tokens to create a real circuit 
that lights up the different colored beacons. 
60 challenges ranging in difficulty from 
beginner to expert. Ages 8 +

3595100 $41.95 

Rush Hour
In Rush Hour, a sliding block logic game, 
you have to battle the gridlock as you slide 
the blocking vehicles out of the way for the 
red car to exit. With 40 all-new challenges, 
ranging in difficulty, players can progress at 
their own speed. Ages 8 +

3593100 $29.95 

Rush Hour Junior
The 40 leveled brainteaser challenges are a 
fun way to build problem-solving skills. Rush 
Hour Jr. is an ideal logic game for younger 
ages but still plenty of fun for an adult brain! 
Ages 5 +

3593200 $29.95 

Mental Blox Jr.
It’s a 3-D puzzle and a building set in one! 
Kids as young as 4 will love solving 28 
puzzle challenges by stacking the colourful, 
engaging blocks into the right combinations. 
The perfect way to encourage early 
development of critical thinking and logic 
skills. Includes 1 puzzle tray, 8 puzzle pieces 
(4 cubes, 4 shapes), 28 double-sided puzzle 
cards, and activity guide. Ages 4 +

3635100 $22.95 

Mathematics

Mango Tango
Toucans want to perch on the branches of a 
mango tree, but they are too many. They move 
a lot and are struggling to stabilize... Help 
them find their place so that the balance of 
the scale is restored! Take on 60 challenges. 
Playing time 10 min. Bilingual. Ages 5+

3008000 $29.95 

Smart Cookie
This game includes 64 intellectual challenges 
that will feed your intellect. While using 
clues the player will advance through more 
complex levels and improve reasoning 
capacities and verbal skills. 64 problems. 
Bilingual. Ages 6 +

3010100 $24.95 
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Resources
Support programming, reinforce concepts, and allow opportunities for practicing skills with 

our selection of resources. From books, cards and workbooks, these materials are an asset to 
professionals, parents and children. Assessment tools and specific protocols will aid in best 

practices. These resources are one you’ll refer to time and time again.
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L’anxiété racontée aux 
enfants
Votre enfant voit-il des dangers partout ? 
S’alarme-t-il sans raison ? Envisage-t-il le 
pire de toute situation ? Perçoit-il les tâches 
à accomplir comme une montagne ? A-t-il 
peur de l’échec ? Si vous avez répondu oui à 
l’une de ces questions, ce conte illustré vous 
permettra d’aborder l’anxiété avec lui, d’une 
façon simple et imagée. 54 pages.

3455100 $ 14.95 

R
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TDA/H La boîte à outils
Démystifiez le TDA\H! Ponctué de faits vécus, 
cet ouvrage est stimulant et les judicieux 
conseils de l’auteure sont faciles à mettre en 
application. La boîte à outils sera à coup sûr 
une aide précieuse pour les parents… et les 
enfants. 175 pages.

3143000 $ 16.95 

Le TDAH raconté aux enfants
Léo a neuf ans et on vient de lui dire qu’il a 
un TDA/H. Il veut comprendre ce qu’il a. Ce 
conte illustré permet de répondre à toutes 
ses questions. Avec lui, découvrez des 
comportements bien imagés grâce à la section 
« auto-observation » et des trucs si utiles!  
52 pages.

3178000 $ 14.95

Laisse-moi t’expliquer… 
Cette collection présente des albums documentaires destinés aux enfants 
d’âge scolaire et à leurs parents. Agrémentés de plusieurs trucs et 
conseils avisés, ils sont conçus expressément pour plaire aux enfants et 
pour les aider à mieux vivre ou mieux comprendre leurs différences.

La dysphasie
40 pages, 7 à 12 ans.

2725200 $ 19.95 

La dyslexie
40 pages, 7 à 12 ans.

2778000 $ 19.95 

La dyspraxie
40 pages, 7 à 12 ans.

2983000 $ 19.95 

Le syndrôme  
de Gilles de la Tourette
40 pages, 7 à 12 ans.

2725100 $ 19.95 

L’autisme
40 pages, 7 à 12 ans.

2779000 $ 19.95 

Anxiété : La boîte à outils
Est-ce que vous pensez que votre enfant 
souffre d’anxiété? Alors ce livre est pour 
vous! Que sont le stress et l’anxiété? D’où 
proviennent-ils et pourquoi certains enfants 
et adolescents y sont-ils plus sensibles? 
Ariane Hébert nous propose ici des stratégies 
et des trucs concrets, faciles à mettre en 
pratique. 175 pages.

3455000 $ 16.95 

Devoirs : La boîte à outils
Comment encourager les enfants à apprendre 
leurs leçons et à faire leurs devoirs tout 
en s’amusant? Voilà la mission qu’Annie 
Lambert et Isabelle Rouillier se sont donnée. 
En se basant sur leurs observations et 
leur quotidien, ces deux enseignantes vous 
proposent un éventail d’activités stimulantes, 
destinées à tous les types d’élèves. 256 pages.

3606000 $ 19.95 
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Éli : Comprendre la 
dépression à l’adolescence
Ce livre offre un récit destiné à l’ado qui 
traverse des situations difficiles. « Éli» lui 
permettra de mieux comprendre ce qu’est 
la dépression et de la reconnaître. Ce livre 
propose des pistes pour que l’ado aille 
chercher le soutien dont il a besoin. 120 
pages. 12 ans +

3538000 $ 16.95 

Zoé Douée
Zoé douée est un ouvrage sympathique et 
accessible qui permet aux enfants, avec une 
touche d’humour, de mieux comprendre 
leur différence et de pouvoir l’expliquer aux 
autres. Ce livre présente des profils variés 
d’enfants doués qui permettra à chacun de se 
reconnaître. 56 pages.

3570000 $ 19.95 

Resources

Alex : Surmonter l’anxiété  
à l’adolescence
Ce livre offre un récit destiné à l’ado qui 
traverse des situations difficiles. « Alex » lui 
permettra de mieux comprendre ce qu’est 
l’anxiété, de se sentir moins seul et surtout, 
de trouver des trucs et des exercices pour 
surmonter ses difficultés. 128 pages. 12 ans +

2819000 $ 16.95 

Guide de survie pour les 
enfants vivant avec un TDAH
Ce guide propose aux enfants vivant avec 
un TDAH des trucs pour mieux gérer leurs 
émotions, mieux canaliser leur énergie, 
découvrir leurs forces et actualiser leur plein 
potentiel. 160 pages. 8 à 13 ans.

2783000 $ 16.95 

Super Moi  
surmonte sa timidité
Écrit dans un langage clair et abondamment 
illustré, ce guide d’intervention permettra à 
l’enfant de trouver des stratégies concrètes 
pour surmonter sa timidité, enrichir son 
bagage d’habiletés sociales et cultiver des 
attitudes positives. 48 pages. 6 à 12 ans.

3142000 $ 19.95 

Incroyable Moi  
maîtrise son anxiété
Ce titre offre aux enfants les outils 
nécessaires pour mieux maîtriser leurs peurs 
et leurs angoisses. 48 pages. 6 à 12 ans.

2781000 $ 19.95 

Extraordinaire Moi  
calme son anxiété de 
performance
Ce guide d’intervention rempli d’exercices 
simples et imagés, permet de trouver des 
façons de calmer le désir de perfection, la 
peur de faire des erreurs ou la tendance à 
remettre à plus tard. 48 pages. 6 à 12 ans. 

2806000 $ 19.95 

Formidable Moi  
apprend à vivre avec  
des parents séparés
La séparation des parents peut générer bien 
du stress et de l’anxiété chez les enfants. Ce 
guide d’intervention illustré leur permettra 
de trouver une foule de manières de 
s’adapter aux conséquences de la séparation 
de leurs parents. 48 pages. 6 à 12 ans.

3214000 $ 19.95 

Guide d’entrainement pour 
apprivoiser son lion
Dans ce sympathique guide d’entraînement 
illustré, l’enfant apprend à mieux reconnaître 
ses émotions, à désamorcer sa colère et ses 
émotions intenses, à cerner ses besoins et, 
surtout, à les communiquer sainement, dans 
le respect de lui-même et des autres. 48 
pages. 4 ans +

3609000 $ 19.95 
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Nathan apprend autrement
Une histoire sur... la dyslexie 
3 ans +

8862611 $ 21.95 

Le lion dans la tête de Ludovic
Une histoire sur… l’hyperactivité 
3 ans +

3134110 $ 19.95 

Le secret de Mia
Une histoire sur… l’abus sexuel 
4 ans +

8816393 $ 19.95 

Les cauchemars de Léonard
Une histoire sur... le sommeil 
4 ans +

3134230 $ 19.95 

Mathis n’aime pas les maths
Une histoire sur... la dyscalculie 
3 ans +

3134130 $ 19.95 

Trop de stimuli pour Alexis
Une histoire sur... l’hypersensibilité 
4 ans +

8862434 $ 21.95 

Sam apprend à aimer l’école
Une histoire sur... la motivation 
4 ans +

3134260 $ 19.95 

Il était une fois Charles
Une histoire sur... le courage 
4 ans +

8861257 $ 19.95 

Collection Une histoire sur...
Cette série réunit des histoires amusantes et réalistes qui racontent diverses expériences que peuvent vivre 
les enfants. Ces livres tout en couleurs contiennent également une section informative destinée aux parents et 
aux éducateurs qui veulent aider l’enfant à s’y préparer. 24 pages.

Les difficultés de Zoé
Une histoire sur... la déficience 
intellectuelle 
4 ans +

3134240 $ 19.95 
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Guide de survie pour les 
peurs et les inquiétudes
Stress, phobie des araignées, attaques de 
panique, craintes reliées à la vie à l’école… 
Certains jeunes vivent chaque jour avec des 
peurs, des inquiétudes et de l’anxiété. Si 
c’est ton cas, ce guide pratique est pour toi! 
Tu y trouveras une panoplie de conseils pour 
bâtir ta confiance et pour faire le plein d’idées 
nouvelles qui t’aideront vraiment à faire 
face aux situations qui t’effraient ou qui te 
stressent. 128 pages. 8 à 13 ans.

3186000 $ 16.95 

Grrr!!! Comment surmonter 
ta colère
Rédigé à l’intention des enfants, ce guide 
permettra à ceux-ci de mieux comprendre 
et de mieux contrôler cette « tempête 
intérieure » qu’est la colère. 117 pages. 
8 à 13 ans.

2782000 $ 14.95 

Mathéo et le nuage noir
Par l'histoire de Mathéo, ce livre souhaite 
démontrer aux enfants qu’il est tout à fait 
normal de vivre des émotions négatives, et 
qu’il existe des stratégies pouvant les aider à 
se sentir mieux. 48 pages. 8 à 10 ans.

2784000 $ 9.95 

documents

Champion pour  
maîtriser sa colère
La colère est une émotion forte qui peut 
être déclenchée par une parole blessante, 
un refus à une demande ou un geste qu’on 
n’apprécie pas. Les techniques proposées 
dans ce livre sont basées sur des principes 
de l’approche cognitivo-comportementale, 
utilisée par les psychologues, pour maîtriser 
la colère. 96 pages. 6 ans +

8816772 $ 12.95 

Champion pour maîtriser  
ses peurs
Les enfants anxieux sont en quelque sorte les 
otages de leurs peurs. Ils font tout ce qu’ils 
peuvent pour éviter les situations redoutées 
et posent sans cesse les mêmes questions. 
Ce livre propose aux enfants un tour 
d’horizon complet des techniques cognitivo-
comportementales employées pour traiter 
l’anxiété. 64 pages. 6 ans + 

8816770 $ 12.95 

Champion de la 
concentration
Rempli de trucs pratiques et de stratégies, 
ce petit guide amusant propose des solutions 
pour différentes situations : bien faire ses 
devoirs, se faire des amis, mémoriser des 
informations, maîtriser ses émotions, se 
relaxer, se concentrer plus longtemps, 
demander de l’aide, etc. 96 pages. 6 ans + 

8816082 $ 14.95 
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Ton fantastique cerveau 
élastique
Voici un album de vulgarisation scientifique 
haut en couleur qui invite les enfants à un 
grand voyage au cœur d’un des organes les 
plus mystérieux de leur corps : leur cerveau! 
Grâce aux explications simples et aux images 
rigolotes contenues dans l’ouvrage, les jeunes 
lecteurs apprendront de nouveaux mots 
aussi cool que amygdale et hippocampe et ils 
découvriront des stratégies astucieuses pour 
renforcer leur cerveau! 32 pages. 6 ans +

3537000 $ 17.95 
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Champion de l'organisation
Voici un guide pratique rempli d’humour et 
de trucs d’organisation simples et efficaces, 
touchant à toutes les sphères de la vie.  
101 pages. 9 à 12 ans.

2787000 $ 12.95 

Ajuster la météo  
intérieure des enfants
Dans cet ouvrage, l’auteure établit un 
parallèle entre le monde des émotions et 
la météo, afin de fournir aux parents, aux 
éducateurs et aux enseignants des outils 
concrets pouvant aider les enfants à mieux 
gérer leurs émotions. Ils pourront ainsi 
transformer leurs émotions négatives.  
127 pages.

2855000 $ 19.95 

ATTENTION : Estime de soi 
en construction
Il arrive parfois à nos jeunes de faire 
face à des défis personnels intenses. Cet 
ouvrage leur propose de relever des défis, 
perfectionner leurs habiletés et développer 
une bonne estime personnelle. 135 pages. 
8 à 12 ans.

2786000 $ 14.95 

Socialement génial!
Voici des trucs pour bien s’entendre avec les 
autres, pour résoudre les conflits, pour se 
faire des amis plus facilement ou simplement 
pour acquérir de l’assurance dans les 
relations sociales! 107 pages. 8 à 12 ans.

2818000 $ 14.95 

Expert en concentration
Cette affiche individuelle propose  
28 stratégies pour faciliter la concentration 
des enfants en classe ou à la maison. 
Simples et originaux, les trucs proposés 
touchent aux sept sens : la vue, le goût, 
l’odorat, l’ouïe, le toucher, la proprioception 
(les muscles) et le sens vestibulaire  
(le mouvement). 6 à 12 ans.

2964000 $ 7.95 

OpérAction 
Trousse de connaissance
OpérAction est un outil d’intervention 
simple et concret permettant aux enfants 
d’analyser leurs comportements et de 
prendre conscience de leurs pensées, 
émotions, paroles et sensations physiques 
dans certaines situations conflictuelles 
ou difficiles. Contient 1 affiche 38 x 53 cm 
cartonnée, 1 livret 20 x 28 cm de 24 pages et 
3 fiches reproductibles. 7 à 14 ans.

2808000 $ 19.95 

Réussir à l’école
Dans cette bande dessinée, il y a des 
stratégies simples et des conseils avisés 
qui aideront les jeunes à améliorer 
significativement leur mémoire, leur 
concentration et leurs performances en 
général. Cela changera leur façon de voir et 
de vivre les études. 40 pages. 10 à 16 ans.

2816000 $ 11.95 

Frères et Sœurs
Les relations entre frères et sœurs ont 
toujours des hauts, des bas et des Aaaahhh! 
Ton frère (ou ta sœur) et toi pouvez être des 
compagnons, des alliés, des modèles, des 
confidents et même… des amis pour la vie! 
Tout commence avec toi. 127 pages.  
8 à 13 ans.

3132000 $ 12.95 
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La Collection Zen propose des albums spiralés qui ont pour but de développer la 
détente et de favoriser le bien-être des enfants. Découvrez des exercices simples,  
bien décrits et appuyées d’illustrations vivantes. 4 ans +

Mon premier livre de...
3135100
Yoga

$ 14.95 

8862515
Yoga du rire

$ 14.95 

3135200
Massage

$ 14.95 

8832321
Philo

$ 14.95 

8861724
Taï chi

$ 14.95 

8862335
Méditation avec CD

$ 19.95 

Mission méditation
Ce guide présente différentes techniques 
de méditation basée sur la présence 
attentive. Des activités de psychologie 
positives à mettre en application sont 
également proposées. Ludiques et simples, 
ces exercices ont pour objectif d’offrir des 
stratégies et des outils concrets aux jeunes 
du primaire pour être plus épanouis, calmes 
et concentrés! 96 pages.

3493000 $ 22.95 

La souffrance des envahis
C’est l’histoire de Johanne Leduc, mère 
de deux enfants autistes qui, au travers 
d’un quotidien rempli d’embûches, nous 
fait découvrir l’univers complexe et unique 
qu’est celui des personnes autistes. À la 
fois touchant et troublant, ce récit demeure 
palpitant du début jusqu’à la fin. 455 pages.

2859000 $ 27.95 

Songes et mensonges
Lalie décrit la journée particulière où sa 
famille était passée par toute la gamme des 
émotions : Maxime s’était échappé de l’école, 
un incendie avait ravagé une partie de la 
maison… Lalie se souvient et raconte.  
La vérité ou des mensonges? 128 pages.  
10 ans +

8813567 $ 4.95 
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Mon enfant apprivoise ses 
sens
Cet ouvrage offre des outils aux parents 
et à tous les adultes qui évoluent autour 
de l’enfant hypersensible, hyposensible 
ou en recherche de stimulations intenses. 
Visant à démystifier les problèmes liés 
à la modulation sensorielle et à y réagir 
adéquatement, il permet de comprendre le 
malaise de l’enfant et d’identifier des façons 
d’y faire face. 263 pages.

3577100 $ 21.95 
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Mon cerveau ne m'écoute pas
Du diagnostic jusqu'à l'adolescence, ce guide 
propose une conception globale des multiples 
aspects du soutien à l'enfant dyspraxique. 
178 pages.

2773000 $ 14.95 

L'enfant autiste
Ce livre a pour objectif premier de fournir des 
stratégies d'intervention en acquisition du 
langage, basées sur les situations naturelles 
de l'enfant autiste et pouvant être mises 
en place par les parents lors des activités 
quotidiennes. 159 pages.

2767000 $ 19.95 

Apprivoiser l'hyperactivité et 
le déficit de l'attention
Cet ouvrage propose une gamme de moyens 
pour aider l’enfant à s’épanouir dans sa 
famille, à l’école et dans son milieu de 
vie. Il est aussi question de coexistence 
entre le désordre neurologique et d’autres 
troubles (troubles d’apprentissage, 
opposition, anxiété...). Et qu’en est-il du lien 
d’attachement parent-enfant? 124 pages.

2772000 $ 14.95 

Mieux vivre l’école... 
En 7 savoirs et astuces
Inspiré de milliers d’histoires d’enfants, ce 
livre explique et approfondit les principaux 
outils que doit maîtriser l’enfant afin 
d’assurer son épanouissement et sa réussite 
dans le milieu scolaire. L’ouvrage guide 
aussi les parents qui cherchent à cerner les 
problèmes d’apprentissage de leur enfant. 
204 pages.

2856000 $ 14.95 

La dyspraxie : Une approche 
clinique et pratique
L'auteure définit ce qu'est la dyspraxie et 
ce qui la distingue des autres pathologies 
du développement. Elle propose des outils 
d'évaluation simples pour les intervenants de 
première ligne. 123 pages.

2765000 $ 29.95 

Raconte-moi une histoire 
Pourquoi? Laquelle? 
Comment?
Est-ce que les histoires favorisent un 
intérêt pour la lecture? Quelles en sont les 
conditions de succès? Vaut-il mieux les lire 
ou les raconter dans ses mots? Pourquoi 
le rituel du coucher inclut-il la lecture 
d’une histoire? Le présent ouvrage répond 
remarquablement à ces questions et bien 
d’autres. 166 pages.

2961000 $ 14.95 

L’autisme expliqué aux non-
autistes

Cet ouvrage propose une description unique 
du TSA (trouble du spectre de l’autisme) 
en soulignant qu’un cerveau autiste est 
différent d’un cerveau neurotypique, qu’il est 
connecté autrement et qu’il ne traite pas les 
informations de la même manière. 176 pages.

3530000 $ 19.95 

10 questions sur...Le TDAH 
chez les enfants et les 
adolescents
Le neuropsychologue Benoît Hammarrenger 
livre ici le fruit d’une recherche approfondie 
pour répondre de la manière la plus complète 
possible aux dix questions qu’il entend 
le plus souvent dans sa pratique. Il met 
également son expertise à profit pour vous 
offrir des conseils pratiques et des pistes 
d’intervention éprouvées pour vous aider à 
mieux accompagner les jeunes vivant avec ce 
trouble.

3613000 $ 17.95 

pédago
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L’opposition

Quand les tout petits 
apprennent à s’estimer

Coupons-bonheur  
pour enseignants et parents
De la pure magie! Il vous suffit de les remplir 
et de les distribuer généreusement pour 
apporter du bonheur au quotidien.  
300 coupons.

2758000 $ 19.95 

Resources

Mon cerveau a  
besoin de lunettes
Ponctué de données instructives et de 
trucs efficaces, le journal imaginaire de 
Tom permet aux jeunes, aux parents et 
aux intervenants d’apprivoiser le trouble 
du déficit de l’attention avec ou sans 
hyperactivité. Amusant et imaginatif, ce livre 
est indispensable pour mieux comprendre 
cette réalité, qui n’a rien d’imaginaire!  
48 pages.

3154100 $ 19.95 

Mon cerveau a encore 
besoin de lunettes
Le TDAH se manifeste dès l’enfance 
par des symptômes d’inattention, 
d’hyperactivité ou d’impulsivité. Les outils 
pour en réduire les symptômes agissent 
comme des lunettes pour le cerveau en 
l’aidant à se concentrer ou en freinant 
la bougeotte. Plus de la moitié des 
enfants atteints de TDAH en gardent des 
symptômes à l’âge adulte. 96 pages.

3154200 $ 22.95 

pédago

Les enfants volcans
Fort utile dans l’intervention auprès des 
6 à 12 ans, ce guide propose des astuces 
et des fiches d’activités amusantes, 
conçues pour soutenir la mise en place 
de stratégies efficaces dans les situations 
potentiellement… explosives! 64 pages.

2763000 $ 22.95 

Ce guide théorique et recueil d’activités 
favorise l’estime de soi des enfants de 3 à  
6 ans. Il propose près de cinquante activités. 
Vous y trouverez des propositions concrètes 
pour l’animation des activités, des objectifs 
spécifiques pour favoriser le sentiment 
de confiance, la connaissance de soi, le 
sentiment d’appartenance et le sentiment de 
réussite. 120 pages.

2981000 $ 24.95 

J’ai juste besoin de votre 
attention
On oublie souvent que l’anxiété et l’effet 
du stress affectif font partie de la vie. 
Pour le cerveau, il n’y a pas de bon ou 
de mauvais stress. Il y a du stress. Un 
peu. Beaucoup. Trop. Le tout est de 
savoir le « contenir », c’est-à-dire être 
capable de le vivre et d’adopter des 
stratégies efficaces pour le gérer. 360 
pages.

3185000 $ 24.95 

Voici LE livre de référence pour 
mieux comprendre l’opposition et les 
comportements difficiles des enfants de 
4 à 12 ans. Plusieurs autres questions 
importantes y sont abordées : les conflits 
familiaux, l’anxiété, le TDAH, le syndrome 
de Gilles de la Tourette, la douance... Des 
interventions spécifiques, ciblant les causes 
réelles des comportements d’opposition, sont 
ensuite détaillées. 232 pages.

3345000 $ 24.95 

Comment ça va? 
Dessinons nos émotions!
Élise Gravel nous propose un livre 
d'activités qui permet aux jeunes de 
prendre conscience de leurs émotions et 
des réactions qu'elles entraînent tout en 
s'amusant à les exprimer en dessinant. 
« Comment ça va? » est un outil 
merveilleux pour ouvrir la porte à une 
meilleure santé émotionnelle. 96 pages.  
6 ans +

3494000 $ 14.95 

L’enfant dérangeant
S’appuyant sur des exemples éloquents 
et sur plusieurs exercices concrets, 
les auteures proposent ici un modèle 
simple permettant aux enseignants, aux 
intervenants, aux éducateurs et aux parents 
de trouver des outils efficaces pour favoriser 
le bien-être et l’épanouissement des jeunes 
qu’ils accompagnent. 142 pages.

3216000 $ 22.95 
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Le yoga du cirque
Le yoga au cirque a été conçu afin de 
permettre à l’enfant d’avoir une meilleure 
conscience corporelle. Ce livre permet 
à l’enfant de travailler son équilibre, son 
endurance, sa force, sa souplesse et d’avoir 
un meilleur contrôle postural. 64 pages.         
3 ans +

3542100 $ 29.95 
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La marche des animaux
Marcher comme vos animaux préférés, 
c’est vraiment amusant. Cela permet, 
entre autre, de développer votre motricité 
globale, selon les besoins de chacun. Ce livre 
propose 12 marches savamment illustrées et 
accompagnées d’idées d’activités et de pistes 
de différenciation. 64 pages. 3 ans +

3130100 $ 29.95 

Otis et le deuil
Le deuil peut être particulièrement difficile 
à expliquer à un enfant neurotypique ou 
ayant un trouble du spectre de l’autisme. 
Le concept de la mort et la permanence 
de la perte de l’être cher sont abstraits et 
engendrent des émotions difficiles à décoder. 
Cet outil permettra de mieux comprendre 
cette étape de la vie. 48 pages. 5 ans +

3391000 $ 19.95 

Guide de sensibilisation  
Trouble du spectre de 
l’autisme
Accompagnez Francis (en classe régulière), 
son frère Tom (en classe spécialisée) et son 
cousin Simon (universitaire) dans ce guide 
permettant à un adulte d’échanger avec un 
enfant sur les différences individuelles. Les 
illustrations sont accompagnées de fiches 
éducatives permettant de mieux comprendre 
le quotidien des personnes ayant un trouble 
du spectre de l’autisme et d’adapter les 
comportements ainsi que l’environnement 
pour l’épanouissement de tous. 44 pages.

2971100 $ 29.95 

Guide de sensibilisation 
Déficience motrice
Ce guide aborde la déficience motrice. Le 
personnage principal, Kevin, se déplace 
en fauteuil roulant. Il s’exprime sur ce 
qu’il aime et ce qu’il apprécie moins au 
quotidien quant à sa situation. Il parle de 
sa famille et de ses activités préférées. 
Parallèlement, les fiches simples, colorées 
et vulgarisées permettent à l’adulte 
d’animer cette histoire. 44 pages.

2971200 $ 29.95 

Guide de sensibilisation 
Dysphasie - Troubles 
d’apprentissage
Ce guide aborde la dysphasie. Maxime 
apprend à s’exprimer clairement et à 
comprendre son environnement. À l’école, il 
participe à la journée d’activités éducatives et 
sportives. Après l’école, il partage du temps 
avec ses amis et sa famille. Parallèlement 
à l’histoire, les fiches simples, colorées et 
vulgarisées permettent à l’adulte d’animer 
cette histoire. 44 pages.

2971300 $ 29.95 

Histoire imaginaire  
Champions au parc 
d’amusement
Cette histoire se déroule au parc d’amusement. 
Maxime, le personnage principal trouve des 
indices qui lui permettront de résoudre une 
énigme. Sa dysphasie n’est plus un obstacle. 
Ses amis et lui allieront leurs compétences 
pour trouver des réponses. Ce livre met en 
vedette plusieurs personnages de la collection 
« LES CHAMPIONS », dont Laurent (dyslexie) et 
Kimberley (surdité). 28 pages.

2972300 $ 14.95 

Histoire imaginaire 
Champions dans l’espace
Cette histoire imaginaire se déroule dans 
l’espace. Kevin, le personnage principal, 
s’imagine que son fauteuil roulant se 
transforme en vaisseau. Ce livre met 
en vedette plusieurs personnages de la 
collection « LES CHAMPIONS », dont les 
différences sont mises en valeur et grâce 
auxquelles les personnages arrivent à des 
solutions! 28 pages.

2972100 $ 14.95 

Histoire imaginaire 
Champions au zoo
Cette histoire se déroule au zoo. Le père de 
Francis lui raconte une histoire spectaculaire 
où les animaux prendront part aux péripéties. 
Francis utilisera ses pictogrammes ainsi que 
ses habiletés de bricolage pour trouver des 
solutions créatives… Ce livre met en vedette 
plusieurs personnages de la collection  
« LES CHAMPIONS », dont les différences 
sont mises en valeur et grâce auxquelles les 
personnages arrivent à des solutions.  
28 pages.

2972200 $ 14.95 
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Le chien et son maître Les  
essuie-glaces 

La lampe  
de poche 

Le mauvais conducteur Ça  
chatouille ! 

La balade  
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Resources
enfance et activités

Dafné et les Doudoux
Teintées d’humour et de fantaisie, les aventures 
de Dafné sont inspirées du quotidien des petits. 
Dafné vit différentes situations qui sont souvent 
des défis pour les jeunes enfants. Heureusement, 
les Doudoux sont là! Avec leur aide, la fillette 
arrive à mieux comprendre et à mettre des mots 
sur ce qu’elle vit et en ressort grandie. 28 pages. 
2 ans +

3454100 
Au lit, Dafné!

3454200 
Bravo, Dafné!

3454300 
Courage, Dafné!

3454400 
Dafné, bec sucré!

3454500 
Les matins pressés

3454600 
Les mots-amis

3454700 
Mamie, papi et Dafné

3454800
Le nouveau bébé

Je brode - Les formes/ Les 
couleurs
La coordination main-œil, c’est essentiel 
pour bien jouer et se préparer à écrire. Avec 
Je brode les formes, l’enfant travaille cette 
habileté tout en s’amusant! Il apprend aussi 
à réaliser une tâche comprenant quelques 
étapes simples tout en développant sa 
motricité fine. 16 pages. 2 ans +

8839653 $ 9.95 

Trottinette et Tourniquet
Atelier de motricité dont l’objectif est le 
développement de la motricité globale et 
fine par le jeu. Chaque trousse contient une 
série de 108 cartes d’exercices, une affiche 
des personnages, une liste du matériel 
nécessaire et une brochure explicative. 
Avec ces exercices, les enfants développent 
leur concentration, leur coordination, leur 
équilibre, leur tonus, leur motricité fine… 
des préalables à l’apprentissage de l’écriture 
et de la lecture. Auteures : Sylvie Bazinet et 
Marjorie Delisle, enseignantes. 3 à 8 ans.

0139-1 $ 59.95 

Trottinette et Tourniquet : 
Trousse et matériels
Inclus :

• 1 Atelier de motricité (0139-1)
• 1 Mini vibromasseur
• 2 Pop Tube
• 1 Rep Putty 80 g orange
• 1 Reptile extensible
• 1 Balle Pleine Lune

0139-2 $ 79.95 

Cherche et trouve - 
Galette et ses amis
Cet imagier richement coloré permet de 
développer le sens de l’observation des enfants 
et leur fait découvrir de nouveaux mots! Les 
superbes illustrations, vives et dynamiques 
de Marie- Claude Favreau, débordent d’une 
multitude de détails savoureux à exploiter pour 
stimuler le langage et l’imagination des enfants.  
24 pages. 3 ans +

8862609 $ 7.95 

Galette est fou de joie!
Galette est fou de joie. Il a reçu un beau 
cadeau. Tout à coup lui vient une idée! Il a 
envie de partager avec ses amis. Galette 
cherche une façon de le faire et de rendre 
tout le monde heureux! 24 pages. 3 ans +

8861134 $ 7.95 

Galette est patient
Galette prépare des muffins pour le petit-
déjeuner. Tartine saute d’impatience et ne 
veut pas attendre. Ah là là là là! C’est au 
tour de Galette de commencer à perdre 
patience! « On va tous les deux prendre une 
grande inspiration et expirer lentement », lui 
explique-t-il calmement. 24 pages. 3 ans +

8862651 $ 7.95 

Tartine est persévérante
Tartine veut apprendre à faire de la 
bicyclette sans petites roues. Elle est toute 
excitée! Mais ce n’est pas si facile de se 
concentrer pour bien pédaler sans tomber, 
rouler droit et freiner au bon moment! 
Galette l’encourage, Tartine persévère... 
elle peut être fière! 24 pages. 3 ans +

8862525 $ 7.95 
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A
Abacus...........................................................................136
ABC...............................................................................132
Activity Rings.................................................................12
ADHD............................................................147,148,154
Affiches...........................................................123,124,125
Agenda de communication........................................125
Air Cushion....................................................................50
Animal Tip.....................................................................68
Ankle Hoops...................................................................11
Anxiety...........................................................147,148,153
Architecto.....................................................................143
Arm Weight....................................................................43
Aroma Mate...................................................................39
Autism....................................................................147,153
B
Balance..........................................................................139
Balance Beam...................................................................5
Balance Hedhehog...........................................................6
Ball Chair.........................................................................51
Ball with Feet.................................................................51
Balls........................................................15,16,17,74,75,76
Band in a Box.................................................................59
Base Ten........................................................................138
Bean Bag Game..............................................................13
Beehive Game................................................................81
Bendy Man.....................................................................79
Better Builders................................................................99
Bilibo.................................................................................3
Blablarama....................................................................132
Blindfold..........................................................................12
Block Set.........................................................................22
Blocks.....................................................................100,106
Blow Lotto.......................................................................71
Bodymagnet.................................................................113
Boinks..............................................................................77
Bolli..................................................................................76
Bouncy Bands................................................................52
Bowling...........................................................................12
Brush................................................................................93
Bubbles.......................................................................39,70
Bug-Out-Bob..................................................................78
Build’n Balance Course...................................................6
C
CarePlay - Ride-On.........................................................8
Carousel............................................................................3
Cartons..........................................................................124
Castle Molds.................................................................102
Chair...........................................................................26,27
Chair Socks.....................................................................52
Champion pour maitriser...........................................150
Changing Table..............................................................25
Chewelry.....................................................63,64,65,66,67
Chewy Stixx....................................................................65
Chewy Tubes..................................................................67
Circuit Maze.................................................................144
Clapper............................................................................59
Clock...............................................................................55
Clown’s Hat.....................................................................11
Coffret prononciation.................................................128
Collection Zen.............................................................152
Color’Peps.......................................................................92
Colour Code................................................................113
Colour Paddles.............................................................105
Compress Gel Beads......................................................76
Cones...............................................................................12
Corral Ball Pool.............................................................19
Correction Pencils.........................................................86
Counters........................................................................143
Counting.......................................................................142

Coupon-bonheur.........................................................154
Crib..................................................................................27
Cups................................................................................69
D
Dafnéet les Doudoux...................................................156
Dart Game......................................................................13
Dr. Eureka....................................................................
Dr. Microbe....................................................................81
Deep Pressure Vest........................................................42
Depression....................................................................148
Diabolo............................................................................11
Dice...............................................................................139
Disco Light......................................................................38
Dominoes......................................................................101
Doorbell House.............................................................98
Dress-a-Pillar.................................................................98
Dycem Non-Slip............................................................88
Dyslexia........................................................................147
Dysphasia......................................................................147
Dyspraxia......................................................................153
E
Earmuff............................................................................40
Edubench........................................................................49
Educube...........................................................................49
Egg Shakers.....................................................................59
Eggsercizer......................................................................78
Emotions Cushions........................................................48
Emotions Game...........................................................124
Equilibro........................................................................143
Eraser...............................................................................86
Exercise Bands................................................................18
EzyRoller...........................................................................8
F
Fantacolor.....................................................................101
Farm Hoppers.................................................................16
Fatboy..............................................................................46
Fatboy - Lamzac.............................................................43
Fiber Optic......................................................................38
Fidget Cube....................................................................79
Fidget for Your Digits...................................................79
Fidget Kit........................................................................77
Fidget Pencils.................................................................77
Fidget Toys.....................................................................79
Finger Eyes.....................................................................79
Finger Puppet Monsters...............................................79
Fish Eggs.......................................................................102
Fishing Games................................................................11
Fitball Disc.....................................................................50
FlexiCubes......................................................................80
Flip Stand......................................................................138
Floor Pillow.....................................................................48
Floor Surfer.......................................................................4
Fraction.........................................................................141
Fruits and Veggies..........................................................83
Fruits Tower..................................................................107
Furniture..........................................................26,27,28,29
G
Galette...........................................................................156
Gel Board........................................................................90
Geoboards.....................................................................141
Geoland.........................................................................140
Geostix...........................................................................107
Ghost...............................................................................43
Gilles de la Tourette.....................................................147
Go Wheelie.....................................................................11
Grabber............................................................................67
Gravity Maze................................................................144
Gro Clock........................................................................55
Guide de sensibilisation..............................................155

H
Hamac..............................................................................51
Hand Grip Exercise.......................................................78
Hand Pointer.................................................................133
Happy Bowl....................................................................69
Happy Cube.................................................................113
Harmonica......................................................................60
Headphones....................................................................59
Histoire imaginaire......................................................155
Hoberman Sphere..........................................................80
Howdahug......................................................................48
Homework Help.......................................................52,53
Hoops..............................................................................12
I
IDEO...............................................................................21
Imagine ton histoire....................................................131
Imaginets.......................................................................108
In my Suitcase...............................................................131
Individual Games.................................................113,114
Interlox..........................................................................106
IQ Twist.........................................................................113
J
Jacob’s Ladder.................................................................80
Joey Jump........................................................................14
Jump Rope......................................................................11
Jumparoo...........................................................................9
Jumping Ball...................................................................16
Jumping Sacks................................................................10
K
Keekaroo Chair...............................................................49
Kinetic Sand.................................................................102
Kitchenette.....................................................................28
L
La marche des animaux..............................................155
Lacing Animal................................................................97
Lacing Shape...................................................................97
Lacing Sneaker................................................................97
Language Game...........................................................126
Lap Pad...........................................................................45
Laser Maze...................................................................144
Latches Board.................................................................98
Lava Lamp......................................................................37
Le Yoga du Cirque.......................................................155
LED Lamp......................................................................37
Les belles combines.....................................................125
Light Filter......................................................................38
Light Moon....................................................................37
Light Pad......................................................................105
Linking Blocks........................................................99,136
L’Oeuf a dit.....................................................................14
M
Mad Mattr.....................................................................102
Magformers..................................................................101
Magic Mitt......................................................................13
Magico - Eye Spies.......................................................105
Magnatab...................................................................90,93 
Magnetic Letters and Numbers...................................90
Magnetic Marble Maze...............................................110
Mambo Stool..................................................................50
Mambo Tango..............................................................144
manimo................................................................33,34,35
Maracas...........................................................................59
Marble Maze..................................................................82
Marker pens with suction.............................................93

Index
In

d
ex
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Index

Massager..........................................................................41
Mathable........................................................................135
Mats............................................................................22,23
Maxiloto........................................................................127
Maze Racers..................................................................137
Melody Snaily.................................................................60
Mental Blox..................................................................144 
Microphone....................................................................59
Migoga...........................................................................100
MimiQ...........................................................................126
Mini Mat.........................................................................69
Mini Projector................................................................38
Mirror............................................................................118
Mission méditation......................................................152
Mi-T-Mist.......................................................................71
Möbi..............................................................................135
Money............................................................................136
Motor Skill Universal Set................................................5
Movin’sit..........................................................................50
Music Box.......................................................................60
N
Noisemaker.....................................................................59
Notebook.........................................................................90
Nuk Massager Brush.....................................................68
Number Colour Association......................................137
Nuts and Bolts................................................................98
O
Observation Game........................................115,116,117                                       
Ogodisk...........................................................................13
Ooze................................................................................38
Opposition....................................................................154
Oral Motor Kit...............................................................71
Orbo Puzzle..................................................................113
P
Paint Pots........................................................................91
Paint Sticks.....................................................................93
Pallina............................................................................107
Parachute.........................................................................10
Pebbles...........................................................................108
Pedal Exerciser...............................................................52
Peg Play.........................................................................107
Pen...................................................................................87
Pencil Grip................................................................84-85
Pencil Topper..................................................................66
Pencil Topper..................................................................87
Pencil Weight..................................................................88
Pencils..............................................................................84
Perplexus.......................................................................109
Perspecto.......................................................................143
Photobox.......................................................................127
Piano Horn.....................................................................60
Pictograms.............................................................121,122
Piolino...........................................................................109
PipSquigz......................................................................100
Placotte...................................................................129,130
Planificateur....................................................................56
Plastic Sand ..................................................................101
Play Structures..........................................................19,20
Playfoam..........................................................................94
POD Pillows...................................................................46
Pogo Ball...........................................................................9
Pop Toobs.......................................................................60
Portable Ball Pit.............................................................16
Pouf.................................................................................20
Premiers mots..............................................................131
Puzzle.....................................................................111,112
Q
Q-Bitz............................................................................113

R
Rainbow Pan Flute.........................................................60
Rainbow River Stones.....................................................6
Rainmakers.....................................................................60
Ray-Lax Chair................................................................48
Reading Guide................................................................89
Relaxation CD................................................................59
Rep Putty.........................................................................78
Réponds-moi en image...............................................132
Ribbit Massager..............................................................41
Ring Toss ........................................................................12
Ring Toss........................................................................14
Robot Mouse................................................................137
Rocking Bowl...................................................................3
Rody Horse.....................................................................16
Role Play.........................................................................83
Roll and Play...................................................................14
Rolling 4 Fun ...............................................................109
Rotating Bulb.................................................................38
Ruler............................................................................88,89
Rush Hour....................................................................144
S
Sand Timer......................................................................56
Saxoflute..........................................................................60
Scenario.........................................................................128
Scented Bubbles.............................................................39
Scissors.......................................................................95,96
Scooter...............................................................................8
Scooter Board...................................................................4
Seats.................................................................................21
Seesaw................................................................................4
Self Esteem....................................................................151
Sensory Bracelet.............................................................65
Sensory Bubble...............................................................39
Sensory Maze.................................................................39
Sensory Ring..................................................................79
Sensory Rollers...............................................................76
Sensory Stonez.................................................................6
Sequence.......................................................................128
Sharpener........................................................................85
Shelby’s Snack Shack......................................................81
Shoulder Wrap...............................................................45
Sight......................................................................37,38,39
Sit Me Up........................................................................22
Skills Board.....................................................................98
Slant Board......................................................................88
Slinky................................................................................80
Smell................................................................................39
Smencils..........................................................................86
Snow..............................................................................102
Solids.............................................................................140
Sort and Match.............................................................108
Sorting Pie......................................................................81
Sorting Set....................................................................137
Sorting Set....................................................................142
Sorting Tree....................................................................99
Sound...............................................................................40
Speed Game..........................................................114,115
Speedy Word................................................................132
Spiky Glove.....................................................................79
Spinning Tops................................................................79
Spirogiro..........................................................................93
Spoons.............................................................................69
Squigz............................................................................100
Squishimal......................................................................77
Stamp Set........................................................................93
Stilts...................................................................................4
Straw.................................................................................69
Stretchy Animals............................................................77
Stretchy Centipede.........................................................76
Stretchy Mice .................................................................76
Strollers......................................................................29,30
Stunt Streamer................................................................14
Stylus................................................................................87

Super Moi.....................................................................148 
Suspend.........................................................................107
Swingos...........................................................................79
T
Table.................................................................................27
Tableau des défis..........................................................125
Tableau de motivation.................................................122
Tactile Discs......................................................................7
Tactile Path.......................................................................5
Tactiloto.........................................................................108
Talk Bar.........................................................................133
Tangle..............................................................................73
Tangramino...................................................................143
Teachable Touchables..................................................101
Teaching Telephone.......................................................83
Teeter Popper....................................................................4
Teether Strap...................................................................67
Tent..................................................................................10
Thera-Band.....................................................................18
Therapy Brush................................................................41
Therapy Top......................................................................4
Tic Tac Boom...............................................................129
Time Timer.....................................................................57
Time Tracker...................................................................56
Timers..............................................................................55
Tobbles..........................................................................106
Toobaloo.......................................................................133
Toothbrush......................................................................68
Top.....................................................................................3
Touch...............................................................................41
Tough Bar.......................................................................65
Trampoline........................................................................9
Tricky Fingers...............................................................113
Tricycle..............................................................................8
Triogolo.........................................................................131
Trottinette et Tourniquet............................................156
Tube Lamp......................................................................37
Tubo..............................................................................138
Tunnel.............................................................................10
Turbino............................................................................71
Tweezers.....................................................................81,82
U
U-lace..............................................................................97
Ultra Motor Skills Set .....................................................7
Une histoire sur... ........................................................149
V
Vibrating Senseez Cushions.........................................41
W
Watch..........................................................................55,57
Water Snake....................................................................79
Weighted Animals...............................................33,34,35
Weighted Blanket...........................................................44
Weighted Glove.........................................................43,88
Weighted Pencil.............................................................86
Weighted Vest................................................................42
Weighted Yoke...............................................................42
Wheel-O’s.....................................................................105
Whisper Phone.............................................................133
Whistles......................................................................70,71
White Board.................................................................105
White Plastic Slate.........................................................93
White Sand...................................................................102
Wikki Stix.......................................................................94
Wrap-Up Keys.............................................................138
Y
Yacker Tracker................................................................40
Yoga Spinner...................................................................14
Yogibo..............................................................................47
Z
Zipper Bandz..................................................................80
Zut! Flûte.......................................................................150
Z-Vibe..............................................................................68



Institutional Account 
Application Form 

@

* After receiving this form, our customer service will send you a password by email. You will than be
able to place an order.

*

Government Agency or School Board (if diffrent from billing address)

®

* After receiving this form, our customer service will send you a password by email. You will be than able to place an order



Purchase Order 

12
20749

750

®

$199,99

$200,00



Shipping and Handling

Most items are shipped from our warehouse within 2 to 5 business days. 
Except for remote areas, delivery fees are as follows:

Quebec and Ontario

$0.00 to $79.99 $12.50

$80.00 to $749.99 10% maximum $20.00

$750.00 and more free

Manitoba,  
Saskatchewan, Alberta,  
British Columbia,  
New Brunswick,  
Nova Scotia,  
Prince Edward Island

$0.00 to $79.99 $13.50

$80.00 to $1249.99 10% maximum $50.00

$1250.00 and more free

Newfoundland,  
North-West Territories, 
Nunavut, Yukon

$0.00 to $199.99 $25.00

$200.00 and more 12% 

Europe A cost estimate will be made. Minimum $125.00 

U.S.A. A cost estimate will be made. Minimum $30.00

Pictograms 
Truck
This item is oversized! An additional shipping 
fee of 10% will be applied. 

Box
Any cancellation or return will result in a 
restocking fee of 15%.

Star
In some cases delivery may take up to 8 weeks. 
Any cancellation or return will result in a 
restocking fee of 15%.

Return Policy

If you’ve changed your mind and are not entirely satisfied with your 
purchase, we shall exchange or refund the unused item within 30 days. 
The invoice and the item’s original packaging are required. Refunds will be 
issued in the same method of payment as the original payment (e.g., credit 
card purchases will be credited to the original credit card account). Please 
note that some items are final sales: liquidation products and for hygienic 
reasons chewy, clothing, blanket, and manipulation products. At any time, 
fdmt reserves the right to refuse a return or exchange.

In store
Within 30 days of receipt, please make sure 
to have the original invoice and packaging at 
the time of your visit.

Web order

Contact us within 30 days. The invoice and 
the item’s original packaging are required. 
fdmt will not assume transport charges for 
any returned items.

Please note that any product that has been modified or altered from its 
original state cannot be returned or exchanged. If you wish to cancel an 
order that has already been shipped to you, please note that shipping fees 
still apply.

Damaged and Incomplete Shipments

All deliveries should be inspected immediatly. Any damage should be 
reported at the time of delivery. Make sure to describe it on the delivery 
receipt/bill of lading. Damages should be reported within 5 days of reception 
to our customer service. Send a picture of damaged parcel and products at : 
service@fdmt.ca to open a claim file.

Price

All prices are subject to change without notice.                                                 
All applicable taxes not included. 

Illustrations and images

Product sold may differ from images on our website.                                  
These images are presented for information purposes only.

General Policies

2199 de la Métropole in Longueuil
Monday to Friday: 10 am to 6 pm

Customer Service
Opening hours
Monday to Friday: 8 am to 5 pm

Visit our store

4 ways to order
fdmt.ca

service@fdmt.ca

450 321-5503

450 321-5500  |  866 465-0559

OPEN



YouTube

2199 de la Métropole
Longueuil (QC)  J4G 1S5
service@fdmt.ca

Blog

Facebook

blogue.fdmt.ca/en/

LinkedIn
fdmt - matériel éducatif et outils sensoriels

fdmt media

Subscribe to the
fdmt Newsletter


